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Local lawsuit
involved school
board, sheriff
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

Attorney: FBI
documens prove
Jewell's innocence
ATLANTA (AP) — Richard
Jewell's attorney said Wednesday he is "more confident than
ever" of his client's innocence
after seeing FBI documents
describing how the security
guard became a suspect in the
Olympic bombing.
Attorney Jack Martin on
Wednesday got his first look at
the FBI affidavit filed to support
search warrants against Jewell.
Martin has said that the documents could lead to new information in the case.
We are permitted to investigate what is in there and we
will do so," Martin said.
A federal magistrate allowed
Jewell and his attorney to see
the documents, which include
witness information. Agents
were allowed to black out portions about how the bomb was
made and investigative
techniques.
Jewell, 33, was working as a
security guard at Centennial
Olympic Park when a pipe
bomb exploded July 27, killing
one person and injuring 111.

Woman accused of
assault at McDonald's
LEBANON, Ore.(AP) — Talk
about a Big Mac attack.
A woman who found hamburgers in her to-go bag rather
than the chicken she ordered
Tuesday crawled through a
McDonald's drive-up window,
tossed food and drinks at
employees and destroyed a
cash drawer.
Moments later, police
arrested Taletha Hurd, 21, as
she waited outside the drive-up
window of a Taco Time next
door. Police say she kicked two
officers in trying to resist arrest.
Hurd was charged with criminal mischief, assault and theft.
Police say the woman may
have been drunk.
WEATHER
Tonight...Thunderstorms
likely. Low 65 to 70. South
wind 15 to 20 mph. Chance of
rain 70 percent.
Friday...Showers and thunderstorms likely...But becoming
more scattered in the afternoon.
High in the upper 70s. Chance
of rain 60 percent.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Supreme Court today
reaffirmed the way sheriffs bill
local governments for the cost of
collecting their taxes.
Each local taxing district
should pay according to its share
of the total, the court said in a
4-3 ruling.
The case began in 1990 as a
dispute between the Calloway
County school board and J.D.
Williams, who was sheriff at the
time. But it had statewide ramifications from the beginning.
"Friend of the court" briefs were
filed by the Kentucky Depart-

ment of Education and by associations representing teachers,
school administrators, school
boards, judge -executives and
counties.
At issue is a statute that guarantees the tax collector a fee
equal to the expense of collection. But for school taxes, the fee
is to be at least one-half of I percent and no more than 4 percent
of the total collected.
The Calloway County sheriff
withheld 4 percent of the school
district's share of property taxes
as his fee. The school district, as
one of eight taxing districts using
the sheriff as its collector, said it
should pay only one-eighth of the
cost. The difference was nearly
$78,000.
The school board claimed the
statute violated the Kentucky
Constitution's requirement that
school taxes be "appropriated to
the common schools and to no
other purpose."

Calloway Circuit Court agreed
with the school board and
ordered Williams to pay back the
difference. The Court of Appeals
reversed the ruling in January
1995 and was upheld by the
Supreme Court today.

Writing for the majority, Jus- using money 'appropri
ated to the
tice Donald Wintersheimer said common schools'
for some 'other
the school board thought it unfair purpose' in violation
of the conthat it was charged more than stitution and the
statute," King
other taxing districts merely wrote.
because it received the lion's
share of total taxes.
"The majority's concern for
The school board argued that other taxing districts is misdi"it costs no more to collect $I
rected," King said.
than to collect $1,000. Such reaWintersheimer said the General
soning is faulty," Wintersheim- Assembly, not the courts, should
er's opinion said.
be the one to change the limits on
If the collection fee was appor- collection fees.
tioned equally among all taxing
districts, those receiving the least
"The charges of windfall to
would pay the most in percentage the sheriff is a fear that has
failed
terms, Wintersheimer said.
to materialize, and if it is valid, it
In a dissenting opinion, Justice should be considered by the
GenNick King said the constitution eral Assembly for correctio
n," he
requires every tax to be devoted wrote.
to the purpose for which it was
levied.
Justices Walter Baker, J. Wil'The sheriff's fee is statutorily liam Graves and Joseph
Lambert
set at the actual expense of col- joined Wintersh
eimer in the
lecting school taxes. ... Paying majority. Chief
Justice Robert
the sheriff more than the actual Stephens and Justice
Janet Stumcost of collecting school taxes is bo joined in King's
dissent.

Changes in
towing services
come under fire
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The public szr:ty commit:L.. of ;he Murray City Council is
expected to discuss recent changes in the city's vehicle towing
policy at tonight's meeting.
Recently, the five wrecker services, utilized by the city to
tow vehicles for the Murray Police Department, received a letter from MPD Chief David Smith outlining changes in the policy concerning where towed vehicles are taken.
In 1987, the city entered into an agreement with Parker
Ford, McClard's Shell, Key's Auto, Taber's Wrecker Service
and Murray Auto Body for towing services.
MPD utilizes these wrecker services on a rotation basis,
refered to as the "Next On the List" or NOL list.
According to Smith's letter, vehicles towed for the city are
now required to be taken to the city's impound lot off Industrial Road.
The only exception are vehicles involved in non-injury traffic accidents where no charges are filed.
Shortly after Smith's Sept. 16 letter, Mayor Bill Cherry
signed an executive order futher detailing the 'updated policy.
According to that order, any vehicle involved in a DUI
offense will be towed to the city's impound lot.
The order further stated that every vehicle will be taken to
the city lot if it:
'Is deemed abandoned.
*Constitutes a traffic hazard.
•Is involved in a traffic offense which results in an arrest.
'Is involved in the commission of a
•1s evidence of a possible crime.
•1s seized for impound by (MPD).
Each wrecker service was to notify the city within 24 hours
after recieving a copy of the order or they would be stricken

BERNARD KANE/ Ledger & Times photo
Susan White, executive director of the United Way, goes over a list of
potential business donors with Business
Division Co-Chairs Peggy Billington and Craig McDutfle during the continuin
g fundraising drive for the United Way
Wednesday in the General Services building at Murray State University
. This division has raised approximately
$3,000 and has a goal of $10,000.

Sky watchers
will observe
eclipsed moon
MIAMI (AP) — Here's the
recipe for an autumn treat: Take
one harvest moon, add the
Earth's shadow and mix in the
rare sight of Saturn hovering
nearby.
Sky watchers throughout North
America tonight get to see their
last total eclipse of the moon
until January 2000 in the kind of
celestial event that captures a
child's imagination.
"Lunar eclipses are one of the
outrageous things that happen in
the universe," said Jack Horkheimer, director of the Miami
Planetarium and host of the PBS
TV show "Star Hustler."
"That's what got me into star
watching when I was 15."
Such events are increasingly
important for young people who
have "lost contact with the sky,"
astronomers say.
"With the amount of electric
lighting we're using, we're wash-

By SANDRA SOBIERAJ
Associated Press Writer

Tod Hicks, a member of the Girl Scout s of America
Troop 1173, assisted with an exhibit at the 1995
Community Resource Fair. United Way agencies
will be among exhibitors at the 1996 event scheduled for Saturday at Calloway County Middle
School.

sity gymnasium: "Why won't you debate
Ross Perot?"
A Clinton spokesman joined in on the
pre-debate politicking, calling Dole "the
Titanic juggernaut of debaters."
Dole left town before Perot arrived, but
it was not a clean getaway. Two clusters of
students interrupted his morning rally with
clucking toy chickens and taunts of "Don't
be chicken. Debate Perot."
"Oh, we're not scared of Perot. Never,
no," Dole answered.
The Clinton and Dole campaigns have
agreed to presidential debates on Oct. 6 in
Hartford, Conn., and Oct. 16 in San Diego,
with a vice presidential forum on Oct. 9 in
St. Petersburg, Fla.
The bipartisan Commission on Presidential Debates had proposed a Wednesday
debate in St. Louis, but that was scrapped
after President Clinton said it was too close
to his speech Tuesday at the United
Nations.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — In the city that was
to have played host to the lead-off debate
Wednesday, Bob Dole tweaked President
Clinton for putting off their first faceoff
and Ross Perot slammed party politics for
keeping him out.
"This is a blatant display of power by
the Democrats and Republicans," Perot
said Wednesday night at his first campaign
rally to an enthusiastic overflow crowd of
more than 1,000 people. "They do not
want the American people to hear the real
issues in these debates."
His remarks were met with frequent
applause as audience members, maily of
them college students, roared approval and
waved "Ross For Boss" signs.
The Reform Party presidential nominee
vowed not to drop out of the race no matter
what, but his speech revealed skepticism
about his own chances.
"The presidential debates are very
The commission voted to exclude Perot
important. We cannot win," he said, before
stoping to amend his statement to, "One from the debates altogether, a decision
way or another we will. It's kind of hard to cheered by Dole but opposed by Clinton.
compete if you're not in the game."
Perot filed suit Monday to overturn the
Dole, during his stop here, said, "I'm decision.
ready, I was ready" to debate Clinton on
On Wednesday, Jesse Jackson stood on
Wednesday. But his show of bravado was the courthouse steps in Washington and
dimmed by the overhanging question
shouted by hecklers in a St. Louis UniverSee Peg' 3

Senate short of votes to override abortion veto
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott today urged Democrats to
defy their president as the Senate
prepared for what appeared to be
a futile attempt to override President Clinton's veto of a bill banning certain late-term abortions.
"Turning a blind eye to an
atrocity is not a part of the heritage of the Democratic party, Lott
said in opening the debate on socalled partial-birth abortions.

"You have to stand for principle
or your constituency or your
conscience."
But Sen. Barbara Boxer, EIGHT: said the procedure must
remain legal to protect women.
"If it becomes the law, it will
result in women dying, women
suffering, women becoming
infertile, maybe paralyzed, surely
gravely harmed."
The House last week succeeded in an override vote, by a
285-137 margin, but Lott, RMiss., and other supporters of the

override said they don't yet have
the two-thirds majority needed in
the Senate.
The bill, which would mark the
first time Congress has outlawed
a specific abortion procedure
since the 1973 Supreme Court
decision guaranteeing a woman's
right to an abortion, passed the
Senate last December by 54-44.
Lott said supporters of the bill
are getting close to 60 votes, and
"a lot of senators are having
some serious second thoughts."
But he said it would be an

"uphill battle" to override.
"Maybe this will be an issue that
won't be political or partisan, it
will be a vote of conscience and
heart."
Douglas Johnson of the
National Right to Life Committee, a leader in the campaign
against the procedure, said, "The
odds are heavily in the president's favor. ... It's a very steep
climb for our side."
Anti-abortion groups have
focused on the procedure partly

because of its gruesome nature —
the fetus is partially delivered
through the birth canal before the
doctor kills it by removing the
brain.
Clinton in vetoing the legislation contended that it failed to
provide an exception in cases

where the health of the mother is
at risk. The bill would allow doctors to use the procedure if there
was no other way to save the life
of the mother, but bill sponsors
rejected a health exception, saying it would open up a loophole
for continued use.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — Astronaut Shannon
Lucid returned to Earth on space

shuffle Atlantis today, eager to
see her family, take a shower,
and feel the sun and wind after a
record six months in orbit.
Her 188-day voyage — the
longest spaceflight by a woman
and an American — ended with
an 8:13 a.m. touchdown at the
Kennedy Space Center, where her
trip had begun.
"Welcome home, Shannon,"
Mission Control said.
NASA Administrator Daniel
Goldin waited at the landing strip
with a present from President
Clinton: a huge box of m&m's.
Lucid had craved the candy while
living on the Russian space station Mir. The president also sent
a letter of congratulations.
"I'll bet she can taste those
m&m's already," Mission Control told commander William
Readdy as the shuttle began its
fiery descent.
Several hundred people
gathered at the runway to welcome Lucid and her five crewmates home. The crowd included
her husband and three grown
children.
Atlantis glided through wispy
clouds and touched down safely,
giving Lucid her first taste of
Earth's gravity in six months.
She was expected to feel weak,
wobbly and woozy, and was to be
carried off the shuttle in a
stretcher.
Lucid, a 53-year-old biochemist, traveled 75 million miles during her mission — equal to 157
trips to the moon and back.
"All adventures have to come
to an end," she said Wednesday.
"You have to go home sometime, and I'm ready to go home."
Lucid blasted off March 22 on
Atlantis prepared for a
4Y2 -month mission to Mir, and
was supposed to return to Earth
in early August. But equipment
trouble and two hurricanes
delayed the shuttle's launch,
leaving her in orbit an extra
seven weeks.
Goldin said this morning that
Lucid "never, never flinched
once" despite all the setbacks.
"She has a toughness and she
has an ability to perform," Goldin said. "She stuck with it. She
stuck with it, and this is what's
so good about her."
"She's my hero," he added.
Atlantis finally took off on
Sept. 16, and two days later
docked with the Russian station.
As the six shuttle astronauts
floated into Mir, Lucid hugged
the men, the first Americans she
had seen in half a year.
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Utility files for bankruptcy protection
lion in assets but $1.38 billion in
debts. It owes most of the money
to the federal Rural Utilities Service, plus smaller amounts to two
banks, Chase Manhattan and The
Bank of New York
Al Robison, acting general
manager of Big Rivers, declined
Wednesday to say how much
debt the utility was asking the
Rural Utilities Service to forgive.
That agency is part of the Agriculture Department.
"There will be some debt
write-down that comes from U.S.
government funds," Robison
predicted.
But a Justice Department attorney involved in negotiations with
Big Rivers suggested the amount
was less than half the $1.1 billion
owed. The Justice Department

must approve any deal to forgive
part of that debt.
"We have told them we will
take less than we're owed," said
James Bruen, an attorneyin the
agency's commercial litigation
branch. "We are not looking at
writing down the majority of it."
Robison said the exact amount
of the write-down requested will
be included in bankruptcy plans
filed by the company within the
next 120 days.
It was unclear how the filing
might affect Big Rivers' plans to
lease its power plants to Oregonbased PacifiCorp for $30.1 million annually under a 25-year
partnership. Big Rivers has characterized the deal as vital to pay
its huge debts.
Robison said the bankruptcy

II Dole, Perot...
FROM PAGE 1
announced his intention to join
Perot's suit, saying the commission did not "have the moral
authority or the right to deny him
access to be a factor in this
debate."
Dole came to St. Louis to suggest Clinton was stalling.
"I'm ready, I was ready. I'm
here," he said to a smattering of
cheers for the mostly college-age
crowd. "But President Clinton is
somewhere else."
In turn, the Clinton campaign
accused Dole of stonewalling
because he has not signed the
debate agreement hammered out
in nine .hours of talks last
weekend.
Among the sticking points:
Dole wants to use a podium for
the town-hall style debate on the
16th and Clinton doesn't, and
Dole wants to consider adjusting
the 9 p.m. EDT start time for the
debates if they overlap with televised baseball games.
The selection of debate modes-

Sunday night between the campaigns. "We discussed all of
these issues," Reed said.

Despite the wrangling, Clinton
said at a Philadelphia fund-raiser,
"There'll be debates. I'm sure of
it."
As for Dole, he opened a St.
Louis pitch for his proposed tax
cuts by enthusing, "I can't wait
for that first debate a week from
Sunday."
"I don't know what my opponent will say in our debates," he
said. "But I'll say that the
American people know how to
spend their money better than the
government." Dole's campaign is
counting on a strong debate
showing to shrink Clinton's
double-digit lead in the polls.
But White House press secretary Mike McCurry sarcastically
referred to Dole's "prowess as a
debater" and told reporters that
Clinton would spend thre,e days
in the Philadelphia area next
week preparing for "a very
important encounter with the
Titanic juggernaut of debaters."
Dole planned a Florida retreat
this weekend for his debate
rehearsals.

cited lunar eclipses as proof the
Earth was round.
This time, Earth's curved shadow will fall across the moon
starting at 9:12 p.m. EDT, with
the darkest part of the eclipse
coming at 10:54 p.m.
This lunar eclipse shadows the
harvest moon, the full moon closest to the first day of autumn. A
harvest moon is not necessarily
different from other full moons,
but crisp, dry fall weather can
make it seem brighter and more
distinct.
Dust from volcanic eruptions
or smoke from forest fires can
affect the color of the eclipsed
moon, which can vary from a dull
gray to a coppery or muddy red.
A lunar eclipse can give scien-

tists a reading of how much dust
is in the atmosphere.
Such events usually stir public
enthusiasm for star-gazing.
"Anybody can see the eclipse
with their own eyes," said Paul
Knappenburger, president of the
Adler Planetarium and Astronomy Museum in Chicago. "Just
find a comfortable place and
watch the moon perform."
A bonus this time is Saturn's
positioning in the sky very close
to the eclipsed moon. As the
moonlight dims, stars will come
out and Saturn will see,-a to shine
more brightly.
— This is a wonderful dance
between the Earth and the moon;
sort of a cosmic ballet," Horkheimer said.

ators cannot go forward until
Dole's signs the agreement, said
Commerce Secretary Mickey
Kantor, Clinton's lead negotiator.
"I'm sorry they're jeopardizing
the debates but that's up to
them," Kantor said.
In a letter to the Dole campaign, Clinton campaign manager
Peter Knight said "no substantive
changes will be acceptable" in
the agreement.
Dole campaign manager Scott
Reed replied to Knight by listing
six proposed amendments,
including the possible baseball
time conflict and podium issue as
well as such details as adding
language to insure an independent research firm "makes an
effort to divide the audience
between self-identified liberals,
moderates and conservatives."
Reed said Kantor had been
made aware of all the possible
changes during a conference call

I Eclipse...
IOM PAGE 1
ing out the sky," said Bob Stencil, head of the physics department at the University of Denver.
"When we illuminate the sky,
we're depriving children of a
chance to tap into the cosmic
wellspring of creativity and
imagination."
A total lunar eclipse occurs
whenever the Earth moves directly between the sun and the full
moon, casting its shadow across
the moon.
Even when the moon is completely in the Earth's shadow, it
doesn't get entirely dark: It is
often a faint reddish, illuminated
by sunlight fineries around the
Earth's edge. Early astronomers

from the NOL list.
The owners of all five services
met last week to discuss the order
and returned a joint reply to
Cherry Monday.
That letter asked the city for a
30-day extension "until such time
as both sides could come to a
decision that would be beneficial
for all involved."
The extension was not granted
and all five wrecker services have
since refused to tow any vehicles,
other than those impounded for
felony investigations, for MPD.
The wrecker services' refusal

HOLLAND CARDS 8 GIFTS

Holland Tire Co.

Murray man
arrested on
drug charges

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Murray man was arrested
Tuesday on drug charges after
Kentucky State Police received a
report of a reckless driver on
Highway 51, north of Wickliffe.
According to a KSP press
release, Trooper Clint Davis
arrested Jimmy L. Futrell, 41,
and charged him with driving
under the influence, refusal to
take a drug screen, possession of
marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia and possession of
prescription drugs in an improper
container.
Futrell was taken to the Ballard
County Jail.
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to tow vehicles has left police
officers scrambling to find
wreckers that will.
"They're trying to take away
our impound fee," said Gerald
Taber, of Taber's Wrecker Service. "Up until about two weeks
ago, the only vehicles we took to
the city lot were any that were
held for a felony investigation —
burglaries, things like that."
Cherry said the order came
about to try and alleviate some
hassles involved in having the
privately-owned companies tow
vehicles for the city.
"Some vehicles stay
impounded from six months to a

year. In a case that gets thrown
out of court, people won't have
to pay an impound fee if the vehicle is impounded on the city
lot," Cherry said.
Cherry said if the situation is
not resolved, the city would have
two options.
"We could take bids for the
work and let just one wrecker
service take care of city towing
or we could provide the service
ourselves," he said.
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Taber said the five wrecker
services have retained an out-ofstate attorney to represent them
in the matter.
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II Towing...
FROM PAGE 1

allow us to handle those contingunder its -current, 14 -year
move will help.
encies and allow the process to contracts.
"We are very serious about the
move forward," said Bob Dailey,
Robison asked to meet this
implications of this step, of
morning with the executive direccourse, but we're very optimistic vice president for system
tor of the Kentucky Public Serthat this mechanism will allow us development.
vice Commission in Frankfort.
economic
to implement ... our
To gain support for its bankThe aluminum smelters, which
plan and our PacifiCorp partner- ruptcy filing from two of its bigconsume roughly two-thirds of all
ship," Robison said.
gest customers, Big Rivers said it
Big Rivers' electricity, have tradUnder Chapter 11 bankruptcy, plans to ask state regulators for
itionally been bitter adversaries
a majority of Big Rivers' credi- permission to cut its electricity
of the utility.
tors must agree to any reorganiprices for two huge aluminum
Robison declined to say how
zation plan. Big Rivers said the smelters — National Southwire
much lower those rates will be.
Rural Utilities Service supports Co. and Alcan Aluminum -the bankruptcy move but conceded the two New York banks
were "vehemently opposed."
Companies under Chapter 11
Come See What's New
typically remain in control of
their business, but a judge can
appoint a trustee to run the company — who could delay or even
109 S. 4th St. • Murray
kill the PacifiCorp deal.
"We believe there is no basis
• UK Afghans & House Flags
for that in this situation, particu• Noah's Ark; Flower Pots, Picture Frames
such
larly given that we have
Piggy Banks, Wind Chimes
large support from our largest
creditor," Robison said.
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By TED BRUNS
Associated Press Writer
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
Big Rivers Electric Corp., the
western Kentucky utility more
than $1.3 billion in debt, formally
filed for bankruptcy protection
and will ask for a partial
taxpayer-funded bailout from
some of the $1.1 billion it owes
to the federal government.
The Chapter 11 filing, made
Wednesday in U.S. Bankruptcy
Court in Louisville, runs more
than 1,000 pages and al:ows Big
Rivers to try to reorganize its
troubled finances, safe from the
threat of lawsuits from its
creditors.
The utility, which has about
90,000 customers across western
Kentucky, lists just over Si bil-
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ANALYSIS
Republicans generate ad
coverage with little,effort
By KEVIN GALVIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Using decades-old political sleight of
hand, Republicans have gained news coverage three times this year
for controversial television ads that aired only briefly — or not at
all.
By tempting journalists with a hard-hitting spot, campaigns can
generate national news coverage critical of opponents without
investing money to widely broadcast the ad.
It's a trick learned after one of the most talked-about political
ads in history: Lyndon Johnson's 1964 spot showing a little girl
picking daisies while an atomic mushroom cloud erupts.
That spot aired only once.
Reporters and historians have been showing it ever since.
"Anything that works is fair if it's accurate," said Tony
Schwartz, the man who produced the daisy ad and now works in
New York City.
The latest use of the idea came last weekend from the Dole campaign after a week of Dole criticizing President Clinton on the
issue of fighting drugs.
Dole aides announced Saturday they would air yet another
pointed spot. This one — including Clinton's fresh response to a
1992 video clip of ;.is comments about trying marijuana — generated a round of stories and stoked debate on the Sunday news
programs.
Turns out the spot aired only on cable television in Washington.
At manipulating the news last week, the Dole campaign did
very well," said Kathleen Hall Jamieson, dean of the University of
Pennsylvania's Annenberg School for Communication.
Lynda Lee Kaid, director of a political advertising archive at the
University of Oklahoma, said the practice has intensified as news
media's interest in reporting about ads has increased.
But the Dole campaign, by saying the ad would appear in tandem
with another drug spot airing widely, opened itself to criticism.
"It says they take the same approach about their media strategy
as they do with their facts: The ads are dishonest and the buy is
dishonest," said Clinton -Gore campaign spokesman Joe Lockhart.
Dole spokesman Gary Koops said the campaign didn't intend to
in
"Is it airing? The answer to that is 'yes,"' Koops said. "Is it in
limited markets? Absolutely."
The spot in question showed Clinton joking on MTV four years
ago that he would try to inhale marijuana if offered another chance,
followed by footage from an interview last week in which he
expressed regret for ever trying to smoke marijuana.
"His apology is too little, too late," the announcer said.
Dole aides said it could run again.
Earlier this year, the Republican National Committee announced
an ad ridiculing a lawyer's suggestion that a sexual harassment
lawsuit against Clinton should be delayed because of his status as
military commander in chief. Subsequent news accounts recounted
the suit's allegations and reminded viewers that Clinton avoided
the draft.
The spot never aired.
In another instance, the GOP used a frame from the daisy ad at
the beginning of a tough spot hitting Clinton's record on crime and
drugs. It said the new ad would air during the Democratic National
Convention.
It did, but only nine times in two cities.
Often, the media attention alone has tangible effects.
Clinton's attorney amended his sexual harassment lawsuit
response after the GOP ad attack.
In 1988, the infamous Willie Horton ad — concerning a convicted murderer who raped a woman while on furlough from a
Massachusetts prison — had only a brief run on cable in the Southwest, hut news coverage helped defeat Michael Dukakis's Democratic campaign for president.
With the daisy ad, between the time it was produced and the day
it aired. GOP challenger Barry Goldwater gave a speech calling for
the limited use of tactical nuclear weapons to defoliate the jungles
of Vietnam.
The spot never mentioned Goldwater, but when Americans saw
the ad, they asked, "Whose finger do I want on the trigger?"
Schwartz said.
Johnson pulled the ad after TV stations were flooded with
complaints.
But political operatives learned a valuable lesson.
"While we paid for the ad only once on NBC last Monday night,
ABC and CBS both ran it on their news shows Friday," wrote
then-Johnson aide Bill Moyers. "So we got it shown on all three
networks for the price of one."
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. Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our “Fdrum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
lulus on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in cue verification is neatnumbers will not be published). Letters should be typetelephone
n
and should be on topics of general interest Letters must not be
more than 500 wads. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense Of reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
L word is back.
But Bob Dole's effort to label
President Clinton an old-style liberal is going to be a hard sell
against a Democrat who has carefully charted his way to the
center.
Libera! labeling worked for the
Republicans against Michael
Dukakis in 1988, when he eventually accepted the description.
Not this time. Clinton dismisses
it as an unfounded charge, saying
his record proves it isn't so.
His terminology tells how far
the political spectrum has turned
since the New Deal and Great
Society Democratic eras. In those
days, most Democrats didn't consider it a charge to be called
liberal.
Dole now contends that Clinton is a closet liberal, or perhaps
a rampant one, just waiting to
spring big government plans and
higher taxes in a second term.
The Republican challenger said
Wednesday in St. Louis that he
can't wait for the first of the two
presidential campaign debates, on
Oct. 6, so that he can go after
"liberal, liberal, liberal Bill
Clinton."
It has become part of his GOP
campaign script this week. He
told Illinois voters to beware
"this liberal in the White House
who now talks like a moderate or
a conservative or a Republican."
That was the warmup.
"President Clinton came to
town a liberal, he's still a liberal,

H.:USN-2(1'1\1.: ON 1)()1.111('S

the only thing that stopped him in
his tracks was electing a Republican Congress in 1994," Dole said
later.
Then he called Clinton "an
old-style, dyed-in-the-wool, bigspending liberal" who would
revert to form once the spotlight
of the campaign was off.
Vice President Al Gore, campaigning in New Orleans, said
Dole is "dragging out this
epithet, liberal, liberal, liberal"
as Republicans hzve for 30 years.
"... They don't realize they've
drained the meaning out of it and
that it does not apply to the centrist approach that Bill Clintan
and I represent," Gore said.
Clinton, leading in the polls,
regularly ignores Dole's accusations, but he said he would
"answer the liberal thing," and
pointed to his record on deficit
reduction, crime legislation, the
death penalty, trimming government payrolls, and the welfare
reform bill he signed over the
complaints of other Democrats.
"The record doesn't support
the charge," he said.
It is an undermining accusation
in these political times. The

Republicans succeeded in depicting Clinton as a big government
liberal in 1994, and won control
of Congress. He moved toward
the middle in response, declaring
the era of big government to be
over, a line Republicans said
belonged to them.
Clinton won in 1992 as a New
Democrat, a centrist, and no liberal. That image began eroding
soon after he took office, and
halfway through his term, he
looked like a loser. His move to
the center, and his success in
depicting the Republican Congress as extreme, changed that
and began the revival that now
has him favored for re-election.
That meshes with the polls
showing that while more voters
tend to lean right than left now,
far more of them, 46 percent in
surveys dating back to 1984,
identify themselves at or near the
center.
Clinton said the claim that he'd
turn liberal if re-elected is convenient for Republicans but "it
doesn't fit with what I did as
president and as governor and
won't fit with what I'm planning
to do in my second term."

While Dukakis complained
regularly about the liberal tag,
near the end of the 1988 campaign he declared: "Yes, I am a
liberal in the tradition of Franklin
Roosevelt and Harry Truman and
John Kennedy." By that time, the
polls had reflected a steady
increase in the number of voters
who considered him too liberal to
be a good president.
Ironically, Bush had his own
labeling problems when Ronald
Reagan chose him for vice president in 1980; ardent GOP conservatives complained that he was
too liberal for the ticket. There
was a fierce Republican labeling
war in 1964, conservative Barry
Goldwater over Nelson A. Rockefeller, the New York governor
who led the liberal wing of the
party, and tried to define that as
the mainstream.
It wasn't. Liberal Republicans
since have chosen other terms —
moderate, or sometimes progressive. As the political spectrum
tilted rightward, so did
Democrats.
They might borrow a line from
the late George Romney, who ran
briefly for president in 1968.
"I'm as conservative as the
Constitution," he said, "as liberal as Lincoln, and as progressive
as Theodore Roosevelt."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 14 — Waco (Texas) Tribune-Herald on U.S.-Iraq:
President Clinton has deployed much of America's
most
advanced and powerful military might to the Persian Gulf in a clear
signal to Iraq's Saddam Hussein that the dictator is about to
receive
a severe pounding unless ... something or other.
Unless what?
That's the trouble. Before Commander in Chief Clinton
sends
U.S. aircraft into Iraq and puts American lives in danger of
being
killed and captured, he must tell the American people why
this
expensive and dangerous operation is needed. ...
The United States had been supporting Saddam's struggle
against
Iran until he sent his forces into Kuwait. But as soon
as Saddam
was forced to stop killing the Kurds, the Kurds started
killing themselves. The United States decided to back the Kurds who
are supported by Iran. The Kurds who have the backing of
Syria invited
Saddam's forces into the northern no-fly zone to help
kill the
Kurds backed by the United States and Iran.
In response to the action in northern Iraq, Clinton
ordered cruise
Missiles to bomb southern Iraq. ...
Now Clinton is sending stealth bombers, aircraft carriers
and
other forces into the area.... Clinton must tell America's
allies, not

to mention American citizens, exactly what the military mission
involves and why it is in the nation's vital interest. A bump in the
polls during an election year is not an adequate answer.
Sept. 14 — 7-he Lima (Ohio) News on Clinton-chemical
weapons:
It is rare that Americans are exposed to such a glaring example
of foreign policy schizophrenia.
President Bill Clinton is ordering tough measures to deal with
Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein's lawlessness in the Persian Gulf.
Meanwhile, Clinton bemoans GOP efforts that will postpone
Senate debate until next year on the Chemical Weapons Convention, a treaty designed to remove chemical weapons from the globe.
Clinton said the treaty would "put America on the side of a safer
world."
So, on„one hand Clinton is punishing a dictator with military
force because he refuses to abide by international law. On the other
hand, he proposes that we trust rogue nations like Iraq, Iran, North
Korea and China to abide by a new international law banning
chemical weapons.

Cynics in Promised Land
Each new T'V season brings some
ident Martin Franks, who indicated
reviews about the declining quality
this is the public's last chance to put
of television which, as the weeks
up or shut up about decent progwear on, leads to a declining numrams.
"If(the family-friendly scheber of viewers. So what happens
dule) is a terrible failure," said
when one network--in this case
Franks,"the industry has no alternaCBS--takes steps toward improving
tive
than to respond by moving in a
the quality of its prime-time progdifferent direction." That can only
ramming by adding a show called
mean the continuation of the slum"Promised Land," a spinoff of its
ming down of America.
already successful series "Touched
despair.
banal." It isn't benign. It is reparaby an Angel"?
"It's wholesome, all right," says
The reviewers
"Promised Land," like "Touched
tive. And it isn't banal. It is
almost universally pan it.
Shales, "but the sentimental mush
by an Angel," takes some getting
compelling.
Matt Roush of USA Today calls
reaches near-toxic levels." Someused to, because its likes are rare on
Last week, McRaney and the
times nothing less than strong medi"Promised Land""manipulative and
network
TV. But those who believe
show's executive producer Martha
simplistic, it ladles a tonic of family
cine will overcome a nasty virus.
television can have a positive or
Williamson
came
Washington
to
to
values and good-neighbor patriotActor Gerald McRaney's charactell members of Congress what they negative influence on culture-ism with as much glossy zeal as a ter—an out-of-work husband and
are attempting to do. Some of especially those who have turned
political convention." Maybe the father who rediscovers the goodoff or gotten rid of their TV sets-television's
strongest
critics-nation could use a story about the
ness of Americans in a marvelous
including Sens.Paul Simon (D-111.), have an opportunity and an obligagoodness of America after the scene on a bus after he's had his
Trent Lou (R-Miss.), Joseph tion to watch these shows,patronize
heavy doses of cynicism, trash and
pocket picked and total strangers
Lieberman (D-Conn.) and Edward their sponsors and send massive
the hate-America-first attitude that give him money to get home--is
Markey (D.-Mass.)--attended a re- numbers of letters to CBS pleading
has permeated entertainment for too described by Newsweek as bent on
more, more, more. A good sign:
ception
and watched a screening of
long.
The
premiere introduction of
saving the nation in itself. What's
the season's premiere episode.
The Washington Post's Tom
"Promised
wrong with that? Who would argue
Land' finished first in its
Nothing but positive "reviews"
Shales notes the high number of that our nation is not in need of at
time slot Sunday night (now it
were
heard.
earned
much
CBS
good
"smutty words and suggestive situaappears in its regular Tuesday-night
least a major overhaul?
will.
tions among the fall shows and ...
spot).
It ranked No. 5 in the weekly
U.S. News & World Report calls
Yet an ominous note was
more does he say about "Promised "Promised Land" "benign, but
Nielsens,
with an audience of more
sounded by CBS senior vice presLand" which has none of these
than 19 million.
things? "It's so warm and fuzzy it
makes Frank Capra look like a
tiiihingtOn!
As for the critics, who cares what
sourpuss." So why is Capra's "It's a
they think? In November, the
U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield
Wonderful Life" considered a
voters, not the pundits, will pick a
202-223-3115 (Washington)
classic and a perennial favorite no
president, and viewers, not critics,
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
matter how many times you watch
can make television history by the
173A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
it? For the same reason I predict
way they respond(or don't respond)
202-224-4343 (Washington)
"Promised Land" will be a hit with
to two wonderful programs now
U.S. SEN. MITCH Me-CONNELL
everyone but the critics. It inspires.
showing on Sunday and Tuesday
120 Rana Senate Office Banding, Washingum D.C. 20510
It uplifts. It encourages. It instills
nights on CBS. In the words of
502-4424554 (Paducah) or 202.224-2541 (Washington)
faith. It promotes good as more
CBS' slogan for the new season,
powerful than evil and hope over
"Welcome home."
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Runnels will direct
orchestra at Murray
State for fall season
With the 1996-97 academic year
comes changes and new opportunities with the Murray State University Orchestra. Beginning this fall,
Dr. Brian RunneLs will conduct the
orchestra. Assisting Runnels by
coaching the string section will be
new faculty member, Dr. Priscilla
Hallberg. Runnels is a professor of
music and serves as the chair of the
MSU department of music. Hallberg is a lecturer in the department
and specializes in teaching violin
and viola.
Prior to joining Murray State in
1995, Runnels was chair of the
department of music and orchestra
director at Bemidji State University
in Minnesota. His conducting experience includes positions with the
Kansas City Civic Orchestra and the
Houston Youth Symphony and
Houston Civic Symphony in Texas.
He has conducted opera, musicals, instrumental and choral festivals, and has adjudicated instrumental and vocal music in Texas,
Missouri, Kansas, Minnesota,
North Dakota and Kentucky. Runnels has also taught music in the
Houston Independent School District and has served as minister of
music in churches in Texas, Missouri and Minnesota.
He received the doctor of musical
arts degree in orchestra conducting
from the University of MissouriKansas City Conservatory of
Music. He also holds a bachelor of
music education degree in instrumental music from Houston Baptist
University and the master of music
degree in church music and choral
conducting from the Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary in
Fort Worth, Texas.
Hallberg is a member of the
Boston Pops Esplanade Orchestra,
an orchestra that regularly tours in
the United States and internationally, as well as playing the traditional July 4th concert from the
Esplanade in Boston, this year with
new conductor Keith Lockhart.
She holds degrees in violin performance from Rutgers University,

"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"
is a familiar tale that should provide
our audience with a different, but
nonetheless enjoyable, theatre experience.
The cast is comprised of four
women and five men who, as
storytellers, create and enact the
play with minimal costume, props,
and set.
"I am very excited to sec several
new faces as well as a few familiar
ones on stage," says "Sleepy Hollow" director Louise—Weatherly.
Making their Playhouse debut are
Belinda Bailey, Clarence Benes,
Peggy Downing, Sarah Morhan,
and Gary Willis. Scott Wyatt and
Vicki Peyton return after their roles
in "Barnum" this summer. Playhouse regulars Ed Davis and Don
Fleming complete the cast. "I am
also happy that Mary Ann Medlock

Boston University, the University
of Iowa, and has additional study at
the Julhard School and at Indiana
University. She has held positions
in a number of orchestras including
the Washington-Idaho Symphony,
San Antonio Symphony and the
Atlantic Symphony (Halifax, Nova
Scotia).
Her principal violin teachers
have included Michael Tree,Joseph
Silverstein, Ivan Galamian, Dorothy DeLay and Josef Gingold.
The orchestra rehearses each
Monday evening beginning at 6:30
p.m. in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the MSU campus. The
orchestra includes Murray State
students(both music and non-music
majors) and players from Murray
and surrounding communities.
The orchestra's season of concerts will begin on Oct. 10 with
music by Chabrier, Grieg, Stravinsky and Jacob. In addition to the
October concert, the orchestra will
be playing in the November campus
production, H. M. S. Pinafore. Two
concerts will be performed in the
spring.
According to Runnels, the orchestra at MSU serves multiple
purposes on campus and in the
community. In planning musical
programs for the season, Runnels
said he looks for music of interest
and challenge to the musicians as
well as considering audience appeal.
"Besides the educational thrust
provided to the student performers,
the orchestra is integral in making it
possible for the university to perform opera, music theater and oratorio. Each of these and the orchestra concerts themselves are important cultural contributions to the
university and surrounding communities," Runnels said.
Stringed instrument players are
particularly encouraged to perform
with the orchestra, Runnels noted.
Interested string pla)krs-violin, viola, cella and bass-should contact
either Runnels at(502)762-4288 or
Hallberg at (502) 762-6458.

will assist in directing," Weatherly
adds. Patrons will also enjoy ghost
stories by the SPINNERS! and a
mini-carnival on the deck.
Weatherly, who has directed several shows at the Playhouse, says,
"We hope that this will be fun for all
— regardless of age." The show will
run Friday and Saturday evenings,
Oct.4-5,11-12, 18-19 at 8 p.m., and
Sunday, Oct. 20 at 2 p.m. "The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow" is sponsored by Peoples First and Peoples
Bank.
Playhouse
programming
is
funded in part by grants from the
Kentucky Arts Council — a state
agency of the Education, Arts and
Humanities Cabinet,- with funds
from the National Endowment for
the Arts; Murray Business Council
for the Arts; and Murray Tourism
Commission.

Murray SLIM University department of music faculty members Dr.
Pamela Wurgler, soprano, and Dr.
Stephen Brown, piano, will present
"Em Liederabend," a recital of
German Art Songs from the Romantic period. Featured will be music of
composers
period
Romantic
Schubert, Mendelssotin, Brahms
and Strauss.
The recital will be presented on
Sunday,Sept. 29,at 3:30 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center. The program is
free and open to the public.
"Instead of the traditional fourlanguage recital which vans about
350 years of music, we decided to

Murrayan
is selected
Jason Chapman, along with several other performers from Opryland U.S.A. in Nashville was recently selected for the national tour
beginning Sept. 28-30.
The first location will be San
Antonio with Baltimore, Kansas
City and Houston to be booked for
the spring of 1997.
A children's show featuring
Chapman from Murray and Rachel
Smith from Clarksville, Tn.,is filled
with song and dance and will be
performed at the River Walk in San
Antonio. The national tour is
sponsored by Southwest Airlines.
Chapman has performed with the
Opryland Kids Club for the past
three years, the "Gift For Santa"
Show in the Opryland Themepark in
1994 and "A Country Christmas"
show at the Opryland Hotel in 1995,
all by audition.
He was recently featured in country music star John Berry's latest
video "Change My Mind." He will
be featured in the Halloween Show
located at the Kids Club Theatre in
Opryland, Oct. 4-6 and 26th.
Chapman is a seventh grade student at Murray Christian Academy
and an active member of the First
Baptist Youth Group. He is the son
of Al and Jane Chapman, and has a
10-year-old brother, Janathan. His
grandparents are Jack and Betty
Wagar, all of Murray.

Fall festival
will be held on
opening night

Local artists Charlene M. Epple
and Brent H. Thompson will be
exhibiting recent artwork together
in an exhibition entitled "Happy
Medium". The two-person show
combines mixed media artwork that
ranges in everything from photography to wood working.
Charlene is a senior an major at
Murray State University from
Owensboro. She specializes in
photography
and
computer
graphics. Her work can be described
as examining various conditions of
the human psyche through the use of
dramatic lighting and composition.
Brent is a senior art major at MSU

from Murray. He specializes in
drawing and computer graphics. His
work can be characterized as sublime and colorful; something like
watching all 63 cable TV channels
at once.
The exhibition runs Sept. 25
through Oct. 6 in the upper level of
the Clara M. Eagle An Gallery of
MSU. A public reception for the
artists will be on Oct. 3 at 5:30 p.m.
in the 5th floor lobby of the MSU
Price-Doyle Fine Arts Center. For
further information contact Albert
Sperath, Director of MSU Art Galleries, at (502) 762-3052.

very

ticism."

Wurgler is an associate professor
of music at MSU. She leaches
music education and voice, and is
coordinator of the graduate and
undergraduate programs in music
education. She is director of music
at the First United Methodist
Church in Murray.
Brown is a professor of music at
Murray State, teaching piano, organ, music theory and literature
classes. He is past president of the
Kentukcy Music Teachers Association and is currently serving as the
southern division coordinator of
music competitions for the Music
Teachers National Association.
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Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bi Igo 7 00 p.m

New Location - 121 North
Playhouse in the Park presents
the Halloween classic "The Legend
of Sleepy Hollow," dramatized by
Kathryn Schultz Miller, Oct. 4, 5,
Ii, 12, 18, 19 at 8 p.m. and Oct. 20
at 2 p.m.
A Fall Festival is planned for
opening night's intermission with
food and fun activities for all. Also,
the Spinners! will tell spooky ghost
stories at curtain time. The production will be approximately 30 to 45
minutes in length.
Tickets are $6 for adults, $5 for
senior citizens, and $4 for students
and children. To make reservations,
call the Playhouse at (502) 7591752 and be sure to ask about our
special discounts! "Sleepy Hollow"
is directed by Louise Weatherly.
"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" is
sponsored by Peoples First of Calloway County, Peoples Bank, and the
Murray Tourism Commission.
Playhouse programming is funded
in part by grants from the Kentucky
Arts Council, a state agency of the
Education, Arts and Humanities
Cabinet, with funds from the National Endowment for the Arts.

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* $1000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

- CARS —
96 Toyota Camry LE
Beige with beige cloth, 9,000 miles.

96 Chevrolet Corsica
Dark green with grey cloth, 16,000 miles, V-6 engine.

96 Toyota Camry LE
Ruby pearl with grey cloth, 12,000 miles.

96 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Shale beige with neutral leather, 6,000 miles, new
Cadillac trade.

96 Toyota Camry LE
White with grey cloth, 13,000 miles

95 Toyota Avalon XLS
Dark green with beige leather, sunroof, alloy wheels.

95 Pontiac Grand Am LE
Four door, V-6 engine, aqua with graphite cloth.

95 Chevrolet Beretta
The Burning Man
by Phillip Margolin
From bestselling author Phillip
Margolin, a fast-paced legal thriller
packed with page-turning suspense.
Peter Hale is•young attorney struggling to make his own mark in his
father's venerable law firm when he is
presented with the opportunity of a
lifetime. During the trial of a multimillion -dollar case,Peter's father,the
lead counsel, suffers a heart attack
and asks Peter to move for• mistrial
until he's feeling better.Peter decides
this is his only chance to prove to his
father that he is the terrific lawyer he
knows himselfto be, and he choose* to
carry on with the case against his
father's wishes. In his zeal to prove
himself, Peter neglects his client and
ends up losing everything the case,
his job, and his father.

6,000 miles, black with grey cloth.

95 Chrysler Concorde
3.5 liter, leather, emerald green, loaded, 20,000 miles.

95 Chevrolet Camaro
Red with graphite cloth, 16,000 miles, automatic.

95 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
Two door, red with graphite cloth, alloy wheels.

94 Dodge Shadow ES
Bright blue and silver, grey cloth, 32,000 miles,
automatic.

94 Plymouth Laser
Red with black cloth, 37,000 miles, cassette.

94 Mercury Cougar XR7
Burgandy with burgandy cloth, 49,000 miles, alloy
wheels.

94 Ford Mustang LX
2 dr., red with black cloth, alloy wheels, cassette,
sharp.

93 Mercury Cougar
44,000 miles, all the buttons, clean.

93 Ford Escort LX

READMORE

Four door, automatic, cassette, 40,000 miles.

91 Cadillac Brougham
24,000 miles, white with burgandy leather, new 1
owner Cadillac trade.

BOOK-N-CARD

Artists exhibiting works

concentrate on one period of
music," says Dr. Wurgler. "The
Lied,or art song, was at its zenith in
this era. Our program's repertoire
was writen as early as 1800 and as
Late at 1948. There is obvious
development in the style of writing
for the voice and piano during these
years."
The Schubert group of songs is
based on characters of the German
lyric poet, Goethe. They are each
mini-characterizations.
"The
Brahms group is my favorite," says
Wurgler. "These pieces are so rich
in melody and harmony. The
pianist really gets a workout! This
is truly heart-on-the-sleeve roman-

89 Ford Thunderbird

Pamper
friends with
WarmWishes
cards.

68,000 miles, light blue with alloy wheels, clean older
car.

- TRUCKS & VANS —
Toyota Pickup
4x4, V-6 engine, 32,000 miles, black with grey cloth.

Chevrolet Tahoe LT
Four wheel drive, black with beige leather, towing
package, 20,000 miles.

These new cards
contain
something
special—
single-serve
packages of
gourmet coffee
or tea. They are perfect
for those times you want to
send warm thoughts and a small gift to

Chevrolet Astro
CL package, extended wheelbase, rear NC, 28,000
miles, burgandy with burgandy cloth.

Ford Ranger XLT
Extended cab, V-6, 5 speed, white with grey cloth,
alloy wheels.

'Whatever It Takes We Want to be Your Car or Truck Company."

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900
1-800-325-3229
giadsmotide

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Band Boosters selling discount cards
Calloway County Band Boosters are now selling their annual
cards allowing discounts and promotions at various businesses. The
cards are $5 each and are good from Oct. 1, 1996, to Sept. 30, 1997.
These may be purchased from any band booster, at Peoples Security
Finance by Readmore, or at the concession stand at the football
game Friday night. The Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, Oct. 1, at
5:30 p.m. at the high school band room. Nancy Stinker, president,
urges all persons planning to go to the Kentucky Music Festival at
Lexington Nov. 2 to attend the Tuesday meeting.

HAZEL WOMAN'S CLUB photo
HEWLETT COOPER Is pictured with the wood hat and coat rack he
handmade, installed and donated to the Hazel Community Center. Members of the Hazel Woman's Club expressed appreciation to Cooper for
this rack for the center, sponsored by the club, and used for senior
citizens activities each week day and for other church, civic and social
events.

Special jewelry sale Tuesday
The annual jewelry sale by the Murray Woman's Club will be
Tuesday, Oct. 1, from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the club house. Selections
for all ages from children to great-grandmother will be priced from
$5 to $50. This is one of the fundraisers by the Murray club to support its civic activities.

Special event at Sullivan's

John Peyton
Lindsey born
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Lindsey of
793 Ory Rd., Murray, are the
parents of a son, John Peyton
Lindsey, born on Monday, Sept.
9, 1996, at 10:16 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
four ounces and measured 21%
inches. The mother is the former
Tami Cook„ Three brothers are
Joshua. Jacob and Lucas.
Grandparents are Bert and
Faye Lindsey of Weir, Miss., and
Michael and Cecelia Cook of
Memphis, Tenn. Two greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Phyllis
Digel of Whiteville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Dorothy Cook of Memphis,
Tenn.

The first official American
Flag, the Continental or Grand
Union Flag, was displayed on
Prospect Hill, January 1, 1776, in
the American lines besieging
Boston.
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have chosen their china,
pottery, and flatware from
our bridal registry.
11 South 4th St
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On Murray's Court Square
759-2100

Kelly Marie Hults
and Daniel Leo Depcik

Hults-Depcik wedding
vows will be said Oct. 5
Kelly Marie Hults and Daniel Leo Depcik, both of Itasca, Ill.,
announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Hults is the daughter of Mrs. Dolores Hults of Buchanan,
Tenn. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Manuella Fischer and the late
George Fischer of Buchanan.
Mr. Depcik is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leo Depcik of Orland Park,
Ill., formerly of Chicago, Ill. He is the grandson of Mrs. Ann Depcik
and the late Leo Depcik, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Pat Brown, all
of Chicago, Ill.
The bride-elect, a 1987 honor graduate of Henry County High
School, received her B.A. degree in Broadcast Journalism . in 1991
from Murray State University. She was named the Outstanding Senior
in Broadcast Journalism and several other awards and honors.
Miss Hults recently left her job at WE1L-TV, the ABC affiliate near
Carbondale, Ill., to move to Itasca, a suburb of Chicago, where she
could be with her fiance. At WSIL, she served in a managerial role as
the news room's assignment editor and also was an on-air morning
we,athercaster. In addition, she did some reporting and served as a
news anchor as well.
The groom-elect graduated from Brother Rice High School, Chicago, in 1986, and from Lewis University near Chicago in 1990.
He
graduated with B.A. degrees in Marketing and Business Administration. He is employed as an Application Engineer at Illinois Blower,
Cary, Ill.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 5, 1996, at 1:30 p.m. at St.
Bede the Venerable Church, Chicago. This would have been the
56th
wedding anniversary of her maternal grandparents, Mrs. Fischer and
the late Mr. Fischer.
A reception will follow that evening at Ripples, Darien, Ill.

Volunteers needed
Choose the rightinvestment for your hard earned dollars. We want your
money to grow.. and to he there when you need it. At Peoples First you're
assured of getting the most front your money because:
• There are no maintenance fees for any Peoples First Savings
or CD products.
• Deposits are federally insured up to $100,000.
• You can rely on friendly. experienced Peoples First
Customer Service Representatives to help you select the
account that is right for you.

CURRENT INVESTMENT RATES
CD Term

Minimum
Balance

Annual

Percentage Yield

9 Month
12 Month

5.26%
5.52%

$500

18 Month

5.68%

$500

24 Month

5.99%

$500

, 30 Month

5.83%

$500

3 Year

$500

5.88%

_

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching
for volunteers among Murray
State University students, faculty
and staff.
The Family Resource Center's
Community Resource Fair is
Saturday, Sept. 28. Volunteers
are needed to sort clothes before
the fair and to help at the fair.
The Kentuckianna Girl Scouts
are looking for volunteers to
assist with weekly troop activities

throughout the year.
The MSU Tutoring Program
needs tutors in every subject,
especially English and math.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital needs volunteers to meet
and greet new patients.
If you are interested in volunteering for any of these organizations or want more information
about volunteer opportunities this
semester in the Murray community, call Shannon Hall at 762-6117
or 762-3808.

"Putting For the Park" will be a fundraising event for MurrayCalloway County Park at Sullivan's Golf Course Par 3 on Saturday,
Sept. 28, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. This will be sponsored by Sigma
Department of Murray Woman's Club.

Miller reception will be Friday
A reception for Betty Miller who is retiring will be Friday. Sept.
27, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Hardin Library. Mrs. Miller is retiring as
librarian at the Hardin Branch of the Marshall County Public Library
after 24 years of service in the system. She also has served as bookmobile librarian, and as outreach librarian where she represented the
library in the rest homes of the county.

Church plans Ladies' Day
The 17th annual Ladies' Day at Glendale Road Church of Christ
will be Saturday, Sept. 28, from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Guest speakers
will be Nila Sherrill and Martell Souder, Nashville, Tenn. This is
open to all interested persons.

EXPO '96 will be Saturday
EXPO '96 will be Saturday, Sept. 28, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Curris Center, Murray State University. Special seminars will be
held along with entertainment, exhibits and demonstrations. Proceeds will benefit the Sopina Bifida Association of Kentucky. For
information call 1-800-737-0222.
PIP (Parents in Partnership) will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6
p.m. at Pagliai's. Marilyn Hornback, Early Head Start Director, will
speak about Parent Involvement for a Team Effort for Maximum
Potential Gain." All parents, teachers, professionals, family members
and friends of children with special needs are invited to attend. For
information call Val Dowdy at 753-1960.

Art Guild plans yard sale
Murray Art Guild will have a yard sale on Friday, Sept. 27, from
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. This is
one of the fundraisers of the guild for funds for operation of the
house and grounds. The public is urged to attend.

Adults' Fun Night Out Saturday
Adults' Fun Out will be Saturday, Sept. 28, at 7 p.m. at Parish
Center, St. Leo Catholic Church. This will featured a barbecue dinner, entertainment, and door prizes. Tickets at $5 per person are
available by calling 759-1621.

Hospital retirees to meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, Sept. 28, at 9:30 a.m. for breakfast at Shoney's. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former
employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.
The American Heart Association will sponsor the American Heart
Walk on Saturday, Sept. 28. This is a 5-K Walk for Heart Health
with co-workers, family and friends. The Walk will begin and end at
Murray Middle School. Registration will be at 8:30 a.m. and the
Walk will begin at 9:30 a.m. Walkers collect donations before the
event, and have a chance to win great prizes, while helping to fight
heart disease and stroke, nation's #1 killer. For more information
call Lee Mackey at 767-2265, Marilyn Chatman at 759-1630, Sally
Hopkins at 753-1893, or Jennie Harcourt at 753-2442.
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Come on out and enjoy the best BBQ and ribs around!
We'll be open from 11 a.m.-8:30 p.m., and from 12:30-4:30
you can come sing Karaoke with "The Pig"!
St1135

We
are
pleased
to
announce that Vadessa
Harper,
bride-elect
of
Jason Carson, has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Vadessa and Jason will
be married October 19, 1996.
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Seminar scheduled
A "Life Management" Seminar
for Women will be at Christian
Fellowship Church, Draffenville,
on Saturday, Oct. 5. It will be
conducted by Christian Fellowship Church Women's Ministries.
The seminar will begin at 8:30
a.m. and end at 4 p.m. It is open
to all women. Karen Greer will
be the guest speaker.
Available will be 14 workshops including "You, Your Husband, Your Children," "Making
Meals Manageable," "Starting A
Business," "How to Say No Guilt Free,' "Family Budgets,"

"Stress," "Move Over Martha
Stewart," and many more.
A registration fee of S7 will be
received. For more informauon
concerning the seminar, call
or
1-502-527-8369
1-502-527-9855 from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., and 1-502-354-6911 after 5
p.m.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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Tona Leah Camp and
Samuel Clark Steger Jr.

Kelly Dawn Hale
and Jamey Doran Scruggs

Camp and Steger vows Hale-Scruggs wedding
will be said on Oct. 26 scheduled on Oct. 12
Tona Leah Camp, Johnny Robertson Road, Murray, and Samuel
Clark Steger Jr., Hopkinsville, announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
Miss Camp is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Rex Camp of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Daisy Dunn, 906 Broad
Extended, Murray.
Mr. Steger Jr. is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Thorpe of Hopkinsville and Mr. and Mrs. Samue4 C. Steger Sr. of Nashville, Tenn. He is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Livy Leavell of Pembroke.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is employed in the office of Calloway County Circuit
Court Clerk Ann Wilson.
The groom-elect, a 1990 graduate of Christian County High School,
is a senior at Murray State University. He is also an officer for Murray Police Department.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 26, 1996, at 6 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church, 3(X) Robertson Road, Murray.
A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hale of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marnage of their daughter, Kelly Dawn Hale, to Jamey
Doran Scruggs, son of Dwight and Joyce Scruggs of East Prairie, Mo.
Miss Hale is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Carroll of DeRidder, La., and the late Jess Hale and Mary Hale of Hazel.
Mr. Scruggs is the grandson of the late Olie and Louise Scruggs of
East Prairie, Mo., and the late Aletha Bone and Roy Bone.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is attending Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 1992 graduate of East Prairie High School. He
attended Murray State University, and is presently employed by
C.D.M. Construction Co.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 12, 1996, at 2 p.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church.
A reception will follow in the Family Life Center of the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

expected costs, tryouts, and other
details.
The organizers of the effort are
dedicated to the proposition that
the prime purpose of these teams
is to provide additional, competitive baseball experience for only
those players who are enrolled in
either Calloway County or Murray High schools and who have
demonstrated the required skill
level by a minimum of (1) previous selection to either their varsity or JV teams; (2) previous
selection to at least one Pony
League postse,ason team; (3) previous selection to another, regional Legion team; (4) some
combination of the above.
This is not a recreational program and is not to involve any
players from other counties or
states.

CALENDAR
Thursday, Sept. 26
Murray City Council 7 30 p.m./City
Hall
Murray •City School Board/5:30
p.m /carter Building.
Murray Woman's Club salad potluck
supper"6:30 p m
Murray High School PTO Back to
School NAght/7 p m
Calloway County Middle School PTO
Open House/Fashion Show/6:30 p.m.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m /board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Southwest Elementary School Technology Committee of SBDMC/3
p.m./school library.
Steering Committee for Block Scheduling of Calloway County High School
SBDM Council/7 p.m./Room 411.
Purchase Area Alliance for Mentally III
support group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Info, 435-4138.
Chapter 59 of Disabled American
Veterans/7 pm/Legion Hall.
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Kiwanis
Club/6
Murray
p.m /Shoney's.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
pm
First Presbyterian Church Choir
Workshop/6 p m : Cub Scouts/6:30
pm
First United Methodist Church Nominations Committee/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery at MSU/open
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, k4StPopen 8 a.m.-7,30 p.m.

SUBSCRIBE

Friday, Sept. 27
Sorting of clothing for Resource Fair
on Sept. 28 continues today/8
a m./National Guard Armory. Volunteers and clothing racks needed.
Murray Art Guild yard sale/8 a.m.-3
p.m /guild at 103 North 6th St.
Local chapter of NARFE/11:30
a.m./Homeplace. South 12th and
Glendale.
Wranglers Riding Club show/7
p.m./club grounds on Van Cleave
Road.
Calloway County High School homecoming activities/7 p.m. and football
game with Union County/7:30
p m./Jack Rose Stadium.
Murray High School Tigers host football game with Trigg County/7:30
p.m./Ty Holland Stadium_
Betty Miller retirement reception/2-4
p.m./Hardin Library.
Seniors Golf play/8:30 a.m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
BreakfasV8 30 a m
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
Racer Roundup for are high school
FFA chapters/9 a.m.-4 p.m./Curris
Center, MSU.
First Baptist Church Parents' Night
Out/6-9 30 p m
Curtis Cantor Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fin. Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a m -4 p m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8.30 am.-4 15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am -4 30 pm

We are pleased to announce that Kelly Dawn
Hale, bride-elect of Jamey
Scruggs, has made her
domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Kelly and Jamey will be
married October 12, 1996.
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Hoffman's Inc,
Garden Center

Organizational meeting of
American Legion Baseball
will be held here Sunday
An American Legion Baseball
meeting will be Sunday. Sept. 29,
at 4 p.m. in Barkley Room, Curtis Center, Murray State
lJniversity.
This is an organizational meeting where Calloway High and
Murray High varsity and JV players and their parents can get
information about the new
American Legion Baseball Program to be initiated soon. This is
SO that a Senior Legion Team
(ages 16-18) and one or two
Junior Legion Teams (ages
15-16) may be formed and begin
play iii May 1997.
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce has
agreed lb sponsor the teams for
the upcoming year, and players
and parents will be advised about

We
are
pleased
to
announce that Melanie
Osbron,
bride-elect
of
Trevor Miller, has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Melanie and Trevor will
be married October 19,1996.

STA-GREEN
Fall Feed WInterIzer
18-6-12
Covers up to 5,000 sq. ft.
Promotes healthoer, stronger root
systems to help lawns survive
harsh winter conditions Gives
better color in cool season grasses(fescue & bluegrasses) during
the fall and winter months

We are proud that

Tabitha Devine at
Michael Robinson
have chosen their
china, crystal and flatware
from our bridal registry.

Rev. Joel Frizzell

Pastor will
be honored

$1 1 00

Gulde

Pick up your
Current Issue
chock full of
timely gardening
information

FREE
..,...4o:0y Mils
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1 1 1 South 4th St
On Murray's Court Square
759-2100

b Garden

Hoffman's

Hwy. 94 East of Murray • 759-4512
Mon.-Sat. 8-5 p.m. • Sun 1-5 p.m.
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Hazel Baptist Church will welcome its new pastor, the Rev.
Joel Frizzell, on Sunday, Sept.
29. He will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. services.
A native of Marshall County,
his home church is Briensburg.
He has pastored churches in Mulhenburg, Livingston and Lyon
counties, and most recently in
Marshall County.
Rev. Frizzell, his wife, Kathy,
and their daughter, Holly, will be
welcome at a chicken and potluck
meal following the evening service on Sunday.
The public is invited to attend
the services and the welcoming
supper on Sunday.
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SPECIALS )
• Book a hand spa manicure or foot spa pedicure • Receive 20% off any hair care or
nail care products
& receive gift certificate for 1 FREE!
• Set of sculptured acrylic enhancements
• Perm special S29.99 & up.
for S25.00
Color special S25.00
• Relaxing hot pat-aimn springs manicure
• Shampoo & set special S5.00
or pedicure for 1/2 price
• Eyebrow arch 1/2 price
• Special nail art for MSU, MHS & CCHS • Receive 1 haircut get 1 1/2 price
buy 1 get 1 FREE
• Nail piercing & charms 1/2 price
DOOR PRIZES DAILY COMPLIMENTS OF
Beauty Control
Complete Printing - Peach Blossom - Ckek Mart HazelMore!
And
Hair & Nail Care Packages - Wolff Tanningto
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Emelia Rose
Wyant born
Brad and Beth Wyant of Paducah are the parents of a daughter,
Emclia Rose Wyant, born on Friday, Aug. 16, 1996, at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed six pounds
two ounces and measured 19
inches. A sister is Mary Grace
Wyant.
Grandparents are Dwight and
Cherry Wyant of Murray and Pat
and Judy Bagsby of Dover, Tenn.
Great-grandparents arc Mrs. Jesse
Chambliss of Princeton, the Rev.
and Mrs. W.I. Scott of Nashville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Mary Baskins of
Dover.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Investment Rates
12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

I82-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

TERMS

.-

S.

500

MINIMUM

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

5.00% 5.45% 5.90% 5.75%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

5.06% 5.52% 5.99% 5.83%
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SOUTH MARSHALL HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1961 reunited for its 35-year class reunion at South Marshall Middle School Aug. 31. Guests for the

.0

evening were Mr. and Mrs. John Bowker, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Garrison and William Smith. Joquita Houser Brewer and Jimmie Burkeen
were

selected as the classmates changing the least; Darlene Brindley Colson, Dr. Cleland (Buster) Freeman and Michael Staples as changing the most.
The 35th reunion was dedicated to the memory of five deceased graduates: Barbara Mason Driver, Billy Burnett, Tommy Dick, Jewell Hendrickson
and Jackie Weaver. Unless noted, all classmates live in the Hardin/Benton area. Pictured, from left, front row, Maxine McGregor Scillion, Memphis,
Tenn., Darlene Brindley Colson, Mayfield, Molene York Rudd, Phyllis June York Pearson, Farmington, Marlene Smith Schroader, Joquita Houser
Brewer, Judy Cunningham Filbeck, Brenda Cope Lovett, Donna Lynch Mathis, Kaye Pitt Norman, Barbaro Elrod Sloan, June Johnson Turner,
lAumiy; center row, Michael Staples, Paducah, Dinah Cope Hurley, Hannah Sutherland Sego, Sue Phillips Holes, Annette Smith Sutherland, Sue
Smith White, Symsonia, Loucretia Shepeard McDougal, Murray, Jerry Byerly, Peoria, Ill., Dr. Cleland (Buster) Freeman, Don Thompson, Narvin
Darnall, Princeton, James Inman, Calvert City, Larry Faircloth, Paul Jones, Robert (Bob) Copeland, Rock Wpnngs, Wyo.; back row, James Sins,
Struthers, Ohio, Jimmie Burkeen, Murray, Ray Harmon, Ledbetter, and John Bloodworth, Baton Rouge, La.
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We are pleased to
announce that Alyshia
Nance Kelso, recent
bride of Brad Kelso,
has made her domestic
and household selections through 'our bridal registry.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Helping
Right Here in
Our Community.

Entries For
Murray State University
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH will have a special "Praise Service" on
Sunday, Sept. 29, at 2 p.m. Featured will be the Liberty Boys who are
pictured, seated, Max McGinnis, and standing, from left, DarvIn Stom,
Roy Skinner and Harold Anderson. The public Is Invited to attend the
service at the church, located near Almo Heights.

For information call
Student Government
Association at
762-6951 or at the
SGA office in the
Curris Center on the
MSU campus.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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Wilson baby
boy is born
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Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Vincent Bornba

Prisock-Bomba vows
solemized at church

ARMY PFC. MICHAEL J.
BURKE has entered basic military training at Fort Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
During the eight weeks of
training, Burke will study the
Army mission and will receive
instruction in drill and ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy, military
justice, first aid, Army history

Residential College Activities

2. BUY NOW
BEFORE THE
WORLDWIDE
DIAMOND PRICE
INCREASE!!

,8

"Rachtd"Bridal Set

•440
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Clark college - Horwood, College Head-762-6876.
•Commuters pick up the "Clark" newsletter at the front desk.
-Students who wish to work on Homecoming activities call Jeff at 4594.
-Softball Clark vs. White on Wed. Oct. 2 at 7 & 8 p.m. men/women.
-Amateur Radio Club meet Oct. 1 at 7:00 p.m. room L & T Bid.
-College yearbook pictures 8:30 p.m. Thurs.. Oct. 3.

ilisabeth College - Schempp, College Head - 762-5487.
-College meeting at Elizabeth at 10 p.m. every Wednesday.
•Men's softball Thurs.. Sept. 26 & Thurs., Oct. 1 at 6 p.m.
-Many thanks to Michelle Sorrell for designing our coat-of-arms.
•College yearbook pictures 10 p.m. Wed.. Oct. 2.
Hart Collage - Broughton. College Head - 762-2134
-Caving oN (ct. 12 call ex. 2134 for details.
-Congratulations to Ms. Myka Platt. Homecoming Queen nominee.
-Homecoming activities, call ex. 2134.
-College yearbook pictures 5:00 p.m. Thurs.. Oct. 3

RITIII

.;tvia.

I ishbons Molt
1/4 Carat*

Regents College - Brown. College Head - 762-2105.
-Commuter reps are needed for the college council. call Heather at 4658 or
4543.
•Congrats to Kristina Schnepf, Homecoming Queen nominee.
-Caving trip Oct. 26, call Mike at .3657.
-Men's softball Sept. 26 at 6 p.m.
•Women's softball Sept. 26 at 8 p.m. & Oct. 1 at 7 p.m.
-College yearbook pictures Oct. 1 at 7 p.m.

-Brilliant"
Round
Solitaire

167

1/2
Carat

No PAYMENT
No INTEREST
Tii 1997

Frederick boy
born Aug. 30

Ea
75

We are pleased to announce that Thou' Camp,
bride-elect of Sam Steger,
has made her domestic
and household selections
through our bridal registry.
Toni and Sam will be
married October 26, 1996.

Richmond College - France. College Head - 762-6522
-College council meeting Sept. 30 at 6:15 p.m. in reception room
-Homecoming float volunteers call Ben at 6433.
•Congrats to Michelle Ross, Homecoming nominee.
-Shield pictures Oct. 1 at 9 p.m. Curtis Center (float. bonfire etc.. wear t-shirt).
Springer/Traulklin Collet* - Hall. College Head - 762-6562.
.Workers for Homecoming float on Oct. 1. 2,3 and 4 at Expo Center,call 6562.
-Softball Oct. 1 & 3 men & women.
•Congrats: Leslie Wentworth, Springer/Franklin Homecoming nominee.
-College yearbook pictures 9:45 p.m. Wed.. Oct 2.

Diamond
Tennis Bracelet
ar'
imik..
'
$

Free Christmas Layaway.
„,

and traditions, and special training in human relations.
Burke is the son of Karen D.
McClellan, and stepson of Russell E. McClellan, Murray. He is
a 1996 graduate of Calloway
County High School.

Hester College - Cella., College Head - 762-5486.
-Congratulations to Hester's Homecoming Queen. Jenny Wise.
-Officers elected to Hester are: Amber Settle, Sec/Tres.; Brian Lewis and Beth
Johnson. RCA Reps.; and Sara Poston. SGA Senator.
-College yearbook pictures 9 p.m. Mon., Sep. 30.

$47

Big Diamond Cut
Panda

Center Marquise
14,1111 round. and **"
baguette,
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Deane and Rhonda Frederick
of Elgin, Ill., are the parents of a
son, Levi Samuel Frederick, born
on Friday, Aug. 30, 1996, at 1:38
p.m. at Sherman Hospital, Elgin.
The baby weighed eight
pounds nine ounces and measured
22 inches. The mother is the former Rhonda Wilson. A brother is
Seth Andrew Frederick, 2.
Grandparents are the Rev. and
Mrs. Terry Wilson of Elgin and
Deane and Sue Frederick of
Kalamazoo, Mich. Greatgrandparents are Cyrel and
Marion Wilson of Hazel and the
late Fred and Naomi On.

Murray State University

One Carat*
$
377

,J11

1.4, •••a.

SERVICE NOTES

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wilson of
Louisville are the parents of a
daughter, Morgan Lane Wilson,
born on Tuesday, Sept. 17, 1996,
at Baptist East Hospital,
Louisville.
The baby weighed six pounds
13% ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Wilson of Murray and
Mrs. Marjorie Arnold of Salem,
Ind.

Your Choice of Clus •••
-N
r
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Cristy Leanne Prisock and Joseph Vincent Bomba were married on
Saturday, July 27, 1996, at Adaton Baptist Church, Starkville, Miss.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Prisock of Starkville
and Vincent S. Bomba of Dover, Tenn.
Dr. James V. Clark officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a designer sheath
wedding gown of white bridal satin embellished with designs of
pearls, sequins and bugle beads. The mock halter was designed with a
wedding band collar adorned with decorated trim. The semi-cathedral
train was designed with a bow accented with pearls.
She carried a colossal bouquet of white orchids accented with draping ivy entertwined with baby's breath.
The bride's attendants were Lynn Prisock, sister of the bride, was
maid of honor; Emily Rose, bridesmaid; and Heather Reynolds, junior
bridesmaid, all of Starkville.
They were attired in formal burgundy gowns designed with pleated
bodices with attached semi-trains.
Scott Cain of Murray was best man. Vincent Bomba, father of the
groom, was groomsman, and Christopher Bomba, brother of groom,
was junior groomsin
.an, all of Dover, Tenn.
Presly Prisock was ring bearer. Ushers were Chris Cave, Kevin
Mars and Chad Hendron.'"
A reception followed in the church fellowship hall.
After a short honeymoon, the couple is residing at Denver, Colo.
On Friday, July 26, a rehearsal dinner was hosted by Mr. and Mrs.
Vincent Bomba of Dover, Tenn., at Richey's at Starkville, Miss. The
couple chose this occasion to present gifts to their attendants.
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Homecoming Parade
October 5, 1996
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Bee you at all the Homecoming activities
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WAL-MART

White Cofl.g. - White. College Head - 7624487.
-Sign up for soccer at front desk, call 6161
-Movie night -- each Tuesday 7 & 9 p.m.
-Congratulations to your Homecoming nominee Ms. Emma Shaw.
.I2CC yearbook pictures 4:30 p.m. Thurs.. Oct. 3
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Thornton
Tile
and Marble
612 S. 9th St.• 753-5719

-The oldest
ind•O•ndent
repair shop in Murray"

619 South 4th • 753-6831

Stop by before
or after the
game for our
-All-You-Can-Eat
Puza- & Pasta
Buffet'

Calloway's Mitch Ryan (66), David

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times ;Pot°

Cavitt (86) and Jamie Burkeen (75) pursue Lone Oak's quarterback in last week's

Union County (2-2)
Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 68
years.

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753.5273

701 Main Street

Commercial, Residential,
and Auto Glass
• Auto
Mirrors
• Custom Beveling
• Tub & Shower Enclosures
Furniture Tops Made To Order

Insurance Claims Welcome

717 S. 4th St. • Mur

Villanueva returns to lineup
as Lakers host Union County

John IA. Roborts
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-6050

)))Woodmen
of the World

In‘urance Societ
oil v,• Omaha ,b•••••

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

while Union is 2-2 (0-1 district). Both teams have lost
to district foe Hopkinsville by similar scores, as the
With the season now in its fifth week, Albcno Vil- Lakers fell 20-7 and Union lost 24-9.
Mitchell said Calloway-Union games have traditionlanueva is ready to play quarterback for Calloway
ally been hard-hitting, rock-'em, sock-'em affairs, and
County.
Villanueva, a 5-10, 165-pound senior, has been this year should be no different. The Braves are coachsidelined through the first four games with a broken ed by Joe Prince, who played his high school football
collarbone which he sustained in a preseason at Mayfield under Jack Morris.
"They have really played Calloway County well
scrimmage.
His replacements, however, have performed admir- over the years," Mitchell said. "It's been a good
ably, fashioning a 3-1 record. But coach Billy Mitchell series, and it's always depended on who wants to win
is confident that Villanueva will be able to step right the most. Every Union County game I've been assoin with no problems, despite the layoff, for Friday's ciated with has been hard-hitting, and this one should
crucial district matchup with Union County at Jack be a physical game.
Rose Stadium.
"Being from Mayfield, coach Prince feels like he's
"In my opinion, he won't miss a step," the coach coming back home;
every time they come down here
said. "I won't think twice about him not running the they play well, so
I'm sure he's looking forward to it,"
right play. He's been waiting five weeks, and really he added.
ever since the playoffs last year to start, so I don't
Calloway's win over Lone Oak last week likely
think he'll miss a beat.
guaranteed a playoff spot, but Mitchell said the Lakers
"Alberto will be playing, but we'll have to figure want more, and
will have to beat Union in order to get
out exactly how we'll use him," Mitchell said. "We'll
have to decide the number of plays we'll use. We've
"If we lose, it will take us out of position to win the
given him some plays to work on, now we'll have to district, so
we've got to win it," he said. "This is THE
put them in our offensive scheme and see how they fit playoff game
for us, so we will have to play well, and
in the flow of the game."
I believe we will."
Mitchell added that fans shouldn't be surprised to
Mitchell said the Braves utilize a variety of offenalso see Eric King at quarterback Friday. A sopho- sive sets, meaning
Calloway will have to be prepared
more, King passed for 212 yards and two touchdowns for just about
anything.
in last week's 35-7 win over Lone Oak. Second"It's a smorgasboard that will cause you problems
stringer Dan Arnett, the team's quarterback through and keep you off
balance," he said. "They run about
the first three games, is still hampered by a hamstring 50 different sets,
and there's no real pattern to it. U's
injury.
not a conventional system, but they feel like it's the
"I've been very happy with the way our other quar- best thing for
them to run.
terbacks have filled in and the way our system has
"I believe we've touched all the bases as far as seeworked with them in there," Mitchell said. "I'm very ing a lot
of different sets, so I feel good that we can
pleased with the way the kids have responded."
handle any situation," Mitchell added. "We'll find out
Calloway enters Friday's battle at 3-1 (1-1 district) if we can adjust to all of
their different sets."

FOOTBALL
Co Card. Maior Gadd Cards & Amencw Express Accopied
'Quality Stews at CompetitivePnces
SOUI11 12th Moray • Monk Stalions, Mgr. • 753-1615

IRAs AND
ANNUITIES

Sept. 27, 1996 — 7:30 p.m.
Jack Rose Stadium
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Pittsburgh bids farewell to Leyland
Blue Raiders
Racers'first
big OVC game
Murray State has played
Western, they've seen Southern and they've gone Southeast, but the biggest game so
far in the 1996 season will
come from Middle.
With all due respects to
Western Kentucky, Southern
Illinois and Southeast Missouri, the Racers' first big
game of the year takes place
Saturday when the Blue Raiders of Middle Tennessee arrive
in Murray.
Western's a rival, SW is a
neighbor and SEN10 was the
first OVC game, but Middle
Tennessee is a game that players stop on when they're going •
down the schedule.
"The kids arc ready for this
one, you can feel it," said Racer offensive line coach Mike
Markuson, who's in his fourth
year at MSU.
Markuson said there was a
noticeable difference in the
team meetings on Monday.
"There was something in
that meeting that made the hair
on the back of my neck stand
up," said Markuson. "You can
tell when they're bored, but
today their eyes were wide
open and you could feel the
excitement."
Every year there are big
games — like Western Kentucky — and then there are big
games. This is the first of the
biggies, with Eastern Illinois
and Eastern Kentucky to
follow.
Winning the Ohio Valley
Conference this year will be
significantly tougher than in
past years. With the addition
of Eastern Illionis and the exit
of Morehead, it's likely a team
could suffer two OVC losses
and still capture the trophy.
Murray State, Eastern Illinois and Eastern Kentucky
look like the best bets to contend for the title, and Middle
Tennessee, despite a loss to
Tennessee State on their docket, is always in the running.
And, TSU would have to be
considered a contender until
they prove otherwise, which
they usually do.
Defending the home turf is
the most important task for the
Racers, and their toughest
OVC home game will be
Saturday against the Blue
Raiders.
Murray State has found both
Eastern Illinois and Eastern
Kentucky to be tough road
dates over the years, so the
Racers need to go into Charleston, Ill., on Oct. 19 with an
unblemished OVC record.
"This is the rat right here,
we're right in the middle of
it," Racer head coach Houston
Nutt said on Monday. "If you
get this one right here, you're
in the driver's seat. Our kids
know that."
Though MSU would go to
2-0 with a win, they'd have
one advantage over the rest of
the field — a victory over a
contender in the books.
Saturday's game is likely to
have an intensity yet to be
seen so far in 1996, especially
on Blue Raiders' side.
Coming off of last year's
34-0 whipping to the Racers in
Murfreesboro last year, the
Blue Raiders have been waiting for Saturday night for a
year, said Nutt.
"I'm sure Boots (Donnelly)
will have the score up on the
scoreboard or plastered around
somewhere," said the MSU
coach. "He'll remind them just

PITTSBURGH (AP) —
There's an old adage in baseball
that some players don't learn how
to say hello until it's time to say
goodbye. Jim Leyland found out
Pittsburgh knows how to say
goodbye.
They cheered his every move
in his final home game as the
Pirates' manager, even when he
pulled a couple of pitchers. Even

after a four-hour game that
nobody cared about, the ovation
was so loud and lasted so long
that two curtain calls were
needed.
All for a manager who is 13
games under .500 for his career
and has never managed in a
World Series.
"I don't know if any of us will
ever see anything like this
again," St. Louis Cardinals manager Tony La Russa said of the

unrehearsed outpouring of emotion Wednesday for Leyland. "It
was like the Cal Ripken game.
You had to be here to really
believe it."
The 20,022 fans — three times
what the Pirates usually would
attract for a midweek home game
in September — simply wouldn't
let go at the end of the Cardinals'
8-7, 11-inning victory. It was
almost as if they were pleading
for him not to go.

"That says it all," said Leyland, who cried even during his
post-game news conference. "It
was unbelievable."
Leyland will leave Pittsburgh
to manage a contending club,
probably the Florida Marlins.
"I know exactly how the fans
feel," Pirates shortstop Jay Bell
said. "It just shows you how
much the people here love and
respect Jim. He's given his whole
heart and soul to this community.

I think we all finally realize how
much Jim means to the city of
Pittsburgh."
Leyland was glad he turned
down the Pirates' request for a
staged event, because the fans'
tribute was so genuine and
heartfelt.
"As great as people think he
is, he's more than that," said La
Russa, who gave Leyland his first

Dodgers beat Giants
to clinch playoff spot
By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Almost on cue, Eric Karros
delivered.
Karros hit a go-ahead homer in
the eighth inning as the Los
Angeles Dodgers rallied from
five-run deficit to beat the San
Francisco Giants 7-5 Wednesday
night and clinch at least a tie for
a playoff spot.
"We can't get ahead of
ourselves," Karros said.
"There's still some work to be
done."
Moments before Karros hit his
34th homer, the crowd of 42,405
cheered loudly as the pant scoreboard in left field showed the San
Diego Padres had lost to Colorado 5-3.
The Dodgers, who trailed 5-0
in the sixth, extended their lead
over San Diego to TA games in
the NL West. They need one

more win or a Montreal loss to
clinch at least a wild-card berth
outright.
The Dodgers have four games
remaining, all at home, where
they have won 14 of their last 16
games. They meet the Giants on
Thursday night before playing the
Padres in their final three games.
"I was aware of it," Karros
said of the Colorado-San Diego
result. "It doesn't really matter
what other ballclubs do. We control our own fate."
Then, with a smile, he said,
"Yeah, I meant to do that (hit a
homer)."
More seriously, Karros said,
"In that situation, I'm looking
for something I can drive. Our
goal is not to win the division or
to win the wild card, our goal is
to get in the playoffs and make
some noise."
lithe Dodgers continue to play
as they have in the past month,
File photo

Steve Young will not start Saturday's game against Atlanta because of a strained groin. Elvis Grbac will
take his place.

Injury forces Young to sideline
for Sunday's game with Falcons

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - David
Cone held aloft a bottle of champagne as Jim Leyritz looked for
more unsuspecting victims to
hose down. Darryl Strawberry lit
up a victory cigar as did general
manager Bob Watson.
The worrying and scoreboard
watching were over for the New
York Yankees. They're_ the AL
East champions.
New York clinched its first
division title since 1981 with its
highest-scoring game in 34 years,
a 19-2 rout of the Milwaukee
Brewers in the first game of a

doubleheader. The Yankees also
won the second game, 6-2.
After two weeks of gutwrenching baseball, the Yankees
could finally forget about the
Baltimore Orioles, the Boston
Red Sox and the rest of their
division. But they had to play the
second game before' any champagne was sprayed.
"It was a little unusual," New
York manager Joe Torre said.
Indeed. Fans and players
arrived at Yankee Stadium Wed-

By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Sports Writer
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
— Despite Steve Young's protests that he's healthy enough to
play, the San Francisco 49ers
are starting Elvis Grbac in his
place Sunday in hopes time off
will allow Young's troublesome
groin strain to heal.
"It's an irritant, and the thing
I've got to do is try to help it
get better so that he's closer to
100 percent," coach George
Seifert said Wednesday.

Irish tradition waits
for high-scoring OSU
By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Football Writer
With No. 4 Ohio State at No. 5
Notre Dame on Saturday, the Big
Game Factor should be considered — Irish coach Lou Holtz
usually wins them, Buckeyes
coach John Cooper usually loses
them.
In his ninth season at Ohio
State, Cooper is a commendable
Lou Holtz has a 9-3-1 record in
South Bend against Top 10
teams since 1986, and the Irish
host No. 4 Ohio State Saturday.

Seifert said the presence of
Grbac, 3-2 as a starter last season when Young was sidelined
by a bruised passing shoulder,
made the decision easier.
"There's no question that
Elvis gives us a little more flexibility than some clubs have,"
Seifert said. "If you have
someone who's unproven and
young, or somebody that wasn't
as good, would I be a little
more hesitant? I might be, sure,
I would.
"This does make it easier in
that you have a guy who has

started for us and won games
for us."
Grbac's last start came Nov.
20 at Miami, a 44-20 victory in
which he finished with more
than 300 yards passing for a
third straight game. He also led
the 49ers to wins at Dallas and
St. Louis.
"All the games I played last
year gave me a lot of confidence, and hopefully I can just
continue," Grbac said. "I think
I put more expectations on

67-28-5, but 1-6-1 against Big
Ten rival Michigan. Although the
Buckeyes beat the Irish last season, they lost a perfect season
and national title shot with a
31-23 loss to the Wolverines.
The Irish, meanwhile, are
9-3-1 in South Bend against Top
10 teams in Holtz's 11 seasons,
with two of those losses in 1986.
There have been wins against No.
1 teams — Florida State in 1993
•and Miami in 1988 — and a
38-10 rout of USC last season
when the Trojans were ranked
fifth.
This is just the fourth meeting
between the teams, with the
Buckeyes winning 45-26 last season in Columbus and the Irish
winning in 1935 and 1936.
Why only three games for
these storied programs, located

about 200 mites from each other?
Woody Hayes, who coached the
Buckeyes from 1951-78, used ,ko
say there's no reason to bring
Notre Dame to Columbus
because half the crowd would
root for the Irish.
Cooper was asked if he'd like
to continue the Notre Dame
series, which ends after Saturday's game: "I think it'd be great
to play them later on — maybe
2005. Let that next coach play
them.... In reality, I want to play
him about as bad as he wants to
play me."
The Buckeyes (2-0) rolled up
142 points in beating Rice and
Pittsburgh, scoring on 20 of 26
possessions. The Irish (3-0) had a
tough time against Vanderbilt and
needed a last-second field goal to
beat Texas 27-24 last week.
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•Yankees...

•Blue Raiders...
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In the second game, Strawberry hit a two-run homer during a
throe-run third inning and Kenny
Rogers (12-8) got his second win
since Aug. 11 as the Yankees
completed the sweep.
"It's very special to me," said
Strawberry, re-signed by OViller
George Steinbrenner after being
released during the off-season.
"George gave me an opportunity
to play. It's something good for
New York, and for me coming
back to New York has been
something special."
The Yankees came in needing
only one win to lock up the division title, and they got it with an
awesome offensive display in the
opener.
After scoring four runs in the
first inning, the Yankees scored
10 more in the second to open a
14-1 lead. The most productive
first two innings in the club's
94-year history, and its highest
run total since 1962, finally
allowed the Yankees to relax following two tense weeks.

nesday unclear as to the Yankees'
playoff situation. Had they
already clinched? If not, which
game would be the clincher?
"There was a lot of con(usion." said Cone, who won the
opener. "But by the ninth inning
of the first game the crowd sure
seemed to know."
The crowd of 37,947, most of
which trickled in during the first
game, stood from the first pitch
of the ninth inning to the last, a
fly out by Fernando \fill* to center fielder Bernie Williams.
After the catch. confeui poured
out of the stadium's upper deck
as the Yankees celebrated in the
infield surrounded by riot-geared
New York City police, who prevented any fans from joining in.
"It was quiet for a while in the
first game," Torre said. "Then
all of a sudden in the ninth inning
New York let you know that you
were in New York."

that's certainly a possibility,
Atlanta or no Atlanta. The Dodgers have won 24 of their last 32
games with their second straight
win over the Giants.
"They made it tough for us,"
Dodgers manager Bill Russell
said. "This team has come back
many times. I think the scoreboard helped us out tonight."
Every time the scoreboard
showed the Rockies-Padres score,
the crowd reacted favorably, with
the loudest reaction coming when
the final score was posted.
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Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your fan* insurance needs'
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(next to Century 21)
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MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
All Tiede CDT
East Division
W
L Pct. GS
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N
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544 5
Boston
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Wee+ Division
W
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561 Seattle
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75 13
475 12
California
69 14
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scinched division thle
Wedneeday's Groom
Toronto 13. Detroit 11
New You 19, Milwaukee 2. 151 gains
New York S. MN/auks* 2, 2nd ORM
Sent. 11. Catbirds 2
Bellmore 6, Boston 2
Cleveland 6. "annexes 3
Kansas City 11. Ctnc.go 2
Only games SchiOtilSd
Thursday's Games
Swale (Moyer 13-3) el Oeklend (*engin 711).
305 pin
New Voile (Key 12-10)g Boston 11.414addus 2-7).
6 05 p m
Salmon lCoppinger 94) at Toronto CMillare
441 635 p.m
California (Attbal 2-17) W Tines (Baker 4.2),
7 35 p m
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New Yoe (Gowen 11-6) at Boston (Sole 6-11),
605 pm
Mheuese (WI:lomat 12-10) al Detroit (Van
34). 605 pm
imors (Erideson 13-11) 91 Toronto (Ouanell
5-14). 1335 p m
Chomp (Fernandez 15-10) a lAnnesota (RadMe
il.15). 705 pm
Cleveland (Henitsser 15-S) at Kansas City
(nosed° 74), 716 p in
California (Dickson 1-4) st Texas (NW 15-10).
735 pm
Seat% (144biland 5-3) M 04ithind (TeligtieSer
3.7), 9-05 pm
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Colorado
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San Franasco
65 93
411 25
x-cInched devisor+ MN
Wednesdaye Genes
Florida 3. Atlanta 0
St Louis I. Pitisbogn 7 II innings
PHIsclelpMs 3. Montreal 1
Cinannai 4, Chcago 3
Hanlon S, Ni. York 4, 10 Innings
Los Angelo 7, San Francisco 5
Colorado 5 San Diego 3
Thursday's Gimes
Chcago (Swartrbaugh 0-1) at Cinonnan (Jarvis
7.9), 11 35 am

New Yost (Neon 5-12) at Houston
(Drape* 6-9).
135 pm
Atlanta (Wenn 16-9)81 Florida (A Leiter
15-12).
614 pm
Montreal (Deal 3-5) M PhieN11
94
(Sailing
9-91 615 pin
Cnwicieco (Gardner 11-7) at Los Angeles
(Candotti 9-10). 906 pm
Oily games scheduled
Fridey's Genies
PittlKah(Lcsels
Cordova
6-to)2.1
4-7) a Ce
caf
tsna (SrbIz23-1)
lo7ie."4
at 1ontreal iFieseo
fPn
15-10), 63i pm
PhilaSeolla (lAints 3-9) at Nero York (irarnisch
S-12), 640 pm.
Cincinnati (Schley 13.14)91 St Louie (Petkoveek
11-2), 705 pin
GIonds (144on 4-1) at Houston
12-10). 705
m
San Francisco (Reuter 6-8) at Cobrsdo (Wright
4-4), 605 pm
San Diego (Sanders 9-5) at Los Angeles (Vallee
15-7), 906 pm
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Children
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major league job as a coach in
1982. "I know Whitey (Herzog)
was popular in St. Louis, but I
don't think any manager has ever
been loved like that."
On a night rarely duplicated in
baseball, there were a few special
touches and some tears for the
man with the longest tenure of
any current major league manager or professional coach, but no
formal ceremony.
Leyland turned down the
Pirates' request for a pregame
tribute.
"I didn't want anything special, and I don't think we needed
a stage to show the emotions that
I saw tonight," Leyland said.
There was a salute from President Clinton during a fifth-inning
scoreboard tribute that drew a
loud standing ovation, and even
the visiting Cardinals exited their
dugout to tip their hats in tribute
to one of baseball's most popular
managers.
"I don't want this to be a sad
night," said Leyland.
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as • Bite Sized Shrimp
• Dusted Shrimp
• Shrimp Scampi
• Frog Legs
• Crab Legs
• Crab Bites
• Hushpuppies
• Clams & Scallops
• Shrimp Stirfry
• Steamed Shrimp
• Boomerang Bread
Vegetables & Much, Much More
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Includes our All You Care To Eat Soup, Salad and Fruit Bar

Tailgating! * Great Food! * MSU Souvenirs!
YMCA Sponsored Children's Activities
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The game plan begins at 5:00 p.m. in front of Stewart Stadium
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Saturday, September 28th at 7:00 p....vai
m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
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Murray State RUM vs.
Middle Tennessee
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Catch the Racers
in Action!

MSU Game
Sponsored By

I

Carts $3 00 per 9 Holes
Si. $2. & $350 Bucket,
,
Batting Range
50c

753-1152

game without using Young.
"I thought he passed the
myself than anybody else, and
football well (against Carolina),
the way I played against Miami
but at the same time there are
and St. Louis and Dallas, if I
situations where he's going to
have to sprint full speed,"
can just keep playing that way,
good things are going to
Seifert said. -That would conhappen."
tinue to aggravate it, and what's
going to happen is it's going to
Grbac, who has seen relief
keep aggravating until I don't
duty in all three games for the
have him at all."
49ers (2-1) this season, will
Seifert did not give a timetoppose another backup on Sunable
for Young's return. Young
day. The Atlanta Falcons (0-3)
start Bobby Hebert in place of said he intends to be ready to
play this week, if needed, and
the suspended Jeff George.
certainly two weeks from now.
Young aggravated his groin
"They said they'd give me
strain, originally suffered Sept.
8, last Sunday when he was this week to try to make it 100
percent and I'll try to make it
pulled to the turf by Kevin
110 percent," Young said.
Greene on the first play of a
"Obviously, he's got con23-7 loss at Carolina.
The injury limited Young's cerns for the long term,"
Young added. "I felt healthy
mobility although he played
until being relieved by Grbac enough last week and went out
there and performed and cerfor the final offensive series.
"I don't think he damaged it tainly I'd love to have a shot at
any further in the last ball it, but that's why it's a coach's
game," Seifert said. "At the decision."
Young resisted the notion of
same time, I don't think it
a change, but Seifert was not
helped it get better, either."
Seifert said Young will go
dissuaded.
into Sunday's game as the No.
"He was pretty strong about
2 quarterback, but clearly the
wanting to play. He's a tough
coach hopes to get through the
competitor ... so he's not happy
about it. At some point, he'll
undertsand it," Seifert said.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horn. Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

Golf

& Sports Center

FROM PAGE 10A
Scott Radinsky (5-1), who
pitched a hitless eighth, got the
win. Todd Worrell finished with
a perfect ninth for his majorleague leading 44th save.
Karros hit a 1-0 pitch off Rich
DeLucia (3-6) over the rightcenter field fence leading off the
eighth. The Dodgers added a run
when Raul Mondesi scored on
Doug Creek's wild pitch.
Los Angeles tied it 5-5 in the
seventh on Billy Ashley's twoout pinch-homer off Jim Poole.
The Giants took a 1-0 lead in
the first off Pedro Astacio on a
sacrifice fly by Barry Bonds

1 1A

`i Holes

Par 3 Golf

Middle 437 to 118. And. MSU
owned time of possession 41:52
to 18:08.
• Perhaps the most astounding
fact from last season's Middle
game, if not the enure season,
was the fact that Middle Tennessee never crossed midfield. After
playing for an hour, the MTSU
center never snapped the ball in
Racer territory.
(In all likelihood, the Racers
could travel to South Bend, Ind.
tomorrow and take on the Fighting Irish and at some point they
would cross the 50. It might take
a bad snap by the fourth-team
long snapper or even a penalty,
but the Racers would reach the
50 at least once.)
Don't expect similar Racer
feats in this year's battle, because
Houston Nutt doesn't. He'll gladly take a one-point win, sing to
the crowd and move on.
Afterall, the race is just
beginning.

a little bit. And, they're going to
be as prepared as anyone has
been for us."
Murray State may win Saturday's battle, but they won't do it
in the fashion of last year's Miracle at Middle. It would be almost
impossible for the Racers to top
last year's effort.
Except for three turnovers, the
Racers played a near-flawless
game. Racer assistant coaches
still shake their heads at how perfect last year's game went.
The facts speak for themselves:
• Middle came into last year's
game averaging 192 yards rushing per game. The Racers held
the Blue Raiders to a grand total
01 52. Amazingly, Racer tailback
Derrick Cullors had 102 yards
rushing at halftime while the
entire MTSU offense managed
only 58 total yards and two first
downs.
• Overall, the Racers outgained

SCbirrEBOAR,D
44444

Scettio44€

•Young...

•Dodgers...
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121 N BYPASS(ocrosifrom
Hickory Log BBQ)

"The °iciest
Indapandant
repair shop in Murray"

753.7050

619 South 4th • 753-6831

See us for
all your band
instrument
needs...

Medical & Long Terni Care
Life Insurance
Disability Income Coverage
Fixed & Variable Annuities

753-0901
Dixieland
Center Murray

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times

photo
Murray High's Colin Weir (60) and Bryan Dennison (32) close in as the Reidiand quarterback
pitches the ball in last
week's game.

107 Maple St. •

502-753-.1451

Murray High (2-2)
Proudly
supporting
our Tigers
for the
past 68
years.

Trigg County (0-4)
Sept. 27, 1996 — 7:30 p.m.
Ty Holland Stadium

1
PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

701 Main Street

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

t
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Call 753-7001
now to reserve
your spot in our new
computer training
classroom!

HAWKINS

RESEARCH
COMPUTERS & INFORMATION SERVICES
1304-E Chestnut Street,IVIurray KY 42071
502-753-7001 http //www.hawkinsresearch.com

Fisher seeking improvement
against winless Trigg County
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
While injuries continue to be a factor for the Murray Tigers, head coach Rick Fisher said that has only
been part of the problem.
The Tigers (2-2) were without two defensive ends
and two defensive tackles in last week's 21-14 win
over Rcidland, and will have only one of those four
back for Friday night's home contest against Trigg
County at Ty Holland Stadium.
But being shorthanded isn't the only thing that has
hampered Murray to this point in the season.
"No matter where we've got somebody at, they've
got to start competing," Fisher said. "When you make
moves and the people don't compete, it hurts. So our
people have to start competing and being athletes."
Trigg enters Friday's game at 0-4, but Fisher isn't
fooled by the Wildcats' record. Trigg has played
Logan County, Hillsboro, Tenn., Fort Campbell and
Caldwell County, teams with a combined record of
14-2.
"They've played a tough schedule, and they're
probably looking at us as one of their easier games
this year since we're the first Class A team they've
played," Fisher said. "They've probably highlighted us
as one of the teams they want to beat since we've
knocked them out of the playoffs the last three years,
so I hope we step up.
"They've got a lot of players back, and they were
picked to win their district," Fisher added. "Like us,
they lost some of their linemen, but most of their skill
people are back."

How can buying
insurance get you to
summer camp?

Residential • Commercial
• Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality
3itvid Ryan

Work"

Darren Howard

Woodmen members enjoy
summer camps for youth
and senior citizens at little
or no cost.

Trigg runs the Delaware wing-T offense, with players running in all directions in an attempt to fool the
defense.
"It's very deceptive and you've got to find the ball,"
Fisher said. "They believe in it and ifiey've got the
people to run it. It's hard to find the ball, and they've
got enough weapons to beat you with it. They can
score from anywhere on the field."
Fisher said his team has been hard to read early on
this season, but that the time has come for the players
to forget about the team's misfortune and to just come
ready to play.
"We've had so much go wrong that we've gotten
out of focus; but there's a time to stop talking and just
play," he said. "It all boils down to if you have the
better team or not, and then to prove it on Friday
night. You've got to get strength from within.
"Last week we had a sloppy win, and you can't go
out on Friday night and play at that level," Fisher
added. "If you go down, you ought to_go down fighting and not wishing you had done something else during the game. If you do your best then you can take
what happens, but if you don't, you cheat a lot of people, including yourself."
While the contest against Trigg is not a district
game, Fisher believes it is still a crucial point on Murray's schedule.
"We've won two straight, and if we can beat Trigg,
we can roll for a while and go a long way," he said.
"There was a point in 1994 when we were 3-2 and we
got on a roll and went all the way to the state championship game. So we need something to get us going,
and a win will certainly do it."
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Steve Durbin
Principal Broker
Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236
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COMPLETE SIGN SHOP
COMPUTER VINYL GRAPHICS
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YOUR ONE-STOP PRINT SHOP

615 South 12th St.
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Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Magness, 95, of 313 Boone St., Mayfield, died
Wednesday, Sept. 25, 1996, at 4:54 p.m. at Heritage Manor, Mayfield.
She was married May 6, 1921, to Otis Magness who died Jan. 13,
1977. Four sisters, Mrs. Lillian Hanley, Mrs. Ode Edwards, Mrs. Bessie Smith and Miss Johnnie McCallon, and one brother, Raymond
McCallon, preceded her in death. Born Aug. 9, 1901, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of the late Rufe McCallon and Nora
Lawrence McCallon.
Mrs. Magness, a former resident of Murray, was a member of Calvary United Methodist Church, Mayfield.
Survivors include.one son, Charles Magness and wife, June, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Treys Smith, Garden City, Mich.; three grandchildren, Leslye Marvin, David Magness, and Elizabeth Choate; four
great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Friday at II a.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. BHill Riley will officiate.
Friends may call at Blalock-Coelman & York Funeral Home from 5
to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).

Services for Mrs. Thelma Cothran were today at -10 a.m, in the
chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. O.D. Boyd officiated. Burial was in Trigg Memory Acres.
Mrs. Cothran, 63, Cadiz, died Monday, Sept. 23, 1996, at Jennie
Stuart Medical Center, Hopkinsvillc.
Survivors include her husband, Willie Cothran; three daughters,
Mrs. Dorothy Edmonson, Mrs. Carolyn Choate and Mrs. Tammy
Cothran, and one son, Robert Calvin Cothran, all of Cadiz; five sisters, Mrs. Wanda Rose, Ms. Susie Ramey, Ms. Mary Ramey and Mrs.
Pauline Hargrove, all of Cadiz, and Mrs. Jean Dixon, Orange City,
Fla.; two brothers, James Ramey, Cadiz, and Ronnie Ramey, Murray:
five grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

The funeral for Mrs. Mary Foster Mansfield Myers was today at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Bowlin Funeral Home, Dresden, Tenn. Burial
was in Morgan Cemetery near Palmersville.
Mrs. Myers, 74, Martin, Tenn., died Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1996, at
Weakley County Nursing Home, Dresden, Tenn.
Survivors include her husband, Cletus Lee (Bud) Myers, Martin;
three daughters, Mrs. JoAnne Warmath, Milan, Tenn., Mrs. Janice
McClain, Martin, Tenn., and Ms. Vickki Mansfield, Antioch, Tenn.;
three grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.

Funeral rites for Miss Florence Griffin will be today at 1:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Norman Ellis
will officiate. Burial will follow in Griffin Cemetery, Trigg County.
Miss Griffin, 92, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray, formerly of Golden
Pond, died Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1996, at 1:29 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired school teacher, she had taught numerous years at the old
Golden Pond School. She was a member of Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray, and of the Retired Teachers Association.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Bessie Turner, Murray, and Mrs.
Rosie Pentilla, Sunset, Utah; one brother, Noble Ray Griffin, Dexter;
numerous nieces and nephews; numerous great-nieces and nephews.

E.N.U.F. Program is
successful local effort
Officials from the Murray
Electric System met recently with
representatives from Murray-Calloway County Need Line to formulate
guidelines for dispersing funds collected monthly for the E.N.U.F.
Program.
Thanks to city residents who
want to share, the program,
launched earlier in the year, has
successfully met goals to assist
needy families in the city who
experience emergencies and need
assistance with their electric bills.
The Murray Electric System
Governing Board has agreed to
allow any and all its customers to
deduct an additional amount on
their monthly bills to aid in this
worthy cause. They will, in turn,
disperse the funds collected to the

Need Line organization.
"We are extremely grateful for
this emergency help for our clients.
With everyone giving a little, it will
be E.N.U.F. to make a difference,"
Kathie Gentry, Need Line executive
director, said.
Any resident of the city

who

wishes to contribute to E.N.U.F.
may still participate by simply signing a form, indicating the amount
they wish to have added to their bill
each month. Forms for this purpose
are located at all the local banks, or
at the Murray Electric System.
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The funeral for Mrs. Edith Story will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob
Saywell will officiate. Music will be by Margie Shown, soloist, and
Deanna Chobanian, pianist.
Pallbearers will be Max Brandon, Keith Brandon, Kenny Stubblefield, Larry Orr, Jimmy Darrell Rogers and Ralph Darnell, active;
Charles Stubblefield, Elisha Taylor, Auburn Wells, Brent Morris,
Robert Lassiter, Marvin Lassiter, Bill Edwards and Don Rogers, honorary. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Edith Story, 75, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1996, at 1:15
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired beauty shop owner, she was a member of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church. She was listed in International
Authors and Writers, and Who's Who for Poetry, and has had poetry
*fished in New Voices in American Poetry and North American
Mentor magazine. She attended the Jesse Stuart Creative Writing
Workshop at Murray State University.
Survivors include her husband, Mitchell Story; one daughter, Mrs.
Deanna Chobanian and husband, Loris, Cleveland, Ohio; one son,
Greg Story and wife, Sherec, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Melba Sue
Sharp and husband, Karl, Johnson City, Tenn.; two grandchildren,
Rita Chobanian, Chicago, III., and Brandon Story, Murray; two
nephews.

Full-time sales position available for a highly, selfmotivated individual. Must have a dependable
means of transportation. Excellent benefits include health and dental insurance, paid holidays,
paid vacation, sick days and gas allowance.
Send or drop otf resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

Stock Market Report
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DJIA Previous Ckase—._31177.36
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Final rites for Mrs. Reba Beasley were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoc and the
Rev. Sandra Leatherwood will officiated.
Pallbearers were Willard Beasley, the Rev. R.J. Burpoe, Larry
Roberts, Bill Cothran, Dr. Charles Tucker and Jimmy Harrison. Burial
was in Union Ridge Cemetery.
Mrs. Beasley, 104, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1996, at 5:20
a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one son, Howard G. Beasley and wife, Kathleen,
Apex, N.C.; one sister, Mrs. Willie Ward, Murray; two grandchildren,
Robert C. Beasley and Jane Conner; three great-grandchildren, Scan
Beasley, Joel Conner and Jeremy Conner; several nieces and nephews,
Ruth Roberts, Jo Ann Cothran, Barbara Catlett, Marsha Tucker,
Damon Harrison and Larry Roberts.

GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) —
Salmonella poisoning has sickened more than five dozen people
who ate mayonnaise prepared
with raw, infected eggs, health
officials say.
At least seven people —
including five children —
remained hospitalized Wednesday, as the number of confirmed
cases grew to 63.
The state Department of Health
and Environmental Control office
has fielded more than 325 more
calls from people with salmonella
symptoms, including severe headache, stomach cramps, diarrhea
and dehydration.
DHEC officials say raw eggs
in Duke Sandwich Co.'s homemade mayonnaise caused the outbreak. Infected eggs — not
Duke's handling methods —
were to blame, they said. One
contaminated -egg used in making
50 pounds of a sandwich spread
could ruin the entire batch.
Duke, which makes about
3,000 sandwiches a day for its
four Greenville County stores,
pulled its sandwiches with homemade mayonnaise from shelves
last Friday.

Prices as of 9 a.m.
K•Mart..---.--• 'ha
2.17/8 • th
K U
Kroger ..--.-.-.--.......4.3"sh• • 1/4
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• Lis
Mattel -.--.-.-.--.-.—. 263/s • 11/4
• 1/s
McDosalds
Merck -.--.-.-.------693/s • 1/3
J.C. Penney........-.--...53'/4 • 74
Peoples Fine.—.-. 221/1B 2.31/1A
Quaker Oats _.—
sac
Schering•Plough-.-.—._597/4 • 1/8
Sears
.-...-._44'is • 'Is
Texaco-.--.-.-.--._..........927/s • I
Time Warner.------36s/s • 3/s
UST._._.__.-._.__....---291/2 • 'It
Wal-Mart-.-._.-_.-.--253/4 • 1/4

'Hillard Lyons Is s inertia maker
UNC Moe unchanged

•

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
!*...:t..; Murray, KY 42071
i• (502) 753-3366

"Can't you protect the environment
and lower heating and cooling
novative
Yes' Addisoi,
-Series geotherrn.11 System
works with the environment using
a closed system of underground
pipes It heats your home in the
winter and cools your home in
the Ornmer by using the constant
temperature of the.
earth There s no air
pollution and you
oan save 50' or more
on your heating and
cooling bill
Protect her future
and protect the
environment with a
0-Series geothermal
system

ROBBIN UNDERHILL has attained
the goal of publication In a contest sponsored by the National
Library of Poetry. The amateur
poet's poem, "I Remember," will
be published In the anthology Lyrical Heritage to be published In
the winter of 1996.

Universal SySterns, Inc
Paducah
Murray
895-5736
753-3227

1.89
• Silicone addittvee crnprove
adhesion & flexibility
• Paintable
• Interior & exterior use
• Water clean up
• Exceeds &STU C 834 91
specs
• 25 years durability

September 28, 1996
9:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door

INSURANCE
Ask about Shelters
HOME, LIFE, FARM,
BUSINESS

Glendale Road Church of Christ
Murray, Kentucky

coverages too

Registration--Coffee, Juice & Fellowship--9:00-9:30

8 x 8
8 x 12
8 x 16
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

'750 $950 $1,150
'Kentucky Sales Tax Now

Guest Speakers: Niles Sherrill & Martell Souder
Nereid "Jack" Romagna
Licensed In KY & TN
758-1033 or 753-0873
801 S 12th St • Lori

.11•.

Advertising Sales Representative

Salmonella
hits dozens in
South Carolina

Pictured left to right, bottom row: Kathy Gentry, Need Line Director; and
Karen Guthrie, Need Une Board Member; standing, left to right: Tony
Thompson,superintendent of Murray Electric System; and Ron Foster, office
manager.
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Nila and Martell will use drama and dialogue to
provide encouragement, support and tools to equip us to
Surrender All to the cross.

Please come and be with us and share in a morning of
Christian Fellowship...a time to grow closer to
God and to one another.

Brunch Will be served at approximately 11:00 - A nursery will be
provided for children 5 and under.

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
- Your Horne Iniiestnutnt

Company

Since 1884 -

-

•

Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-SAO p.m.; Saturday 8'a.m.-4 p.m. Closed Sunday
We Primo Good st Murry Stray Only! • Other LlioatIona: Beaten & Lake City
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Potential flaw found in smart cards
NEW YORK (AP) —
newfangled "smart cards"
some think will replace the
in your wallet have a flaw

The
that
cash
that

BERNARD KANEL.Oge & Times photo

The Kentucky Association for Environmental Education awarded the
1996 Outstanding Administrator Award to Calloway County Middle
School principal Cloyd J. Bumgardner during Its ninth annual awards
program on September 20. Mr. Bumgardner was recognized for his leadership and support for environmental education in the Calloway district.
With Mr. Bumgardner (center) are, front row: Laurie Witte, Jana Thorn,
Rebecca Wision and Andrea Connor. Back row: Andrew Falwell, Shane
Burkeen, Calloway High School Science teacher Stephanie Wyatt, Cloyd
J. Bumgardner, Tom Holcomb and Mechelle Woodall.

could enable technologically savvy criminals to counterfeit them,
an expert says.
Computer scientists at Bellcore
determined through theoretical
research that the cards — a form
of plastic money with a computer
chip memory — are not tamperproof, making them possible
targets of piracy.
"This is a significant discovery because it is a new attack on
the system," said Bill Barr,
executive director of information
networking at Bellcore and a consultant to the study.

The smart card industry needs
"to learn how to respond to this
kind of physical attack," he told
The Associated Press late
Wednesday.
No smart-card counterfeiting
has been discovered yet, but Barr
said attempts at such crimes are
inevitable unless the cards are
redesigned.
Bellcore, a research and development organization owned by
the regional Bell operating companies, is now working with the
industry to help prevent such
problems and many manufactur-

ers are already building defenses
into their systems, Barr said.

CLASS,
PI
Soot

Companies developing smart
cards dismissed the warning.

40%
40%
(AI Aa 4.

"This is very speculative,"
Chris Jarman, vice president of
chip card technology at Mastercard, told The New York Times
"I have yet to see a smart-cam
scheme with a vulnerability."

$2.00 pei
Tuesda*
304 per
1st day. t
each oc
day. $2.
(Tues. C1,
Ong Cu
tend Ix

Smart cards resemble bank
automated teller cards and debit
cards that consumers have grown
accustomed to using.

A $200 tan
cref chip.

COMMUNITY INVITED TO SHARE IN AMERICAN HEART WALK FUND DRIVE!!!
YES, I WILL SUPPORT THE FIGHT AGAINST HEART DISEASE BY MAKING A
DONATION AS FOLLOWS:

(MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO AHA)

1) ENCLOSED IS A DONATION OF
Amount

Citations will be issued
Our fall fire season in Kentucky
begins on Oct. 1st and continues
through Dec. 15th.
During this time, it is illegal to
burn between the hours of midnight
and 4:30 p.m. The reason these
burning hours were established is

Workshops will
be offered by
the Playhouse
Workshops for children will be
taught at Playhouse in the Park this
fall, at no charge, by Murray State
University theatre professor Lissa
Graham. The first workshop is Oct.
5 from 10 a.m. toll a.m. for 5 and 6
years old. The second will be Nov.2
from 10 ash. to 11 a.M.Teir children
ages6 to S. The final workshop will
be Dcc. 7 from II a.m. to noon for
children ages 9 to 12.
Lissa Graham earned her Master
of Fine Arts degree in directing at
Virginia Commonwealth University. She recently moved to Murray
to accept a position with the staff at
the Murray State University Theatre
DeparuncriL To reserve a spot in
these workshops, call Playhouse in
the Park at(502) 759-1752. A limit
of 20 children will be accepted for
each workshop.

because of the fact that there is
normally more wind and less humidity during this time of day,
therefore a fire can easily burn out
of control under these conditions.
After 4:30 p.m. the wind usually
dies down and the air is much
heavier with humidity making a fire
much easier to control.
Any person found burning illegally in the state of Kentucky will be
issued a citation to appear in court.
The minimum fine for this offense is
$100, and the maximum is $500
and/or six months in jail.
The district judge may also add
court costs and the suppression cost
to the fine.
For more information about the
burning laws,contact Ron Talent,at
753-9894 (evenings) or the Mayfield district office at 247-3913.

Expo '96
SILENT AUCTION
Sept. 28, 1996
Doors open 9.00 a.m.
auction begins at10,30 a.m.
MSU Curris Center
3rd Floor Ballroon
$1.00 ticket donation
at the door

IN MEMORY/HONOR OF

Amount
ADDRESS OF DONOR
CLIP AND COMPLETE THIS COUPON AND DROP IT BY THE WALK HDQ. ON
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 28 BETWEEN 8:30 and 11:30 A.M.
IF THAT IS
NOT CONVENIENT, CALL 759-4871 ON THURSDAY OR FRIDAY OR 559-2576
DURING THE WALK TIMES AND WE WILL PICK UP YOUR CONTRIBUTION IN
PERSON.
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THIS IMPORTANT MISSION!!!!

* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Bent.on * Paducah * Fleming Fumit,iro * 13,m on

FINAL 5 DAYS
This Offer Will End Monday At All 3 Locations Of Fleming Furniture!

FREE FURNITURE
*PAY NOTHING
TIL SEPTEMBER 1997
Over $300,000 in excess furniture
and accessories must be sold
during the final days of our After
Inventory Clearance. During these
few remaining days we are offering
you DOUBLE SAVINGS! Prices
have been slashed for our After
Inventory Clearance AND you will
*Pay Nothing for 1 Full Year..til
September 1997. But this event
will end Monday, September 30th
at 7 P.M. Hurry to any of our 3
Fleming Furniture locations and
Pay Nothing Until Fall of 1997.

NOTHING
HELD BACK!
Final
5 Days!
Storewide Savings Up To 60% Plus...
Pay Absolutely Nothing Til Fall 1997
NO INTEREST for 1 Full Year

NO DOWN PAYMENT

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!
OPEN
SUNDA,'
1 TO

red credit 25% depot* on al, special arrtr„
Oner does 004 kg* 10 131100001 P•01.°•g°11

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60• A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Orton Daily 104. 7 • Sunday it,, 8 • Friday 10f,,

Our best deal on a chain saw lust got better. Purchase
a Stihl 017 right now, and get this handy carrying
case and spare loop of chain, a $45 value, free.

Murray Home S Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray

753-2571
753-411()

STIHL®
Number One Worldwide

Pumpkin
Corn,

NO PAYMENT for 1 Full Year

Available for a limited time only at participating Stihl Dealers

We
ca
memaw
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50th birt
stop by
her man
Love
H
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ral

Zip

NAME OF DONOR

Auction Items include
BEAUTIFUL JEWELRY
ANTIQUES
LOVELY ART
FABULOUS GIFT
CERTIFICATES
EXCITING THEATER &
DINNER TICKETS
GIFT BASKETS
FASHION WEAR
BEAUTY PRODUCTS
& MORE

$45 Value Free

ALTERATIC
See & Sew

Street
City
OR
2) ENCLOSED IS AN UNDESIGNATED CONTRIBUTION OF

Proceeds
to Benefit the
Spina BitIda
Association of
Kentucky

CBT raises dividend
to 13 cents per share
CBT Corp.'s board of directors
has approved an 8.3 percent increase in the quarterly dividend. to
13 cents a share.
The new dividend is payable
Oct. 25 to shareholders of record on
Oct. 6. It is the 19th consecutive
year that CBT has raised its stock
*dividend
CBT Corp. is one of Kentucky's
largest bank holding firms, with
.$940 million in assets and five subsidiary banks. It has 18 banking offices in Paducah, Honk insville.
Benton, Mayfield and Murray. It
also owns Pidelity Credit, a consumer ,“inance company with 27
offices throughout Kentucky

Calloway County resident Jennifer
Clayton was among 15 students
recently selected as 1996-97 Student
Ambassadors at West Kentucky
TECH. Clayton, a Calloway County
High School graduate, is enrolled In
the cosmetology program at West
Kentucky TECH.The student ambassador program was established
three years ago at West Kentucky
TECH in an etfort to help the community understand more about vocational-technical education and
West Kentucky TECH. A five-member
committee selected the 1996-97 ambassadors based on their Instructor's nomination, their standing at
the school and their commitment to
vocational education.

Kialley-WIggine Furniture, Inc.
111101141,

Paducah

Furnit tiro * Benton

igeormal CAttter h &cm"
,Ovnir Crwrro
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 ()°,7,7,,
o5
'
Ds,';'„Ig
u
BROW/a eatuRr
&crafty Ovnir avrtk
451 South 16th Street Paducah, KY
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"
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
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TO PLACE
AN AD

Ach
$600 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run.
eCry. Discount sra Run
OM 3Ads mw sal wenn Dor PerrocU
$200 pew column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guides).

Reader Ad

304 pot word. $600 minimum
tat day.dra pew word prer day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(fUes. Classifieds go into Shopping Guido.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads

toga Notice
Notice
Personas
Cora of Thanes
Milmory

020

200
265

FARMERS MARKET
;or
Ectuitx"ent
Livestock & %poles
Poulry & SUPPries
Procs.Jce
Food & Seed

020

ire
3 10
320
330
340
3011

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

Feature Of The Week

Expo '96

Child's
Bedroom Suite
Swiss 5 Pc MAK
Red & White

$399

LIVE AUCTION
SEPT. 28, 1996
Doors open 900 a m
Live auction 3 30 pm
MSU Currie Center
3rd Floor Ballroon
$1.00 ticket donation
at the door

call

Love Ashley
& Hunter

PI1RDOM

Furniture 8 Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-2872

Did you know Medicare (or
insurance) covers most
supplies? Save money Call 800 633 2001 Liberty
Medical Satisfaction guar
anteed No HMO Members Mention 12040

County Line
Pumpkin Patch
Hwy. 121 North • 489-2355
MINIM
1=OM 11111111111INN NMI
-111111 MIMI
---MIam-INN

— SYCHIC READINGS
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*
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Tells Past, °resent and Future .I.
mo Advice On All Affairs Of Life. NEN
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NM Paim & Taiat Card Reading Also Available°.
767-0508
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Telephone Sales & Service
Phone jacks Installed'
$25."
Ea. Additional Jack
Slain
&
servk.
VOOAVI
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Proceeds
to Benefit the
Spina Bifida
Association of
Kentucky

DIABETICS'(using insulin)

Pumpkins, Mums, Indian
Corn, Bushel Basket
Gourds, Ornamental Gourds, Variety of
Squash, Yard Signs and Fall Wreaths.

=I
1— *

470
480
466
490
495
500
510
520

MURRAY
TELEPHONE
&
ELECTRONICS

Auction Items Include.

13' Color TV with remotE
Collector Barbie
1 year membership to
Golds Gym
Your very Own Personal
Limo Service -5 hours
Framed Art
Limited Edition Signed
Lithographs
Heirloom Quilt & More
Dan Miller Auctioneer
ENJOY a massage and relieve pain release stress,
relax mind and body Call
Dave or Terri at Massage
To You 7 days, 10a 10P,
753-3801 Housecalls
Available'
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

HALEY'S
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

The Murray Independent Board of Education will hold a public hearing in the Board
Office, 208 South Thirteenth Street, Murray, Kentucky on Thursday, September 26,
1996 at 5:30 p.m. to hear public comments
regarding a proposed general fund tax levy
of 34.5 cents on real estate and 36.7 cents on
tangible personal property.
The general fund tax levied in fiscal year
1995-96 was 34.0 cents on real estate and
36.6 cents on tangible personal property and
produced revenue of$942,869. The proposed
genera) fund tax rate of 34.5 cents on real
estate and 36.7 cents on tangible personal
property is expected to produce $1,004,779
for 1996-97. Of this amount, $191,246 is
from new and personal property. The compensating tax rate for 1996-97 is 33.1 cents
on real estate and 36.6 cents on tangible
personal property and is expected to produce
$970,176.
The general area to which revenue in excess
of 1996-97 revenue is to be allocated is as
follows: Instruction, $61,910.
The general assembly has required publication of this advertisement and information
contained herein.

Checker Needed
Experienced preferred but not necessary. Apply to P.O.
Box 1040-0, Murray,

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

cid'

Motorcycles
Auto StsnAces
Auto Ports
us4K1 Cots

Voris
jseo Tr.icks
Campers
Boots & Motors

Fall

150
15,5
lap

Wont To Bay
Articles For Sole
APPlionc es
Homo Furrvsnings

165
170
leo

Antici,,es
Vocuurn Croone's
Sewing Moc nines

'05

Heovv Eloopmont
Sports Eo.riornent

200

210

Cici

Spectacular
Week
Check our ad in th.
Ledger & Times for
details Of call
Fringe Benefits

NOW at D & M Market
Mums in 4 sizes, pumpkins.
gourds & apples Pumpkins, pansies, & apple
cider Straw. Indian corn &
more pumpkins 403 Sycamore, Murray, KY
040
Help
Wanted
$600 TO $800 PER WEEK
WITH- No experience
necessary' Now hiring undi
viduals interested in becoming professional truc:k
drivers with training assistance available Call
800-467-3806
AVON, $7-$15 a hour It's
EZ No door to door No
minimum order Benefits,
bonus Executive successful methods Hotline'
800 SELL AVON Independent sales representatives
Earn cash' 800 735 5286
a PART time, full times,
$IO 25,hr answer phones,
city area Flexible hours
No experience necessary
Call now 209 933 6227

Become a
Microsoft
Certified
Systems
Engineer
Classes
Conducted In
Clarksville

Cali
1-800-995-9075
Ask for Pat

DRIVERS Solos teams,
grads Top pay to start
loaded or empty Pay for
experience Benefits
401K Assigned equipment 22, CDL 'A
Melesa
800 633 0550, 7 days ext
CASHIER, 7am noon, EC 9
Mon-Fri Good pay & work
ing conditions Can assist
with daycare Apply in per
son at Ky Lake Oil Co
South 4th St Murray. KY
No phone calls please
CAREER Chang. individuals needed 4 Murray expansion of sales company
Training available
502 44 2 30 75 ask 4

Firewood
Musical
Msceidneous
TV & Rocs°
Pe1 & &Jodie%

220
240
260
300

DAY shift help wanted
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria 753 2334

DRIVERS, EOE GET
HOME, GET MILES, GET
MONEY- Busy dispatch
needs flatbed drivers Must
have clean driving record
Offers a good paycheck
benefits and late model
equipment Must be 24
years of age 1 year OTR
Maverick Transportation,
Inc 800 289-1100
DRIVERS Guaranteed
home tones our priority'
Company and teams' Exceptional miles freightliner
conventionals, no touch
freight outstanding benefits Buske Lines Inc
800 TO BUSKE
(862 8753)
DRIVERS INDUSTRY
LEADING BENEFITS
Great pay high miles in
crease after only 90 days
Late model conventionals
Teams or solo drivers ConWay Truckload Services
800 555-CWTS (2987)
EOE
DRIVERS J B HUNTS Willing to pay for the best
drivers in the industry Beginning February 25th, drivers with 1 year experience
will start earning 374 to
404 a mile
Call
800 2JB HUNT EOE
Subject to drug screen
DRIVERS OTR No forced
loading or unloading' No
northeast Guaranteed
home policy Excellent
medical insurance Teams
& singles Min 23, 1 year
OTR CDL w/HazMat Pas
chall Truck Lines, Inc
800 848 0405 EEO

la Sole cc Leos.

420
430
4.35
440
4SC
460

HOMO LOCK13
Real Erat•
oils, Proper**
tol Tor So.ri
Farms For Sae
HOrn•S lo. SOO

Pubec Soie
For Tiooe
Free Coionn,
Wonteci

WELDING No experience
necessary Training on the
Kit) High school grads only,
ages 1 7 34
Call
800 284 6289

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753 9.433 day
or night

FRIENDLY TOYS &
GIFTS- Has openings for
dealers No cash invest
menti Fantastic toys Ex
clusrve gifts home decor.
Christmas items Call for
catalog and information
800 488 4875
FULL time/ immediate
Opening
Machine
Operator/ production
worker Driving & lifting required Mechanical apb
tude and willingness to
work hard a MUST Apply in
person, Automated Direct
Mail, 312 Main Si, Murray,
KY
KITCHEN & counter help
Must be able to work Mon
Fri, 9am 3pm Apply at
Campus Deli, 200 N 15th
St, Murray
LOOKING 4 sales people
Above average income Potential Experienced dos
ens preferred but training
availabe 4 the right people
Call 800 574 3075 ask 4
Jaime, 8am 5pm, Mon Fri

1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

MECHANIC Experienced
on construction equipment
and trucks Apply at 1272
Old Fern Valley Road
Louisville Kentucky Equal
Opportunity Employer

WEIGHT
CONTROL
SALESPERSON

NEED friendly dependable
counter clerks Apply in
person at Boone's Cleaner,
605 Main, Murray No
phone calls please

We are looking for someone with an
exceptional personality. Mast
have sales experience.
$5.50 per hr. base pay + commission.
Full Time - 40 hrs./wk.
Apply in person.

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT
CONTROL CENTER
305 N. 12th Suite D, Murray, Ky,

502-767-0780

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
ENHANCED WAGE PROGRAM!!!
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!!
PROFIT SHARING!!
Jake(, Incorporated is rapidly expanding its work
force in Murray, KY In conjunction with this effort
we have implemented a brand new wage program for production workers that rewards performance and service. If you are interested in
earning a competitive wage, working four days a
week (overtime possible) receiving paid vacations and holidays, participating in the company's growth and profitability, and possessing
one of the finest health insurance plans around,
then you owe it to yourself to check us out You
can do so by applying in person at.
Jake!, Incorporated
700 N, 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

PART time cashier,
10pm 7am Apply between
8am 2pm, Mon Fri at
Racer's Coastal Store,
1000 Chestnut Murray
PART time shoppers
needed for city stores.
$10 254-e plus free proCall
now
ducts
209 933 6224
PART time help, 20 30/tins
per week Flexible sche
dule Work entails miscella
neous odd lobs Excellent
pay & working conditions
Apply in person at Ky Lake
Oil Co South 4th St Murray, KY No phone calls
please
P J Brennans Prime Rib
House now taking applica
Dons for servers, cooks &
dishwashers Apply in person, between 10am & 6pm
Location, Hwy 121 N. Mut,
ray Ph 753 4864
SALES OPPORTUNITYLocally with World Book.
America's best selling reference publisher Exciting
new products Commissions plus bonus' Training
and lead generation pro
vided 800 239 3690
SERVICE/SALES REPAuto Aftermarket Local territory Must like working
with your hands 540K
base+ bonus+ benefits
EOE 800 316 1042
SINGLE & tandem axle
truck drivers needed Clean
driving record a plus Apply
in person at Hutson Ag, 204
W Railroad Ave Murray
753 1933

Murray's Newest Hotel
Is now accecpting applications for
highly motivated individuals for the
following positions:
Executive Housekeeper
Maintenance
Room Attendants
Front Desk Clerks/Night Auditors
Laundry
House Person

Amerii-Instinn,Murray is part of a rapidly

growing young company with a bright
future. To become part of a winning team,
apply in person between 10 a.m.& 4 p.m. at
1210 N. 12th St.,just off Southwood & 641.
No phone calls please. E0E
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FENCE ERECTORS Him
ing experienced or trai
nees Drivers license drug
testing required Good pay
and benefits Cat or write
West Memphis Fence Co
P 0 Box 1565 West Mem
phis, AR
72303
501 735-1798 Subcon
tractors also needed

EARN $1000 weekly stuf
fing envelopes at home
Start now No experience
Free supplies into No obligation Send LSASE to
ACE Dept 1209, Box
5137, Diamond Bar CA
91 765

A
•

Doodltwos ase 2 clays
raderancei

DRIVERS Top to pay in
industry 30-324 a mile with
1 3 year's experience' All
conventionals I Benefits'
401KI Grads welcome
Boyd Bros 800 543 8923
ext CP 4
DRIVE TRACTOR TRAIL
ERS IN 14 DAYS CDL
training No experience
necessary Good record no
quired Start this weekend
only
Serious
800 378-2137 Pro Driver
Network Male/Female

,•
•

,
•
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SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring dishwashers Apply
in person. Mon Fri, 2 6pm

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 days 753 1418
evenings

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Now hiring, Game War
CASH for GI JOE toys, old
dens, Security. Mainte
or new 753-7185
nance Park Rangers No
exp necessary For appli
CASH paid for good, used
Cation
and
rifles shotguns, and pis
info
407 338 6100 ext KY tols Benson Sporting
11 IC 8am 9pm 7days
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

11170
Domestic
& Childcare
CAROL'S Custom Clean
mg Home and office ser
vices Reasonable rates
Bonded reliable For more
information please call
753 9351 ask for Carol
CHILDCARE in my home,
afternoons, evenings Call
502 759 5472
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759 9553
FULL time postion for
companion/ aid to live-in
and care for elderly lady
Room, board and salary
included Call 753 5964 for
appointment
HOME and office cleaning
New construction, daily,
weekly, special cleaning
References Ph Valerie,
759 5021

WANTED TO BUY Used
construction equipment for
resale or salvage Will con
sider any condition Load
ens, Backhoes, graders
crawler dozers. etc Call
John 618 282 3221

1996 SUNVISION Wolff
Pro 26LX (26bulb) tanning
bed, 21• hours $2600 Call
753 1179
2 YOUTH beds with mat
tresses Twin bed with
chest folding high chair,
crib mattress 759 5958
AIR Fresheners COMMOf
dal quality now available
for homes, starting at $6 50
per month Save on pot
poun and candles Call
Shawnee Air Systems
502753-909.4

I Will sit with the elderly.
Call 753-4590 for
information

COMMERCIAL tanning
bed, 44 bulb, stand up unit
10-15 sessions 489 2116

WILL do housecleaning
Available Mon Thurs Call
753-4538

DEER HUNTER'S SPECIAL Deer Chow Deer
Blocks Deer Co Cain
Stump Likker, automatic
feeders, etc', Come see full
line at Farmers Farmacy,
Dixieland Center
759 2248

10n
Business
Opportunity
BE YOUR OWN BOSSEarn $2500 part time,
$8,000 full time per month,
processing insurance
claims for healthcare pro
victors Software purchase
required plus computer Fi
nancing available
800-722 SAMS
COSMETOLOGY School
for sale Well established in
business for 42 years, still
in operation Business will
need to be relocated
502-7534723 Days, M F,
502-436-5673 nights &
weekends

DINING room table,
sleeper/ sofa, washer/
dryer, bookcase and more
Please call Kann 767 0951
EASY Cholesterol Free
cake recipe Rush $300
plus SASE to SE. 310
Brooks St. Doniphan, MO
63935
ELECTRIC treadmill, $125
54 claw foot tub needs
paint. $100 759 1799
FLOAT on pontoon trailer,
20 to 24tt New condition,
$850 753 8394

Computwa

GAS floor furnace. model
75-55, 75,000 btu Male
donkey. 2yrs old
753 5596, 759 9928

USED computers, bought
and sold 767 0858

GOOD railroad ties $6 &
$8 502 247-4389
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IMMEDIATg

POSITION AVAILABLZ
Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whhnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average heaith and can answer
no to a kw/ quesbons you may wale), for pre
forted rates Below we • few monthly preferred
rates at deferent ages for $4000 Policy
'•

STOP! Call nowli Leading
window company in Murray
has immediate openings
for salespeople We have
lots of good quality leads for
the local area Top pay
45 75K or more per year
plus 401K insurance and
a great bonus program All
you have to do is call',
1 502 753 9715 Ask for Al
Davis, Sam 10am M F

MALE
age SO
see 56

FEMALE
$9 20

••••

10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE fie UP
age
ace
ape
spa

eo
ei5

1150
21 78
27 31
38 77

70
75

,

13 09
15 54
19 33
2616

,
1,4rns guaranteed NOT to .rxrmiga.
P. 44
•

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

SUBWAY Sandwiches now
hiring 9 5 shift, Mon Fn
Apply in person, 508 N 12th
St, Olympic Plaza, Murray
WANTED Female 40
years of age or older to care
for infant in our home 2 3
days per week Please call
435 4635

811 81
14 18

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-41110
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1400-458-419e
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Want
Toady

Murray Ledger & Times
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Mon.-M. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
50C
5.70

'•.1

I

•Pr

OFFICE HOURS.

Nib
Mom

Classified Ad Dept. Full time, excellent
benefits, paid holidays, vacation. Computer skills required, 35 wpm and good
communication skills a must. Apply in
person at:

DRIVER, CDL Class A
Capable of loading heavy
construction equipment
Apply at 1272 Okt Fern
Valley Road Louisville,
Kentucky Equal Opportunity Employer

365

Help
Wanted

POSITION AVAILABLE

CHRISTMAS AROUND
THE WORLD/HOUSE OF
LLOYD PARTY PLAN
Last chance hiring for '96
season Work commission
Booking parties DI December 1 Serious calls
800-254 2166

MO011e HOMO% Got Soo

Hen
Wasted

CLASSIFIED

CHILDREN'S DIVISION
OF INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION Company seeking independent
representatives for
storytelling theater presen
tabons in your area Full or
part time with excellent op
portunities 509 735 2427

REAL (STATE SAtES
270

asn

150

Ky. 12071.

DOMINOS Pizza now hiring all shifts, day & night
Indoor personnel & delivery
drivers Delivery must be
18yrs of age proof of insur
ance & good driving record
Apply in person at 117 S
12th St, Murray

759-1874
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

Full Time

For free
Information call

A'7;U919Duck
p
ia Rental and Sales

Services Offered

a DRIVERS OTR- Tuition
tree training for OTR drivers No experience neces
sary earn up to $540 per
week Classes starting every Monday Must be 21
http //www crst corn CRST,
800 504 2778 E0Eine

COVENANT
TRANSPORT- All conventional fleet 435 Detroit 9
speed Drybox/reefer avg
run 1850 miles, benefits All
the good stuff Exp
800 441 4394 Grad student 800 338 6428

it

753-7567

&airless Services
Heating & Cooling
fRANSPORIAtiON

Available Thru Ago 84
Our most c,omprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
With
Custodial Care
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever

"roe local cia,,r, service'

i

Exterminating

•
130
40

Hob
Wesel

Nonce

her
memaw and she
runs the Almo
store, today is her
50th birthday so
stop by and wish
her many more!

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mob's Homes for IZent
Mobile Home Lots t Rent
Business Rentals
Want 70 Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houma For Pent
For Rent or Lease
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MURRAY t EDGER 6 TIMES

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1996

Appleton
JACUZZI brand hot tub
Seats 4 people excellent
condition 492 8264 nights

sq

LIKE new washer & dryer
$350 Like new big sec
Donal couch $800 Cal after 4pm 759 5618
-

LOG HOMES Design NU
V

vices Free brochure Hon
eat Abe Log Homes, 3855
Clay County Highway,
Dept CK. Mora Tennessee
38575 800 231 3695
NO Payment No Interest
until April 1 1997 Or low
interest rates on all Cub
Cadet lawn & garden trac
tors Lambs Small Engine
Industrial Rd 753 2925
RANCHERO GT excellent
Antique iron bed frame oak
antique rocker Carpenter
equipment
shop
753 0790
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489 2722

KENMORE washer
dryer $125 489-2218

&

140

Nome
Furnishings

TOO much to Ilse! Cars.
trucks, hi performance
Chevy engine parts, house
hold items. reptile & fish
supplies Sunnaru Redtal
Boa. tools &more Call Rick
753 3619 after 5pm
USED furniture & appliances Washer, dryers.
rel. ranges air cond TV's
Wood chairs. chest, dress
ers desk lamps, student
desk George Hodge, 806
Coldwater Rd
4.•

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Tan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial or
home units from $19900
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call to
day 800 842 1305

155
Appliances

GE

Frost free refrigerator.
$150
753 8487 or
753 7587 after 6pm
MATCHING washer/dryer
large capacity, cream
color, approx 1i, yrs old.
$350 Call after 6pm
759 9669
set,

A
BEAUTIFUL
CANDLELIGHT Old
fashioned wedding Smoky
Mountains near Gadinburg
overlooking river horse
drawn carriage cabins p

cuzzi ordained ministers
BLUE couch & loveseat. No test or waiting HEART
$100 2 Ethan Allen love- LAND 800
448 8697
seats
$135/both (VOWS)
753 9613 after 5pm
AFFORDABLE AND
GOOD used carpet, 2 end
BEAUTIFUL WEDDINGS'
tables. queen size Smoky
Mountain Worming
waterbed 753 7947
Chapels Rustic log
MOVING Furniture and
more Call 492 8563
NICE Crestwood sofa
small dinette set good
used beige & brown tweed
carpet & other items
753 7388
170

Vacuum
Cleaners
KIRBY vacuum, legend II
$120 753-8016

STRAW for sale $t 75 per
bale Ph 489 2436. if no
answer leave message

BHB Firearms has moved
to town 767-9744 Pistols
rifles shotguns hunting
supplies
BRUTUS Triad free weight
system Like new, leg arm
& dip attachments Call
759 1556 after 4pm
GUNS, buy, sell. trade
436 5650
NORDICTRACK Walkfit
treadmill, $350 Call
767 9729

eleg
ant contemporary Formal
wear honeymoon rentals
Photos video, music etc
Free
information
800 262-5683

AN AFFORDABLE AND
PERFECT WEDDING In
the Smoky Mountains, with
a courteous and proles
sional staff performing
Christian ceremonies No
blood test, no waiting
800 619 3397
CHRISTIAN MARRIAGESGatlinburg's Original
CHurch (since 1980)
Photography, video, music.
flowers, limos, chalets Jacuzzi suites, fireplaces
Breathtaking views Any
budget Rev Ed Taylor
800 346 2779
GET MARRIED Smoky
Mountains Areas most
beautiful chapels Elegant
white or cedar mountain top
chapel gazebo, Christian
services, complete arrangements. cabins No
tests or waiting
800 893-7274

MARRY
ON
A
REMINGTON model 742 MOUNTAIN Be married in
deer rifle, automatic 30 06 our magnifiaent mountaincaliber w/4x32 scope top chapel surrounded by
trees iS awesome views of
$250 435 4383 after 5pm
the Smokiest Pigeon
Forge! For reservations
SKI MACHINE Call after 6 800 729 4365
759 9839
PANAMA CITY BEACH SOLOFLEX for sale Make Sandpiper Beacon Beach
offer Call 753 6348 after Resort, $39 (1-4 person)
5pm
Restaurant, 3 pools (1 in
door), hot tub, suites up to
10 people, kitchens with
210
microwaves. tiki bar, let
skis, parasailing
Firewood
800 488 8828
A FIREWOOD for sale
RAINBOW vacuums New,
4,37 4667
rebuilt repossessed Also
many used vacs Call
759 2454

CLASSIFIED

* NOW OPEN *
AAA Mini
Storage
Located Behind Shoney's
On Duiguid Drive

753-8359 or 759-9854

ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHt WEDDINGS Smoky Mountains, ordained ministers, elegant
chapel, photographs. florets. videos, receptions,
honeymoon cabins, lacer vs Special packages for
September No waiting. no
blood test Gathnburg. Tennessee 800-933 7464 or
800 WED RING

270
Mobile
Homes For Sak
3BR 1-4 bath mobile
home on good lot Wilson
Realty, 753-5066

Public Auction
Fri., Sept. 27, 1996 at 12 noon at the Dan Miller Auction Barn in
Lynn Grove,KY.From Murray,take 94 west to Lynn Grove. From
Mayfield, take 121 south through Coldwater, turn south onto Hwy.
1836, follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Nice old table & chairs - couch & chairs - recliners - elect. organ - dry maple
sink - small cherry knee hole desk - nice gun cabinet - large post bedroom suit old coins, nice table lamps- radios - color TV - auto washer & dryer -odd chest
& vanities - metal wardrobe wood bookcase - computer desk - breakfast set wicker bench - iron beds - old drop leaf table - glass top coffee table -old trunk old rugs - nice old pictures - couch with recliner at each end - hanging lamp'
wash tubs & rack cistiron pieces - pots & pans - wall heaters, small gas heater cross cut saw - old lantern - good outside door & frame - microwave - old fruit
Jars - crafts - gas grill - bicycles.6" plane - yard chairs - large lot of new baseball
shoes. balls, bats, sports bags, basketball goals & footballs from Loosky Sports
Store in Mayfield, KY. - good case farm wagon with sides - small bar - set of
World Books - nice electric tread mill - manual tread mill - exercise bicycles foot locker - and much more.
411C1601.1

I

Illeoellanema

held rain or skate IVor rasponebar for accident" Refre.rhaierits available.

For more information & your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
Ac(ioneers
"itly SCITice 1)0eNn.1 OW. It Pay,

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 28, 1996 at 10 a.m. at the old Murray Drive-In.
Entrance on 121 South & East Sycamore St., Murray,Ky.
Watch for auction signs. Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Fitts Owners.
Very old kitchen clock - kerosene lamp - L.N. Railroad lantern -other
old lantern - dinner bell - couch & recliner - electric cook stove - dining
chairs - table & chairs -buffet & china cabinet -auto. washer - upright
freezer - old pictures & frames - sugar bucket - small wood water
barrel - old lantern - old harp - old sewing chest - recliner - sewing
machine - water bed - stereo & speaker - nice mirrors - bar stools small cabinet radios - lamps -tables - straight chairs - electric heaters
& fans - stone jugs - shoe last - straight razor -old knife - exercise bike
- upright piano - Fisher wood burning stove - what not items - drawing
knife - old hand bench grinder- C.B. base - lot of old wood carpenter
planes - new electric !ift chair - office ref. - old tin lunch box - card
tables - horse collar - picnic table - baby bed electric typewriter - flex
exerciser • weight bench - Filter Queen vacuum cleaner - nail kegs pots & pans - large lot of green oatmeal dishes - old radio - old glass &
china storm doors & windows'lawn chairs - water skis -yard chairs 5'rotary cutter - old hand cistern pump unusual - lawn mower - trailer
tires • and much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Regardless of
weather. For more information and your auction needs phone
435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Serrice Driest:'t OW, It Pays"
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lisseses
Fw Saw

Psis
& Sipple*

20$1, gas heat carport, vod
hookup No pets S345'mo
753-6931

AKC Rottweiter 9wks
champion bloodline. sec
ood shots & wormed, 5
female
1
male
901 642-6049

Nsess Par

1977 1465 NEEDS work
and must be moved
$3,000 No furniture or ap
prances 767 0653 after
4pm
1985 LASER, 14s70 2br 2
01111111111 het, located
between Murray & Mayfield
on Calloway County line
road, east 2/, miles Re
duced from $12,000 to
$10.000 Must be moved
753 6000

baths

96 ATLANTIC mobile
home Loaded 3 bedroom
2 bath anetm cass radio
built in all wood cabinets
arid tiled trim Real nice
753 1186
CLOSE-OUT SALE 'N"
SAVE THOUSANDS!
Huge discounts on all 1996
models New 1997s arriving' If you're Tired of renting
or pushy salespeople Experiencing some Credit
problems Wanting that
special home with affordable monthly payments
Needing a low down pay
ment, c,/h&a, appliances,
delivered & set up Call or
come by Best Home Cen
ter, 211 W Main St. Camden,TN
38320
901 584-2009 Mention
this ad & Well make your
1st house payment for you!!
LARGE selection of 1996
models at discounted
pricesIll Your housing
leader Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 E
Paris, TN 1-800 642 4891
MANY used homes priced
to SELL!! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 E.
Paris, TN 1 800 642 4891
MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down, refinancing,
equity loan Free sellers
package, land or home
loans Green Tree Financial. 800 895 1900 Na
hon's leading mobile home
lender
NEW double wides, owner
financing Bankruptcy OK
Land or home packages
available statewide Husky
Homes 606 548 2455

280
Mobilo
Homes For Rent
2BR, no pets Must have
references
753 9866
2 OR 38R, gas or electric
central h/a Edge of city
limes 753-5209

360

110

38R,2 bath 2 car garage in
Prate s Cove 437-4180

REG

English Redtick
GREAT location. abr. 3
bath formal 1.4, drr, large pups, born July 16, 1996
family room witireplace Sire Gr Nite Ch Final
Touch White Heat. Dam
satin kitchen, central gi
Out of Whispering Bill
has 2 car garage Kop
492-8899
perud Realty 753
1222

WATERFRONT, 3 story A
frame 753 4509

410

1115 OffabIlfrli
OH Wendel,
Fri. A Set
Sept V A 28
6 a.m.
Antiques. glassware,
pictures. Rogers sewwatt waterbed, encase be. gas grill, toys,
children s clothes

For Rent
Or Lease

Carport
Sale
1631 8 Farmer Ave.
Fri & Sat.
Sept. 27 & 28
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Clothes & furniture

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

For Saha
Or Lama
LARGE tobacco barn for

sale or rent Coldwater
489 2116 leave message

Yard Sale

3 Party
Yard Sale

102 Garden
off L.P. Miller by
Ellis Popcorn
plant.
Sept. 28
7 a.m.-?

Fr1., Sept 27
707 Riley Court
Off Ellis Dr.
Love sea, blankets,
quilt lops, healer odds
ends

Drapes, bedding &
etc.

370

Huge
Garage Sale
1509 Canterbury Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
8 am.-4 p.m
Furniture, antiques pictures Lamps, entertainment center tables,
dresser,
collectibles,
baby/adult clothes. boat,
sofas pie safe lots of
good stutt
Rain or Shine

livestock
Supplias

2BR duplex in Puryear
Stove. refrig, storage
Available Oct 1st or before
$350/mo, deposit required
No pets 901782-3495.
HILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts Handicap accessible
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday Friday. 7 30-3 30
Equal Housing Opportun
ity
437-4113 TDD
1 800-545 1833 X287
KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Westly Village, 1br
apartment. utilities in
duded, rent based on income 62 & older, or hand'cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354 8888
LUXURY apt for rent Large
2br. 2 bath on Hwy 68
between Jonathan Creek
and Auroro Close to lake
Call 474-2774 or 354-8824
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Apply in person at 902
Northwood Dr No phone
calls please Equal Hoes
wig Opportunity

4 PUREBRED Limousin
bulls 16 19mos old Cal
436-5416

110
& Supplies
2 TREEING Feist, regis
tered with all shots 1 male
1 female Call 753-2470
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

Yard Sale

Garage Sale

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-12 Noon
1562 Mockingbird
Martin Heights
Moving Sale - Christmas
decor, artificial plants,
clothes, screw lent,
kitchenware,
deco
darns, golf bag & bails.

1706 Holiday
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
New ferns • Watt pottery, porcelain figurine,
graniteware.
dishes,
Lace curtains, pillows,
afghans, nice name
brand clothes, watches,
quilting, sewing notions,
decor items, much

much more

more

Huge
Garage Sale
1501 Oxford
Canterbury Estates
Fri. A Sat.
1 a.m.-4 p.m.
Rain or Shin.
Lots of nice women's
and children's clothing,
pwelry
and
misc
household ferns

C ABSOLUTE AUCTION '
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!

SAT SEPT 28TH AT 1:00 P.M.
TM IIIIIIIESSIAILS LAMB

400
ACRES
NORTH OF PKINCIIITON,
KY

Frcrn Pnveace Tap Fiery QS Noll II knee To Herr 70, Pesceed Wee 2 Ws

SW OF MADISOSNIU_E,KY - SE OF MARION KY
FARMLAND - MIAMILAND - WOODSLAND
OUITDOORSAMIPS PARADISE - MINTINS
TIMER - UMBER - MOSER - TIMBER
0 204 ACRES*
0 190 ACRES*
TERMS: 15% DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS

Yard Sale
1013 Sharpe
Thurs. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Singer sewing machine.
electnc heaters, toaster
oven, bedspreads, quitting magazines. malt/gal,
lamps, books, assorted
housewares, good clothing, much
much

Yard Sale
213 irvan Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Baby toys, youth bed,
end tables, twin bed
w/box spring, clothing
and much more.

MOM

JAMES R. CASH
Jo%

Rill

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
PO BOX 9 FANCY FARM KY .12039 L
ind
502-623-8466 - FAX 502-623-8885

THE SELLING MACHINE

R tiI

AUCTION

LAKE home completely
umished Cypress Creek
area Utility Mg.good weN
2 acres Well maintained

$35,000 615-307-3709

4-way stop, going south on old 641,(Hwy. 1824)
Selling the former home of
Colonel Lee's Country Hams.

3 HUGE corner lots in Pre
ston Heights, 500 feet from

4

city limits All underground
city utilities 753-2339

EXTRA large lot in Gates
borough subdivision Sec
luded. wooded setting
753-4573
MURRAY Estates Starting ,
at $18,000 Great location '
for now & the future
50 2 4 35 4 48 7 ,

tar
Ian
tar
7
A
to

Yard Sale
Fundraiser
Murray Art
Guild
103 N. 6th St.
Friday
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

1603 Catalina Dr.
Sat. 9-28
a.m.-?

A beautiful brick and wood frame house on corner
lot, well landscaped with large shade trees. House
consists of 5 bedrooms (3 downstairs, 2 upstairs)
large foyer, living room, den w/fireplace and
insert, large kitchen w/pantry and lots of built-in
cabinets, 2 bathrooms (one upstairs, one downstairs). Upstairs bathroom has separate tub and
shower, also separate powder room. Also included
is a 3-car garage, paved driveway, and large utility
with washer/dryer hook-up.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE: spiral
staircase, exposed beams, paneling and sheetrock,
partial central heat and air, lots of closets.
including walk in closets, and parquet flooring in
den.
Also selling with house will be an unattached
approximately 9,000 square feet brick and block
building, including office space and concrete floor
with wash drains.
This building could easily be converted into
college or other apartments, or any business
venture that you might envision.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS
•1973 Chevy pick-up, 70,000 miles; Valcan-Hart
steam cooker, 480 volts, 3 ph, with self-contained
boiler; toaster ovens; microwave; wooden desk;
fee extinguishers, large quantity of knock-down
cardboard boxes; country ham display rack; 100'

1 -inch plumbing snake; fiberglass roll-around
carts; commercial Cryovac vacuum pak w/Kinney
3-ph compressor; Butcher Boy meat saw w/bad
motor; wall clock; sump pumps; 4-drawer filing
cabinet; office chairs; L-shaped office desk; small
metal cabinet; garden hose; stacking chairs;
Toledo meat scales; exact weight 2-1b. scales; old
wooden carpenter tool box-- and on and on!

•Reel Estate to be offered at 10:00 a.m.,
with additkinal Items following.
For more information, or to view before auction
date, contact Double D Auction at 502-527-8909.
TERMS: Real Estate: ten percent down day of
sale, remainder with passing of deed. Additional
items: cash or check with proper 1.D.
over prirued rnarerial. Not repsonsible for accidents.

$525/mo. 1 yr lease, I
month deposit No pets
753-2905, 753 7536

(K4i6 Double D
Auction Co.

Houses
For Rent

Donald (Deb) Rickman, Auctioneer
837 New Hope Rd, Calvert City, KY
Phone (502) 527-8909
Dave Dunning, Auctioneer
Jerry Austin Insurance & Real Estate

Announcements made day ofsale take precedence

Ni
7

451.1
Farms
For Sias
26/AC(—a) Approx 9/ac
cropland 2/Ac Pine trees.
15/ac wooded Excellent
building spots, good road
frontage. $40.000
435-4537
5 ACRES with mobile
home Reduced $29,500
489-2734
ACREAGE- 1A to 275A.
Cokhvater area owner h
nanang 502-759-4713

infant
toddler
&
clothes, toddler bed,
adutt clothes, furniture

1312 Larkspur Dr.
Thurs., Sept. 26
Fri., Sept 27
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
kitchen table & chairs,
riding mower, toys,
nice women's clothes,
fur coat

4 Family
Garage Sale
2124 Southwest Dr,
Fri. 7 sm.-5 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Pnces slashed trom city
wide sale and new 'toms
added console t v ,
queen waterbed, roller
blades, clothes, Iwo
computers, two cone.
tables CD's.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
400 acres new Princeton,
KY 2 tracts, fantastic hunting, deer, turkey, grazing
land Saturday 28th. lpm
James
Cash,
A
Auctioneer/Broker
502 623-8466

La

Wi

he
CL
Pta
lot

11
bu

DEADLINES
Deadtiani are 1 daysIa
&chance!
A DA/STNI1KNI TS
Ache:there are requested
to check the first Insertion
of their ad.s tor any emir.
Murray Le4
/
1
4er a Times
"UI be r,s.ponIbefoi only
awe Incur rack baniallua.
AR) arrur aluaild be reported 1111113edla 44 ty to airrocUuns cam be mad*.

YOUR
All
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
Real
Estate

Garage Sale

Multi-Family
Yard Sale

Homes
For Sale

753-1916

430

Palmer Road- 1 mile
south of Klrksey
Thurs. & Fri. Only
Thurs. 7-5
Fri. 7-3
men's, ladies, children &
infants clothing, toys, infant comforter set, various household ferns,
goodies tor all

01

NEW listing Approximately
70 acres, quietly located
just off Hwy 94 East, lust
past Browns Market on
Hico Rd Priced at $72,711,
this listing features. 30
acres ml of beautiful rolling
pasture with some fencing,
small pond, small livestock
pole barn and many varieties of fruit trees Contact
Rich at Kopperud Realty.
753-1222. for additional information
on
MLS03000763
A50

Garage
Sale

Morn

Lets

For Sde

Ti)PLACK AN AD CALL

Saturday, (ktober 5, 1996 • 10 a.m.
Location: Downtown Hardin, Ky., 1/2 mile from

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du
plex with garage Ap
pliances furnished w d
hookup central gas h/a,

2BR 2 bath central hill
appliances furnished Also
2 3br duplex Coleman RE
753 9898

Lake
Property

904 673 0040

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753 9621

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109

just past North Elementary
Beautiful building site
prime location Offered at
$32.500 through Kopperud
Realty. 753-1222

440

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able
753 2905 or
753-7536

1BR new apartment wid
on Chris Dr Lease, deposit
required. $325/mo Please
leave message 759-5995

Wass

350

DOWNTOWN upstairs ot
lice space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753-1266

1BR, low utilities, reference
& deposit required No
pets, $225/mo 753-3949

Nei

8 ACRES north of Murray

641 STORAGE available
now 753 5585

Apartments
For Rent

IN

Pubis
Sale

Moving Sale

shoes lots ol max Priced 10 Sell

Public
Sale

CALL FOR DETAILED DROCIIUME

48FTx4011 Metal bui ng
Insulated. new
de
& out gas
406
See
acks De
Center or call
COr
753 0839 or 436-2935

Public
&Me

50 ACRES- 1901 Salome
Road, Campbellsville, Ky
House, barns, frontage on
2 roads, develop commercial or residential City water. garbage, natural gas,
$325,000
Call
513-434-0454
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

House for
Sale
In Trigg County on
Bethel
Church
Road off Hwy. 272.
5i/2 year old,4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
vinyl exterior with
2 car detached garage, 12+/- acres
with creek on property. $135,000

ra
or
7

Coldwell Banker
Service 1st Realty
Call Pat

(502) 924-0678

a
4

1300S0 ft house, 24x30
shop on 2 7 acres, adjoin
mg 4 lane on Van Cleave
Rd $45,000 753-4525
2BR, 1 bath on 14 shaded
acre in Southwest school
district. 2 Storage bldg with
electric. 759-1998
2YR old home,4 miles from
town. 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761
3BR brick, 2 baths garage
gas central h/a Good local
tion in city No realtors
please Ph 753-1770
4BR, 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
fireplace. $90's Coleman
15
RE, 753-9898
4BR, 3 bath brick, base
mere, 17 acres, shop &
garage, barn New Providence. 8yr old 492-8841
after 6 30pm

Classified

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad In classifieds
every day for a month'- including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

Fr
fir
bi
br

753-1916

For Details

3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car garage just off of
Coles Campground Rd,
Call 502-753-5315
From 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Ask For Tripp

Si

ft

-11100.11410*• • . •
y A.

IA.
r

.44

..•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Ann
Hamm
For Ws

For Sale

Three BR, two bath
home in Gatesborough. Large iot, pnvacy fence, saeened

site.
ed at
rud

pat)°, new roof in 95.
Offered at a reduced
price until Oct. 7

170

likexcydss
•

tely
Creek
well
ined

Senous inquires
coy, PkaSe

1986 HONDA Fourtrax
250R. many modifications.
very fast $2500 Call
753-4519

753-6795

1992 SUZUKI 230 Quadrunner, elec start with reverse Excellent condition,
adult nden 753 4172 after
4 30pm

4BR, 2 bath brick, utility
room, central hie with appliances 1850sq ft living
space 2 car garage with
paved driveway Bedrooms
large with walk-in closets &
large living room Fenced
patio nicely landscaped
large lot Kept very nice
753-0509 after 530

Prot from
ound

Sc
fling.

ASO

Used
Cars

Skac
trees
Ion
• .
000
obile
500

ately
t, ius
t o
.711,
, 3
olling
ang,
tock
anet•ntact
ally,
al inon

tb.

porch & double garage
Many more extras you'll
rarely find in a home in this
price range Low 90's Call
753-2592

1993 HYUNDAI Excel,
36xxx actual miles, new
tires $3500 Days,
753 2593
nights
474-2347

KENTUCKY Lake property
28R. attached garage, fireplace, deeded lake access,
$40,000 436 5927

1994 NISSAN Alurna SE,
white, 5sp. sunroof, 46xxx
miles, $12.800 753-5582

LYNN Grove area 3BR, 2
bath, 2 car garage Natural
gas log fireplace, beautiful
kitchen with white cabinets,
built-in desk area On 2
acre lot, landscaped Ph
435-4177 days or leave
message

4x30
djoiri
leave
25
aded
with

a9e
loca
altors
older
•e &
Oman
base
&
•rovt-8841

r•••••••••

1990 5-15 PICKUP, 58xu
miles, new tees, white/ blue
int • exc cond. $4300 obo
753-4850 leave message
1991 CHEVY 1500 Sport
Silverado V-6, Sip 58xxx
miles, $9000
obo
435-4414 leave message
1992 CHEVY S 10
PICKUP Tahoe package.
two tone green and grey.
13/S P/8, V-6 speed rally
wheels 82,000 miles
Looks and runs great'
$4 500
Phone
502 875 4050 Dealer

'95 S-10 PICKUP. 1 owner,
21xxx miles 492-8604 after 5pm
CHEVY 4 wheel drive,
$1,000 obo 492-8444
510
Catncom

1984 OLDS Delta 88 Roy
ale Brougham. $2200
1986 Yamaha YZ 125, re
built, $700 obo 759-1851

CUSTOM 16 story brick
home for sale on extra large
1986 BUICK Skylark.
lot, 3305sq ft. 4BR, 3 tut 77xxx
miles. good condibaths, tray and vaulted ceiltion Call 767-9932
ings, interior columns,
hardwood floors in dining 1987 PONTIAC 1000, air,
room & entry, deck, abun- auto. 63xx x mi $450 Down,
dant storage areas, fire- $209 per mo Bankruptcy,
place wigas logs Coles Bad Credit or No Credit
Campground Rd By appt
Most Qualify Williams
759-3163
Used Cars. Hazel. KY
492-8898
FIRST time on the market
38R, 2 bath. kitchen with 1989 JEEP Cherokee. 4dr,
lots of cabinets & built in 2wd, 6cyl. 4 Oliter. HD tow
desk & dining area Extra ing pkg 436-2545 after
large family room with fire- 5pm and weekends
place & gas logs Sunroom
1990 TAURUS GL 6 way
opening to deck, ceiling
power seats. ptw, loaded,
fans, landscaped & extra
$2900 753-3822
lot New natural gas heat &
air Call 753-5121
1991 TEMPO GL, 4dr,
white, cruise, tat, piw, very
JUST completed 3br, 2
nice car, 110xxx miles,
bath home 6 miles north of
7030
Murray Master bedroom $3600 753
has double French doors
1992 CHEVY Lumina, 4dr,
Master bath has bled whirl
arc, $6700 Call 759 5659
pool tub Living room has
French door, plus gas log 1992 WHITE Geo Prism
fireplace. Dining room has w navy interior, hwy miles
bay windows also seperate Asking $6000 obo Call
breakfast nook, 36h front 753-5798

275A
rti
13

from
2 car
ots of

1976 FORD Maverick 4dr
6cyl, p/s, an, a/c 1 owner.
86xxx miles $800
753-9815
1982 AMC Eagle Station
wagon 4wd has new tires.
$1200 obo 436 5787

1985 JEEP CJ 7 gray with
black hardtop and steel
doors
Runs great,
436 6136 leave message
on machine if not home

1995 FORD 150 XL, 6cyl,
4 ton air coed, $11.000
firm 345 2165

1961 FORD Falcon, restorable $650 436-2088 leave
message

COUNTRY haven, 10mi
east on 94, dose to Ky
Lake 3br, brick. 1'4 bath,
den central h.a full base
ment with apartment All on
3 acres Adioining 1 acre
with doublewided mobile
home can also be pur
chased Call 767-9750

984 S 10 TAHOE, 4x4
long bed V6 aulomstic
$2,000 492 8956

1993 GMC SLE, exc cond,
350, V8, camper lop, bedliner, running boards, sliver
8 charcoal, $18,500
901 642 6049

1984 CHRYSLER 5th Ave
$500 Down, $150 per mo
Bankruptcy, Bad Credit or
No Credit Most Qualify
Williams Used Cars, Hazel
KY 492 8898

ATTRACTIVE 3br home
totally redecorated, new
central gas heat/air. stove.
dAy, carport, new deck
Nice location in city
753-1769

Services
Clawed

Used
trucks

OUAUTY homes, priced
right' 2 Extra nice 3te 24
bath homes, extra Large
kitchen, master sole, for.
mal dining walk-in closets
Timberline roof, hrepla,
tile 8 marble baths. 3 car
garage Call 753-3903

'79 LINCOLN Town car,
black, absolute luxury,
229xxx miles and still purring, $1500 obo 436-2603

Ern

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Specsal sizes for
motor home boas RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon high quality. excellent
value Roy Ha 759 4664
CLEANING- yowls, barns
sheds attics garages
Hauling Free estimates
Loke Lamb 436 5950

WOOD VCR repairing
VCRs camcorders, microwaves Mon Fri 9, 12. 1-5
Free estimates Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530

COMPLETE residential
construction New homes
add ona garages & remod
sing Free estimates Cat
753 7091
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulft's Recovery Murray
436-5560

Miss
Your
Paper?

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks 8 fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860

Call
753-1916

CUSTOM tilling grader
blade work bushhogging
Gerald Carroll owner
502 492 6159

FOUR Star Mobile Home
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white.
grey 492-8488

Si Ices
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spray
ing, hedge trimming, land
scaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

HOPPER, 436-5848

'4,850

2 DR., Blue

1988 Honda Prelude

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

83,850

2 DR., Red

1987 Toyota Cressida

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134

1,250

BUSHHOGGING, driveways graded, gardens and
lawns roto tilled New 60
inch roto tiller does a temfic
lob Call Jonesy 437-4030

4 DR., White, Extra Clean

1977 Lincoln Towncar Coupe

850

Nice

Garrison Motor
Sales
of

Located 1204 Diuguid Dr.
off Hwy. 641 N. across from
Shoney's Inn

BUSHHOGGING, box
blade, front end loader. 52*
tiller for garden & yards
Landscaping. yards
mowed & weed eated
Snow removal, free estimates Call Gary 753-0912
or Pop 492-8530

CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Es
remotes LEE'S 753-5827

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
401I SUNBURY
1111

."
.
\

4,..316.-574-4
1.-800-54,8-5262

I,,', Lsrmares
LICENSED & LNSCRED
Tree Trimming
14 Hr
Tree Remota/
,4ned & Operated
(leaning & 0
Stump Reinmal
!qui. h Howling
81
Cleanup Set% ier
Lends. JOIN
light Hauling Etc
11411 ‘418
Trunnung
Full 1.11W Of
Tref spra,irty
"Qualttv Service"
Equipment

JAKES Roofing For all
your roofing needs New
roofs, nail overs, tear ott,
rafter, decking, etc Locally
experienced Free estimates 474-8188

ATTENTION
Contractor or Flom Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667 I
111111.
I

Custom
CABINETS
6 WOODWORKING

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING. Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560.

Will Build To Your Spccificationx'
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling.
addibons, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

f

We expect to have enough vaccine to be able to have an additional
clinic on Thursday. Oct. 10. There
will be a $4.00 charge to help cover
the cost of the vaccine,and to allow
this service to continue in the future.
Formula for the 1996-97 flu
vaccine
AfrEXAS/36/91
is
(H I N I), A/NANCHANG/933/95
(H3N2), B/HARBIN/07/44 strains.
Vaccine is recommended for
healthy persons age 65 and older,or,
younger persons who have: heart
disease,
respiratory'
diseace,
anemia, diabetes or conipromiscd
immune systems,
The Calloway County Health
Center will not give vaccine to
persons who: have fever or feel sick,
have a severe allergy to eggs or bi

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone 1502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434

- 27 Years of Quality Service -

Custom Wood
Floors
Floor Sanding & Refinishing

Installattbn • Repair • Restoration
1103 West 6th Street
Fulton, KY 42042
(502) 472-2300

Dan Grissom

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Hest Pump Installer

R & R Electric Licensed
electrician Call anytime
762-0001

A

Mina

.8r •••8•8: 8 ,',10e •88:

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled. residential or corn
mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433

AMERICAN
APO STANDARD

8
"
:

OUIALRY Mill
itI 1/11UNK

Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4699

t COMMONWEALTH
CARPET CLEANING
Commercial &
iAll Residential Cleaning
& Repairs

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting.
decks, additions, roofing
20yrs experience free esti
mates 753-2592

759-5251
517 South

6th Street

_

During the fundraiser listeners
call in pledges at 1-800-599-4737.
Checks should be made payable to
WKMS/MSU Foundation and

mailed to WKMS,2018 University
Station, Murray, KY 42071. Listeners can pledge by installment or by
Visa or Mastercard. Some regional
corporations match
employee
pledges. They keep forms for this in
their human resources office. Murray State University employees may
give through payroll deduction by
requesting an enrollment card for
that purpose.
WKMS welcomes volunteers any
time. If you'd like to help during the
fundraiser, call the station at 7624743 or by using the toll free 800599-4737 line. 91.3 FM studios we
on the sixth floor of Price Doyk
Fine Arts Center at Murray State
University at the corner of 15th St.
and Olive Blvd. in Murray.

sulfite, are pregnant or think you
might be pregnant or have ever been
paralyzed with Guillain Barre Syndrome.
A doctor's wriucn order will be
required for persons under 18 years

of age.
For more information you may
call the Calloway County Health
Center at 753-3381, between 7:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

On giving a speech: You
should expect an actual speech
to take one-third more time than
it took when you practced it.

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 27, 19%
• (For your pet \ M.111
leant! I )isiin
I

horoscope. based on your Own

Ml- 0i* 77S8. Your phone company will bill you 99

put “lu iii MI 011111111SM II:1111e

355,4 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036

PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates
502 437 4545

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759 4690

The Calloway County Health
Center will hold- a Clinic to give
influenza vaccine on Monday.Sept.
30 belinning 47:30 a.m. until 4:30
p.m.

HAPPY 811C1111)..‘V IN THE
NEXT VLAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Tra‘el and
CC; advancement V1 ill

K.T. Paving

Phone (502) 474-2779

in their pledges.
Station manager Ka14-7Lochte
said. "In its annual report to the
Coeponition for Public Broadcasting last year. WKMS noted a total of
almost $87,000 in contnbutions
twin over 1,600 individual listeners. Thank you all for making up
this significant chunk of the WKMS
operating budget, and increasing
your support each year.'

cents a minu(e.)

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

Bill Travis

newals by phone. Beginning Sept.
FM staff and Fnaids will
be on the air asking Itsteners to call

27,91.3

Health center to hold
clinic -for influenza vaccine

dine of birth. Call

fast

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

91.3 FM W1CMS, Murray State
University's National Public Radio
station, has set a goal of$50000 for
its fall fundraiser. Support from
Friends of thc station b a component of ,The station's operating
budget and pays programming costs
as well as other operational costs.
As federal funding declines,
public radio must rely more heavily
on its listeners for financial support.
This fall WKMS is asking listeners
to contribute $50.000.
Fundraised dollars help pay for
programs like "Morning Edition,"
"All Things Considered," "Daytime
Classics," "A Prairie Home Companion," "Music From the Front
Porch" and more.The money is also
used for such things as technical
improvements and costs related to'news.
In its 27th year of broadcasting,
WKMS scores .western Kentucky
and parts of neighboring states with
long-form, ni-depth, international,
national and regional news and
information and a variety of music
and entertainment unique to public
radio. Classical.jazz. folk and bluegrass, blues, big band, new age.
Celtic, Arabic, Dixieland, reggae,
rap, hip hop and rock 'n roll are all
available on WKMS.
The fund drive began a month
ago when WKMS mailed previous
Friends pledge forms that are coming in now. WKMS volunteers are
also calling Friends for pledge re-

502-759-9672
6.30 N. 4414 Si, (Next
Laraster Plaster) • Marra)
A DIVISION OF SOI711IERN WALL SYSTEMS, l`o

,,s••

Murray, KY 42071

1

ut
mina, New financial security eatly
in 1997 vi ill mean lesb reliance on
alld. friends. .A skiing vacation Could lead to happy roniance.
Look forward to receR me greater
public recognition and support nem
spring. A change of lifest le is likely' as surtinicr of '97 approaches.
The purchase a new- home eould
become a top priorit •I ikc a
_youngster's education:1i nectis ono
ceresiderafri

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS HAY: palmit S,rintiel Adams.
actress Jay lie ‘leadows. golfer
Kathy Whitworth. singer Shaun
Cassidy.,
ARIES March 21 -April 19):
Friends share good news. Attending
a social event introduces you to
someone Cr attractke. You discover a common boyd. Lvpress your
interest openly.
TAURUS ilpril 20-May 20): A
relative or ft tend is becoming
increasingly dependent on you. You
had better call a halt to this trend
before it becomes unbearable. An
out-of-town visitor. will add sparkle
to your weekend.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Business meetings enjoy beneficial
influences today. New allies and
ideas could make a big difference to
your professional future. Get ready
to unjoy greater success!
CANCER (June 2I -July 221:
Give a work-related problem careful
thought. The solution may be obvious. Your interest in volunteer activities begins trOpay off. Be supportive
of family members.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A business transaction hinges on your ability to compromise. Clear communication is essential to finalizing deals.
A group discussion leads to new ap-

proaches and ideas: everyone benefits!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Pressing obligations could necessitate the postponement of a business
trip. This delay will work to your
advantage. A long-standing relationship is rock solid.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Financial planning is vital. You
sense which projects could Make
you wealthy. Others want to be a
part of your successful team.
Include them if they are talented.
Romance looks lively this weekend!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
tuis-e some thought to relocating.
14igher-ups could offer a very attractive deal. Consult family members
before making
your mind. Keep,
in touch with a relative who is going
through a difficult time.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A last-minute invitation connected with your work could prevent, you
from getting home when expected.
Give your mate a call. A neighbor
offers to babysit in a pinch. Show
your appreciation in a tangible way.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): A hobby could become a source
of income. Consult a marketing
expert. A friend in trouble needs
guidance. Offer advice only if you
are qualified. Otherwise, suggest
counseling.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):,
Refuse to be intimidated by technology. Learn computer skills at home
or in weekend classes. If necessary,
consult experts by phone. Your
credit rating is an important asset.
Pay bills promptly to protect it.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
The emphasis now is on setting limits. Speak up if someone oversteps
their bounds. Certain group activities may no longer interest you. Pursue new friendships and hobbies. A
wardrobe makeover will boost your
confidence.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are smart and ambitious, determined to achieve
both fame and fortune. They know the value of hard work and will toil tirelessly to reach their goals. Although these Libras have the best intentions,
their perfectionism could-cause problems if they are overly critical of friends
and co-workers. Teach them the necessity of using tact! Achieving harmony
in their personal relationships is vital to these Libras' happiness. The ideal
mate will pay st alll attention to their constant critiquing.
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HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We do it all
Licensed. Insured to
$300 000 Fred Osborne
474 8621

PLUMBING repairs
service 436 5255

IAURHAY IBerind Bunny Broad)
7.!.1 5940

C.

•••••• -••••-•;;•••••v•
•
• - l'itt,•04171116
.
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753-1916

All Types 01

SPECIALS

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways. hauling, foundations.
etc 759-4664

put it in the
Classifieds

Tree Service

GUTTERS cleaned & repaired No Job too small
527-7380

530

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

mb Brothers

G & E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492 8680
or 759-5613

JON boat Call 753-4987
after 5 30

FREE puppies Chow
Lab mix Red 6 black. 7
male. 2 *male Had shots
8 wormed 492 8840

Custom Woodworking

DAVID S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning' vinyl
homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502-853 1108

DEER hunters special, 15ft
camper, sleeps 4 stove,
frig & ac
All gas
901-498-8904

Boats
& Motors

FREE kittens 6wks
other kittens 6mos
436-2510

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINE TS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No lob too large or
AFFORDABLE quality small. Residential building you'll be proud of. Sandblasting Spray Paint86 CAVALIER RS, auto, Additions, remodeling, cus- ing
436-5950,
NEW, 2 story, 4be 24
tom woodwork, roofing: 1-800-636-5262
baths, Open foyer, col- p/s, p/b, 2dr, white. $1800
vinyl siding, decks, porobo 759-9711 after 6
umns, tile floors, etc, etc.
LAMB'S Painting and ConCity subdivision Ready to '91 HONDA Prelude, 4cyl. ches, fences and home re- tractors No job too large or
pair
Free
Estimates.
sell. 759-2571, 435-4013, Sep, sunroof, pis, p/b, a/c.
Residential
767-9268
435-4040
cruise, white, sharp $8300
Sandblasting Spray Paint
ALL around hauling, Junk mg 436-5950
NEW home almost com- 762-0189
plete, 3 bedroom, 2 bath. '93 BONNEVILLE SE, clean up, cleaning out LEE'S CARPET CLEAN1400 sq ft with carport, loaded, low miles, extra sheds, gutters, tree work. ING has served Murray for
located in East-Y subdivi- sharp' Must sell. 759-3049, Free estimates Joe Lamb. 25 years All new equip
436-2867
sion. 753-7091.
753-0509 after 5-30
ment cleans deep dries
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., fast Free Estimates
PERFECT FOR A FAMILY
49S
foundations, slabs, sidew- 753-5827
seeking a prime location at
alks, driveways. buildings,
an affordable price 4BR, 3
remodeling, repairs, AGC LICENSED for electric and
yew
bath home with central gas
gas 435 4358
heat/ central electric air 1989 FORD Aerostar, certified. 489-2214
MARK'S Lawn & LandLarge screened porch off 83xxx miles, excellent confrom master suite downs- dition, Asking $4800 Call ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- scaping. Proc•ssed
mulch for sale, 753-6226,
tairs Located in Southwest after 3pm 435-4341
niture repair & custom
753-4168.
school district Offered in
woodworking 753 8056
the $120's through Kop- 1993 DODGE Caravan SE,
MORRIS Mobile Home
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
perud Realty, 753-1222 loaded exceptionally
Movers
Licensed & In
clean
After
5pm
Factory trained by 3 maior
MLS#3000706
sured Phone 767 9630
436-2669
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
NEED a carpenter? Call
for Andy at The Appliance
753-2627 We do all types
Works, 753-2455
of construction Specialize
in houses, remodeling,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Kenmore. Westinghouse, decks, porches garages
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- concrete trim and other
perience
BOBBY odd lobs

1988 Honda Prelude

38

Wii1VIS sets goal
t for fall fundraiser

backhoe work, septic sys
toms. 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

FALL fix up time' All typos
home repairs and improve
ments, from painting to
yard clean-up One call
does it all Moms Property
Management 759 4599

520

Frei
Column

CUSTOM bulldozing and

ATTENTION CAMPERS,
29 and 30 foot travel trailers 1992's and 1994's Excellent condition Roof air,
fully self contained Several in stock No reasonable offer refused Dealer
800 272 2314

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying. serving Murray. Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

WANTED Odd icite Landscaping mulching hauling
gutter cleaning pruning
tree removable shrub trim
ming etc For a tree esti
mate call 753 9048 after
6pm Experienced

D.COLSON ROOFING All
work guaranteed We are
licensed. better check with
us before you decide
Phone calls are free
559-3694

94 32 VEGABON camper used once like new
Lots of extras, $8500
759 4471

A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming
Free Estimates Mark
Lamb 436-5791

'84 GRAND Marquis, all
power, 73xxx miles, excellent condition, $3200
753-5463
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Tea years ago
Ellis Popcorn President Herman K. Ellis is pictured with the
winning popcorn sculpture, built
by Hank and Edith Hatcher, for
the Fall Festival at Murray Calloway County Park.
A feature story about Anne
Wood, retired teacher and now
with Adult Reading Class, is published. The story is by Staff Wnter David Tuck.
Births reported include a boy
to Jodi and Timothy Stephens.
Sept. 22; a boy to Rcnita and
Gary Davis and a boy to Terri
and Tommy Futrell, Sept. 28.
Tina Marie Williams and Jeffrey Price Ammons were married
recently at Kirkscy United
Methodist Church.
Twenty years ago
Dan Hutson of Murray was
among 15 University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture Alumni
receiving Distinguished Alumni
awards at the college's Alumni
Association Rowdy Sept. 11 at
Lexington.
Winners of Punt, Pass & Kick
Contest Age Divisions are Mark
West, Mark Waldrop, Kelly
Culver, David Denham, Walter
Wayne and Tim Foster.
Births reported include a boy
to the Rev. and Mrs. Roger
Joseph, Sept. 14; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William H. Smallman
11, Sept. 15; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Phil Thomas Norwood,
Sept. 18.
The Rev. and Mrs. W.A. Farmer are today, Sept. 26, observing their 50th wedding

anniversary.
Thirty years ago
Army Pvt. Charles Futrell has
completed basic training at Fort
Knox. He will now be stationed
at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
The Rev. Walter L. Hill, pastor
of Kirksey United Methodist
Church since June 1964, is retiring from the ministry after 33
years of service. He and his family were honored at a potluck supper at Kirksey church on Sept.
25.
Garrett Beshcar of University
High School spoke on "Driver
Education" at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club.
Elvis Huffard is minister of
New Providence Church of
Christ. (The wrong church was
listed on Wednesday).
Forty years ago
A special Calloway County
Day featuring a parade, pet show,
and beauty contest will be held
Oct. 15, according to L.D. Miller,
executive secretary of Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
A new subdivision, Circarama,
located on south side of Murray
and owned by Howard Brandon,
will open soon.
A.B. Crass, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Crass Sr. of Murray, has enlisted in the United
States Navy. He is now undergoing recruit training at San Diego,
Calif.
Jerry Arteberry, Charles Peeler, Janice Arteberry and ha Mae
Hopkins have been elected as
officers of Senior Class of Almo
High School.

By The Assoc ulted Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 26, the 270th day of 1996. There arc 96
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 26, 1789, Thomas Jefferson was appointed Amenca's first
Secretary of State; John Jay the first chief justice of the United States;
Samuel Osgood the first Postmaster General; and Edmund Jennings
Randolph the first Attorney General.
On this date:
In 1777, British troops occupied Philadelphia during the American
Revolution.
In 1892, John Philip Sousa and his newly formed band performed
publicly for the first time, at the Stillman Music Hall in Plainfield,
N.J.
In 1914, the Federal Trade Commission was established.
In 1950, U.N. troops recaptured the South Korean capital of Seoul
From the North Koreans.
In 1960, the first televised debate between presidential candidates
Richard M. Nixon and John F. Kennedy took place in Chicago.
In 1980, the Cuban government abruptly closed Mariel Harbor,
ending the "freedom flotilla" of Cuban refugees that began the previous April.
In 1981, the twin-engine Boeing 767 made its maiden flight at
Everett, Wash.
In 1990, the Motion Picture Association of America announced it
had created a new rating, "NC-17," designed to bar moviegoers
under the age of 17 from certain films without the commercial stigma
of the old "X" rating.
Ten years ago: William H. Rehnquist was sworn in as the 16th chief
justice of the United States, while Antonin Scalia joined the Supreme
Court as its 103rd member. Japanese Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone apologized for remarks he'd made about American minorities
that were considered racist.
Five years ago: Four men and four women began a two-year stay
inside a sealed-off structure in Oracle, An., called Biosphere 2.
(They emerged on this date in 1993.) AIDS patient Kimberly Bergalis
pleaded with Congress to enact mandatory AIDS testing for health
care workers.
One year ago: Bosnia's warring factions agreed on guidelines for
elections and a future government. The prosecution began its closing
argument in the murder trial of O.J. Simpson. A bond trader at Japan's
Daiwa Bank was charged with doctoring records to hide $1.1 billion
in losses.

DEAR ABBY I am hoping that
you will be able to answer a quer,
Lion that has been bothenng me for
yearb. What is a "gay lifestyle"?
1 am a 40-year-old gay male and
don't have a clue as to what a gay
lifestyle is. My life partner, David,
and I have been together 15 years
and have jointly adopted three special-needs children. We live in the
suburbs in a middle-class neighborhood, at the end of a cul-de-sac.
Like most of our gay and lesbian
friends, we don't smoke, drink alcohol or go to bars. Our children go to
public school with the rest of the
children in the neighborhood.
Once a friend told rue what he
thought was a gay lifestyle., but by
the sound of it, he was describing a
single's lifestyle, gay or straight. Is
that what some people mean, that
is, a gay lifestyle is synonymous
with a single lifestyle?
If there is such a thing as a gay
lifestyle, doesn't that automatically
mean that there is a "heterosexual
lifestyle"? And if this is true, what
is a heterosexual lifestyle? I have
sincerely been asking people and no
one has been able to give me ananswer.
MICHAEL SERKIN-POOLE,
BELLF:VUE, WASH.

"As hard as it might be to
believe, there is no such thing as
a 'gay lifestyle,' just as there is
no such thing as a heterosexual
lifestyle. Gay and lesbian people, like heterosexual people,
live in a variety of ways, from
poor to middle-class to nouveau
riche,from urban to rural."
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in
response to the opinion of"Ex-Waitress, who apparently has a problem when a good server approaches
her on a personal level.
When someone (anyone, anywhere), even the "person who has
been hired to serve her," tells her
that her "hair is pretty" or "that's a
beautiful blouse, offense should be
the last thing that crosses her mind.
HeIll000!!! She has just been given a
compliment on her great taste —
not a conversation, just a compliment; that's it.
I have been a waitress for 12
years and 1 love my job. It's the
most enjoyable work I have ever
done. The money's good, too, thanks
to the many customers who don't
penalize their server when they
receive a compliment. Should I take
offense when a customer likes my
hair? No, I shouldn't.
My tip to "Ex-Waitress": Either
stay home and eat, or try a vending
machine. Then there will be no conversation that may offend her. With
such an unpleasant attitude, it's no
wonder she s an ex-waitress.
A HAPPY AND FRIENDLY
WAJTRESS, LAKF:LAND, FLA.

DEAR MICHAEL: Fair questions. In Eric Marcus' informative book "Is It a Choice?"
(HarperSanFrancisco), he answers this way:"After watching
countless news reports and occasional documentaries over the
years about gay people — gay
DEAR HAPPY WAITRESS:
men, mostly — the most popular
image of gay life that has been Your "tip" to "Ex-Waitress" is
seared into the minds of most probably one of the most valuAmericans is the urban, single able tips she'll ever receive.
nightlife led by some gay men —
DEAR ABBY: I mil my sister in
and plenty of straight people as
another state very often because of
well — during the 1970s.
an illness in her family. When
things are particularly bad, I call
her every night.
These calls are quite expensive
for me, and my sister has no consideration about the length of time shetalks. She. will gab on and on about
13•UMS1'EAD, EiTHER
HAVE
her neighbors and incidents that I
.
OQ 'CU DON* HAVE
East dealer.
finished down one, losing three really don't can. about when it's on
I DON THINK
East-West vulnerable.
spades, a heart and a diamond.
my dime. It would be boring to me
YOU HAVE IT
NORTH
The outcome seems very normal, even if I lived around the corner
4Q8
since South played the hand pretty from her.
•
If I remind her that this is long
K 64
much the same way most other de• A Q 1083
clarers would have played it. But the distance and I'm hearing a lot about
K 105
fact is that South was decidedly out nothing instead of what's going•on
WEST
oforder when at trick three he staked with the sick relative, she gets highEAST
•KJ 7 2
all his marbles exclusively on a fa- ly insulted and calls me "cheap."
I care about the ailing family
IP 8
vorable diamond division. Gi.anting niernIs.r and will
continue to call.
•5 4
that the diamond suit would — from but how can I reduce the expense
+986432 previous experience — seem the and aggravation and get my sister
SOUTH
natural suit to attack at this point, to be more considerate?
4 10 96 3
declarer's correct play at trick three
PALM SPRINGS SISTER
Q 1052
was the eight of spades!
7j DO
IF YOU GAVE
rI TALK TO FRIENDS, READ"
AND EVERY NOW AND 1, r OH,
HOW QUICKLYA
DEAR PALM SPRINGS SIS•K 9
He was gazing ateightsure tricks
LIP YOUR
WHAT
THEN I EVEN STEP AWN
,PLAY, LAUGH, STUDY, VISL1
WE GO FROM
HA, HA!
TER: Tell your sister at the
4AQJ
at
this
stage,
and
should
have
been
MEDICAL PRACPEOPLE 'MUSEUMS CREATE, LEARN,
FROM MY COMPUTER FOR A
BttTSER
ous u4 ,
'GE:RING TO
The bidding.
looking for the best way of acquiring beginning of the call that you
WIRE RIT
TICE WHAT DO
E\(PLORE THE WORLD
BREATH Of FRESH AIR
KNOW YOU' TO
F.ast
South West
North
a
ninth The spade lead would do have only a couple of minutes to
ON EARTH
YOU DO ALL
WHAT DO
'GETTING TO CREfind out how her relative is
Pass
Pass
Pass
1
•
exactly
that, guaranteeing that af- doing,
r
DAY,
THAN)
,400 DO??
ATE A WHOLE
and that you'll talk
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
ter the defenders' ace, king and jack longer another time.
CATHY
NEW VERSION
Opening
lead
—
seven
of
hearts.
were
each
forced
out,
South's nine
Of YOU"
would inevitably become trick numPerhaps Hegel was right when ber nine.
he said one learns from experience
There is no distribution of the
that one does not always learn from opposing cards that can prevent this By Peter H. Gott,
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 80 and have a
experience.
from happening.Three notrump is a
Consider the present deal from a 100 percent certainty if a spade is body odor. Several doctors have been
rubber bridge game. South was in led at trick three, regardless of how consulted and claim they can't smell
three notrump and West led his much it goes against the grain to anything, but everyone I come close
fourth-best heart. Declarer took the make such a play. It is true that to moves away. Why do I have this
FOR
TER or FOR WORSE
first trick with the ten, then re- declarer will sometimes fail to make problem?
tiotAl coMf_yo()-1Z0f. SO
DEAR READER: Some cases of
ONCE IN AWHILE,I'M ALL6WED
turned
a low heart, winning with four notrump by not playing diaLoNG Nt 1i4t, BiN1HR.00M
TO HAVE A E3AP HAifi PIN.
"body
odor" are not this at all; rather,
dummy's king after West followed monds first, but that is a very minor
I THIS MORNING'?
they are due to a misperception by the
with
the
nine.
I'M
consideration.
LOOK,' ZA
person that he or she has an odor.
HAVilit-% A t3AL'HtliK
South next cashed the K-Q-A of
yaw FRIEND
Yes, maybe Georg Wilhelm
If you bathe regularly. use a deodor,
or‘c
uny,
CANPRCE JUST Got
diamonds,but unfortunately thejack Friedrich Hegel really knew what he
ant and have been assured by doctors
, ON THE BUS
did not. fall. As a result, declarer was talking about.
that you don't emit an odor, you'd best
check with the people who back away
from you.
Perhaps the odor (if there is one is
coming from your clothes, or your
breath, maybe the people retreat from
Gladden
you for other reasons. Are your politiMost
cal views unpopular?
prepared
1 Ms Arden
I'm being facetious.
Mine finds
4 Medicinal
Ward of
portions
Ask your friends if you smell bad. If
"Sisters"
9 Caspian —
they say "yes," return to your family
Mine
12 Strife
doctor for an examination and testing.
13 Egg organ
entrance
For example, liver and kidney diszCAT5 PO NOT SCORE WELL ON
14 Ad —
Cutting
\_<NTELLIGENCE TESTS'
eases (which are diagnosed with
15 Angered
utensil
blood tests) are often associated with
17 Stop
Household
chore
19 Bus abbr
a foul body odor. Your physician
Terminate
20 Instrument
should be able to advise you if, in fact,
Rn is its
played lAt
you have a problem.
symbol
Marx brother
On the other hand, if you are sens21 About
Honest —
ing a smell that isn't there, you need
Command to
(2 wds
a horse
23 Shoddiest
an ear-nose-and-throat exam to make
— of the
27 Trifle
sure that your sense of smell is funcUnion
29 River in
tioning effectively. Your primary-care
England
On the —
9-260 1996 United Feature Syndicate
physician can refer you to such a spe(fleeing)
30 Greek letter
cialist, if indicated.
able
31 Nervous
Figure
4 Canines
DEAR DR. GOTT. I've been told I
10 Dawn
twitch
5 Kitchen
goddess
32 Scarcer
have eczema on my hands. It's very
ranges
11 King topper
34 — ami
itchy and sore. Can you tell me about
6 Mournful
16 Hebrew lyre
35 Mr Sullivan
this condition?
AL-toosay, its -t4AT you
7 Rolle ID
18 Ireland
36 Sagan or
DEAR READER: Eczema is one of
8 Shade tree
CREATE Ct0t8E5 10 -t$t (TtNegAi.
Lewis
20 — it in for
mankind's most common skin disor(do harm to)
, sbrviATioN...
1
4
5
6
10 11
21 Behind
ders The affliction usually begins as
7
8
9
22 Playground
tiny blisters that break open and
„.Foi NONE OE you
item
crust, leading to scaling and oozing
sate6 to %NOR youp
13UUU
24 Noblemen
1SU
areas that violently itch.
ove4 2e4kir46.
•
15
25 Struck
II
1 7 18
Over time, untreated skin lesions
26 Melodies
heal, only to re-appear Or. in some
28 Mobile
19
20
cases, the crusted inflammation never
homes
33 Region
heals. The standard treatment is cor23 24
34 — arts
tisone cream or - in really severe
illil
NM
36 B-G linkup
29
cases -- cortisone pills for brief peri38 Cut of meat
ods of therapy.
Actor's40
cue
F,Nno,s- It* book' Send $795 • $2 00‘1, rbb 0 mooey welet) to 'Maimed Frilynate- 50 So,605 Nowtkrt, NJ 08077 *km, 4-8 weeks d•love.y
32 33
41 FortuneDEAR DR. GOTT. I've been told
fil
telling card
that hepatitis C can be treated with
45 She — Him
interferon. You've stated that the disill
irlimua
Wrong"
ease is incurable, but might its effects
42
46 Cask
be minimized with interferon therapy?
THAT'S TRUE I DON'T THINK I
1111
47 Opp of SSW
HOWEVER, I DO ADMIT
41
44 ill
Mountain
48
on
DEAR READER. Hepatitis C. a
COULD EVER SITE AN'fONE
TO BEING A LITTLE
Crete
chronic viral liver inflammation, is
SARCASTIC NOW AND THEN
49 Basketball
rarely cured with interferon, a preleag
ddUUU
11
scription anti viral drug, but it is cer
5i
50 Highly valued
64
tainly treatable. Interferon therapy
person
Mill
may slow or arrest viral inflammation
53 III — ease
in the liver, and --- my consultants tell
ill
ii
il
me - should be used in most cases.
Again, the distinction here is
between "cure" and "treatment"; if
you can't have the former, by all
means go for the latter
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MSU plans special events
for Homecoming weekend
Several special events have
been planned to welcome alumni
back to Murray State University
for the annual Homecoming
celebration set for Oct. 3-5.
Ranging from banquets to receptions to open houses, alumni
will have a host of activities to
attend as part of the "Blue and
Gold-Return to Glory" festivities.
The following alumni events
have been scheduled for Friday,
Oct. 4:
The 34th Annual Agriculture
Alumni Banquet will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the small ballroom
of the Curris Center. For more
information, call Dr. Tony Brannon at 762-6923.
The 15th Annual College of
Business and Public Affairs
Homecoming Banquet will begin at 6:45 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom. The speaker
for the event is Richard A.
"Dick" Anderson, a 1980 graduate and president of BellSouth

Business Systems in Atlanta. For
more information, call 7624181.
The Nursing Alumni Banquet
is set for 7 p.m. in the Curris
Center Mississippi Room. Call
762-2193 for more information.
A dedication ceremony for the
Sigma Chi chapter house, located at the corner of 14th and
Hughes streets, will begin at 7
p.m. Tours will be available.
Tau Kappa Epsilon alumni
will gather at 7 p.m. at Shoney's
Inn of Murray for light refreshments. For TICE reunion information, call Vincent Pappalardo
at 1-800-441-9350.
In addition to the traditional
events such as the parade and
Homecoming game, several
alumni activities are scheduled
for Saturday, Oct. 5:
A breakfast for Sigma Chi
alumni will begin at 7:30 a.m. at
Murray High School.
The 11th Annual College of
Education Breakfast is slated for

8 to 9:30 a.m. at Murray Middle
School. For more information,
call 762-3817.
The Alpha Sigma Alpha
Reunion/Open House will begin
at 9 a.m. For more information,
call 753-6157.
The Alpha Phi Homecoming
Brunch, Zeta Zeta chapter, will
begin at 10:30 a.m.at the Faculty
Club located at 309 N. 14th St.
For more information, call 4362399.
Tent City Homecoming Festival and Reunion will begin at 11
a.m. on the grassy area adjacent
to Roy Stewart Stadium. Featuring the Alumni Dixieland AllStar Band Plus Some and the
Racer Band, a variety of activities will be available. The 199697 Men's Basketball Team will
sign autographs until 1 p.m. in
the SG A/Greek/Residential College Tent. Alpha Omicron Pi will
have its alumni reception with
light refreshments at Tent City to
celebrate 100 years of sisterhood.
Alpha Gamma Delta Alumni
Open House will begin at 11 a.m.
For more information, call 7626951.
Alpha Sigma Alpha will have
Us 50th anniversary ceremony at
11 a.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club. Reunion festivities will
also be held at ,Tent City.
The Fourth Annual Occupa-

Tent City Treat
Homecoming at Murray State University Is a family affair with something
for everyone. One young visitor to Tent City last year found exactly what
she needed to make her happy-a moment of solitude and some cotton
candy.

II See Page 19
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Hall of Fame Banquet - 6 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom
5th Annual Homecoming Bonfire - 8:30 p.m., Cutchin
Field.

Homecoming Golf Tournament - 8 a.m. to sunset, Miller
Golf Course
Homecoming Tennis Tournament -9 am.,Purcell Tennis
Courts
Dedication of the Gage Track - 1 p.m., Stewart Stadium
Renovated Fine Arts Building Open House and Tours 1:30 to 5 p.m.
14th Annual Run for the Racers - 5 p.m.,5-kilometer road
run
34th Annual Agriculture Alumni Banquet - 6:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Small Ballroom
15th Annual College of Business and Public Affairs
Homecoming Banquet - 6:45 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom
Nursing Alumni Banquet - 7 p.m., Curris Center Mississippi Room
Tau Kappa Epsilon Alumni Welcome - 7 p.m., Shoncy's
Inn
Fine Arts Building Grand Reopening Dedication and
Celebration - 8 p.m., east entrance of building

"M" Club Breakfast and Meeting - 8 a.m., Curris Center
Small Ballroom
11th Annual College of Education Breakfast - 8 to 9:30
a.m., Murray Middle School
Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumni Reunion/Open House - 9
a.m., Alpha Sigma Alpha House

Homecoming Parade - 9:30 a.m., begins downtown and
proceeds down Main St. and ends on campus
Baseball Old Timers Game - 10 a.m., Reagan Field
Renovated Fine Arts Building Open House and Tours 10 a.m. to noon
Tent City Homecoming Festival and Reunion - 11 a.m.,
adjacent to Stewart Stadium
Alpha Gamma Delta Alumni Open
Alpha Gam House
Alpha Omicron Pi Alumni Reception - 11 a.m., Tent City
Alpha Sigma Alpha 50th Anniversary Ceremony - 11
a.m. Murray Woman's Club
4th Annual Occupational Safety and Health Alumni
Reception - 11 a.m., Tent City
Autograph Signing - 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., men's 1996-97
basketball team, Tent City
Tau Kappa Epsilon Alumni Reunion - noon, Tent City
Homecoming Pre-game Festivities - 1:30 p.m., Stewart
Stadium
Homecoming Game - 2:30 p.m., MSU vs. Austin Peay,
Stewart Stadium
Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumni Banquet - 6 p.m., Curris
Center Ballroom
Tau Kappa Epsilon Alumni Social Hour and Dinner 6:30 p.m., Shoncy's Inn
Political Science/Criminal Justice/Legal Studies Alumni
Reception - post-game, home of Dr. Joe Rose,808 Sha-Wa
Circle
Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumni Dance 9 p.m., Murray
Country Club
Call (502) 762-3437 locally or 1 (800) 758-8510
outside Calloway County for more information.
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MSU track dedication set for Oct. 4
Murray Statc University will
have a dedication ceremony for
the track at Roy Stewart Stadium
at 1 p.m, Oct. 4 as part of the
annual Homecoming activities.
The track will be named the
Gage Track after J. Marshall
Gage. a 1960 graduate who
carried a bachelor's degree in

physical education. He is owner
and president of B.B. Kirkbride
Bible Co., publisher of the
"Thompson Chain Reference
Bible."
A 1995 Golden Horschoe
Award recipient. Gage has been
an avid supporter of the university. As a member dl the MSU

Foundation board of trustees
since 1986. Gage serves on the
finance
and
development
,comm ittecs.
He is a former member of the
varsity track team and in 1965
was a charter inductee into the
Athletic Hall of Fame. He continues support for Racer athletics

through the Marshall Gage Track
Scholarship, which he establishd
in 1986. The endowed scholarship is awarded to students who
participate on the track team.
A member of the Presidents
Club since 1985, he also served
as volunteer chairman of the
campaign to raise funds for the
track surface at Stewart Stadium.
He is a member of the "M" Club,
reserved for athletes who lcucred

in a varsity sport at Murray State.
Gage is a member of the
Heritage Soci , y, which recognizes individuals who participate
in a planned gift arrangement
with the university.
He and his wife, the former
Sonja Cinnamon, also a 1960,
have consistently organized
alumni events in the Indianapolis
area and serve as co-presidents
of the Indiana alumni chapter.

Racers face Governors

One All•You.Canlat
Pizza,Pasta & Salad Buffet

Pick-up Only Special

19

The Murray State University
Racers will match up against the
Governors of Austin Pcay for the
Homecoming game on Oct. 5.
MSU has won its last four contests with the Govs.
Kickoff is slated for 2:30 p.m.
in Stewart Stadium. Pre-game
festivities, including the crowning of the Homecoming Queen,
will begin at 1:30 p.m.
Tickets for the game are $15
for reserved chair seats, $10 for
reserved bleacher seats, $7 for
general admission and $6 for

children and senior citizens(general admission only). For more
information, call (502) 7624895.
Last year's Homecoming
game featured a 63-13 win over
Morehead State. A crowd of
12,251 watched as Derrick Cullors scored six touchdowns on
the day, tying an NCAA 1-AA
record.
In last year's game against
Austin Peay,the Racers won by a
score of 45 to 17.

G44,.(

rick-up or Delivery Special
Buy Any Medium Pizza
(at full regular price)

Get a 12" Dessert
Pizza for only
$199
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Enjoy your visit
back to Murray
it's always good to see
old friends again.
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MSU adds five to Hall of Fame
The Murray State University
athletic department will add live
new members to the MSU Athletic Hall of Fame in a ceremony
on Oct. 3.
The five inductees include
Frank Head, Lee McCormick,
Val Lemoignan, Larry Ringer

and Harold Loughary. The induction ceremony will be part of
MSU's Homecoming weekend
festivities and will be held in the
Curris Center Ballroom on
campus.
"This year's group is very
deserving of this honor," said

Mike Strickland, MSU athletic
director. "All these people were
outstanding representatives for
Murray State. The selection
committee did an outstanding
job."
Head, a standout football
player from 1968-72, was one of

the most prolific tacklers in MSU
history. He was an All-Ohio
Valley Conference selection at
linebacker in 1971 and led the
Racers in total tackles in both
1969 and 1970. His 158 tackles
in 1969 still ranks as the second
best season in school history.
McCormick began his Racer
career as a walk-on and left as the
school's top all-time pass
catcher. A football player from
1983-85, McCorrnick holds the
school career records for receptions (122) and reception yards
(1,837), and his senior season
totals of 769 yards on 52 catches
still rank second and third, respectively. A first-team AllOVC selection in 1985, McCormick also garnered honorable
mention
All-American
accolades.
Lemoignan ran track for the
Racers from 1981-86 and placed
10th at the 1984 NCAA Outdoor
Championships in the heptathIon. A member of an OVC
record-setting 4 x 400 relay
squad, Lemoignan left MSU
with nine school records. She
currently still owns Murray State

Murray State
College of
Education
Alumni Homecoming
Breakfast

Scouting museum
has new exhibits

Saturday, October 5
8:00-9:30 a.m.
Murray Middle School

Homecoming provides a perfect opportunity for folks to visit
the National Scouting Museum,
located on the Murray State
University campus. Whether
you're a first-time or frequent
visitor, museum officials invite
you to tour the scouting museum
and help celebrate its 10th anniversary year in Murray.
A new exhibit featured this
year interprets the history of the
Order of the Arrow, and honor
camper's society. Dating back to
its beginning at Treasure Island
in 1915, the order is a service
organization which serves the
need of scouting, often with
special projects to improve campus and campsites.
Also new in the museum's
main gallery is an exhibit that
tells the story of the many service
projects performed by Boy Scouts to help win the war in the
1940s. "A Good Turn for Uncle
Sam: Boy Scouts on the Homefront 1941-1945" explores the
many adult chores that scouts
assumed during the World War
11.
The museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., and Sundays from
12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. MSU

Enjoy breakfast and visit with old friends
and watch the parade from the front lawn.

For Reservations Call
(502) 762-3817
Adults '5 Children Under 12'2.50
Visit our tent at the "Tent City"
at 11:00 a.m. adjacent to
Roy Stewart Stadium
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records for two indoor (60m
hurdles, Pentathlon) and three
outdoor (400m hurdles, 800m
relay and heptathlon) events.
Ringers,an All-American golfer in 1967, was part of an MSU
squad that finished second in the
OVC in 1967 and was also
selected as the team MVP. The
winner of the MSU invitational
in 1966, Ringer still holds the
school record for the lowest 54hole score with 204 (68-67-69).
Ringer currently cotitpetes on the
PGA Senior Tour.
Loughary was a two-sport letterman (basketball and baseball)
for Murray State from 1946-50.
Known for his energetic,scrappy
style of play, Loughary ranked
second on the team in scoring the
the 1950 basketball squad. A
standout shortstop, he played
professional baseball upon his
departure from MSU.
The banquet is slated to begin
at 6:30 p.rn, with the induction
ceremony following. Cost for a
ticket is $15. Tickets are available by calling the MSU athletic
ticket office at (502) 762-4895
before Oct. 1.

faculty, staff, students and
alumni with I.D. are admitted for
$3.50 each. There is no charge
for children under age 6.
Gateway Park, an outside obstacle course which contains
ropes and bridges to challenge
the agility of its participants, is
also open on weekends during
October. Tickets to the park is $5
each or $3 each with a paid
museum admission. For more
information about the scouting
museum call locally at (502)
762-3383 or 1-800-303-31347
toll free.
The Residential Colleges Association is also hosting a special
activity to get alumni visitors and
the community "fired-up" for
homecoming weekend. The 5th
annual Homecoming Bonfire
will begin at 8:30 p.m., Thursday, Oct. 3, immediately following the Hall of Fame Banquet
The bonfire will be held at
Cutchin Field.
There is no admission charge
and the public is invited to join in
the open pep rally and spread the
theme Blue and Gold-Return to
Glory. Julie McMahon, coordiIII See Pag. 15
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Although it has been more
than 60 years since J.D.
"Stumpy" Rayburn took the field
as a member of the Murray State
University football team,the memories haven't faded.
He can tell stories about every
Murray football game played
against Western Kentucky. After all, he has either played in or
seen all 61 games. And if he isn't
talking about those games, he is
recalling the many Homecoming
celebrations he has attended
throughout the decades.
This year, he won't be a mere
bystander during the annual parade. Instead, he will have a
place of honor as the grand
marshal during the Oct.5 parade.
Rayburn, a 1935 graduate,
was a guard on the 1933 gridiron
team, the first undefeated team.
For anyone unfamiliar with football lingo, a gridiron team is one
where the same players play both
offense and defense. Of course,
in the 1930s,the team was called
the Thoroughbreds and the university was still the Murray State
Teachers College.
Homecoming is always a special time for Rayburn because it
allows him to reminisce about
the past with his fellow athletes.
He emphasized that they have a
lot of war stories to tell each time
they gather. Even though only
about 10 of his teammates are
still living, Rayburn said they
have an understanding to attend
Homecoming if they are able.
Rayburn carried the scores of
the MSU/WKU games in his
wallet so they will be handy
when the discussion begins.
"When you sit down and talk
about a game, you tend to forget
about it, so I thought I would
write it down so I would have it,"
he said.
Although he didn't play football in high school, it didn't take
long for him to get attached to it.
"Athletics is probably all my
life," he said. Instead of football,
Rayburn's game of choice these
days is golf, which he tries to
play four to five days a week for
both exercise and fun.
But when MSU's Homecoming rolls around,Rayburn likes to
take part in the festivities.
"I enjoy the parade," he said.
"Nearly the entire student body
would come and we would have
a snake dance. We would build a
bonfire and have a big rally for
the games. To me,Homecoming
means a lot and I iookforward to
It."
Even during his 20-year tenure as superintendent of the
Providence City Schools, Rayburn returned for Homecoming
activities. Every year, he has

with WKU when we beat them
20 to 6," Rayburn said. "When
the game was over, Dr. Rainey T.
Wells (former MSU president)
was standing at the door of the
dressing room with tears in his
eyes. He gave us each $5, which

watched the parade's grand marshal and the various participants
go by.
"I was surprised when they
called me and asked me to be the
grand marshal," he said. "It
never entered my mind that I
would be selected."
Rayburn actually had planned
to start his college career at
Morehead, but found that it was a
little too far from his hometown
of Providence. He had worked
for a year in the coal mines
immediately after graduation
from high school, which gave
him the determination to obtain a
degree. So he made his way to
Murray.
"I did not play football in high
school because my dad was
afraid I would get hurt," he said.
"I made the freshman team and
he didn't say a word about it!"
Rayburn's football team was
much like the one coached today
by Houston Nutt. Discipline and
unity were stressed, as was
academic performance. "We all
associated together and it was
like a family," he said. "Coaches
(Roy)Stewart,(John) Miller and
(Carlisle) Cutchin worked us
really hard and we didn't cut
classes."
Once football season finished,
Rayburn joined the other freshmen in trying out for the basketball team.
"There were about 125 of us
on the stage and Coach Miller
was making selections. I was the
shortest one on the stage and he
said 'Stumpy, come out here.'
That was how I got my nickname
because I just have initials. Dr.
(Ralph) Woods sometimes
couldn't think of my name,but he
called me 'Shorty.'"
Of all the stories he can tell
about his years as a football
player, one clearly stands out in
his mind.
"I remember our third game

was a lot of money back then.
There were probably about 35 on
the team. We autographed the
ball for him."
Student life was quite a bit
different when Rayburn was a
student because anyone with an

athletic scholarship was required
to work on campus. He recalls
sweeping and cleaning the president's office (John Carr) and

Good
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Loughary to be
inducted Oct. 3
The distance from his hometown of Caledonia, Mo.. to Murray State University seemed
enormous to Harold Loughary
when he made his first trip in the
1940s.
After all, if it hadn't been for
Johnny Reagan, who was "the
superstar" from that area. Loughary said he wouldn't have ever
attended college. He also
wouldn't be returning to the
university Oct. 3 to be inducted
into the MSU Athletic Hall of
Fame.
"I was a little country boy who
hadn't been away from home,"
Loughary said."There were only
14 people in my high school
graduating class. I was a homebody and didn't know many
people."
Loughary played basketball
and baseball for Murray State
from 1946 to 1950. He ranked
second on the team in scoring for
the 1950 basketball squad.
"I was on a basketball scholarship and I went out for baseball
because I liked the game," he
said. "I had some successful
years. I played basketball and
baseball with Johnny Reagan for
.two years."
Although he played other
positions throughout his baseball

career at MSU, Loughary said
playing shortstop was his favorite. In fact, he said he played
baseball better than he did
basketball.
"When I came back home, I
told my family that everyone
(athletes) was better than I was,"
he said. "Everyone in college is
as good as you are. I thought
college ball was a lot more like
work than what it was in high
school."
After graduating in 1950 with
a degree in agriculture and physical education, Loughary played
minor league baseball for the
Cardinal organization. Throughout his 37-year career, he has
maintained tics to athletics
through his work as a teacher and
a coach. Ile is currently retired
and lives in Bismarck, Mo.
"My experience with athletics
at Murray State gave me a livelihood that was very respectable,"
he said. "It gave me contact with
other people and I got a very
good education."
Loughary and four other MSU
athletes will be inducted into the
Athletic Hall of Fame Oct. 3
following a 6:30 p.m. banquet in
the Curris Center Ballroom. For
ticket information, call (502)
762-4895 before Oct. 1.

Both
the Ho
display

Clowns offered entertainment and candy to bystanders during last year's Homecom
ing parade that
made its way down the streets of Murray.
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Tent City makes its return
to Stewart Stadium Oct. 5

Both mounted and harnessed horses always otter a splendid finish to
the Homecoming Parade. MSU students and area residents proudly
display their horses during the annual event

The grassy area in front of Roy
Stewart Stadium will, once again
be filled with tents as people
gather at the annual Tent City
Homecoming Festival and Reunion beginning at 11 am., Oct. 5.
This year's theme is "Blue and
Gold - Return to Glory."
"Tent City gives people a
chance to see a tremendous number of people such as former
professors and classmates in a
very festive atmosphere," said
Patti Jones, assistant director of
alumni affairs. "We started the
event in 1989 with 12 tents and it
has grown every year."
This year's event will feature
an autograph signing by the
1996-97 basketball team in the
SG A/Greek/Residential College
Tent from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Anyone who lived in one of the
university's residence halls is
invited to stop by this tent to
learn more about residential college system.
A variety of foods will be
available including bratwurst,
hamburgers, pizza, fish and barbecue, as well as baked goods
and other items sold by student
groups. Also featured will be a

dunking booth, face painting and
musical entertainment by the
Alumni Dixieland All-Star Band
Plus Some and the Racer Marching Band. Competitions arc
planned among the residential
colleges. Seating is available at
Tent city, as well as babysitting
services and restrooms.
"This is a very upbeat occasion because once people leave

the parade, they can park at the
stadium and go to Tent City,"
Jones said. "Because it is in a
centralized location, they can see
what is happening at the stadium
and can go right over to the
game."
In case of inclement weather,
the festivities will be at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center on College Farm
Road.

WELCOME-BACK
RACER FANS!
Enjoy the game and
your visit with old friends!

Blalock•Coleman
York
Funeral Home
Keith York and Kelvin York
713 S. 4th St.
753-6800
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McCormick
one of five
MSU Hall
inductees

The "Alumni Dixieland All-Star Band Plus Some" has become a regular entertainment feature of Tent City over the years. The band's tunes
serve as a festive backdrop for old friends to meet and exchange memories. Tent City, located just north of Stewart Stadium's parking lot,
otfers reunion tents, food, a performance by the MSU Racer Marching Band and more.

Beautiful
Selections
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"I miss the guys I played with,
but I still talk to some of them,"
he said.
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It may have been 10 years
since Lee McCormick has visited
his alma mater, but he plans to
make the trip from Round Rock,
Texas in October.
McCormick is one of five
former athletes who will be inducted into the Murray State
University Athletic Hall of Fame
during homecoming festivities
Oct. 3-5.
"It hasn't really sunk in yet,"
he said. "I'll realize what the
honor means when I come to
Murray."
He played football for the
Racers from 1983 to 1985 under
Coach Frank Beamer. He began
his career as a walk-on and left as
the school's top all-time pass
catcher.
"I was recruited by MSU from
Terre Haute, Ind.," McCormick
said. "It was a lot of hard work
being a walk-on because I had to
prove myself. I was new to the
system, but I adjusted pretty
fast."
He holds records for receptions (122) and reception yards
(1,837)for a career. As as senior,
he was an honorable mention
All-American and a first-team
A-OVC pick.
"I learned a lot from Coach
Bcamer and Coach Michael Cain
(offensive coach)," he said. "It
was a learning experience because they didn't tolerate many
mistakes."
Of his football memories, the
games with South Carolina State
(35 to 21)and Eastern Kentucky
University (when he broke a
yardage record) stand out the

.1
,

After he graduated in 1986
with a degree in saifety engineering, McCormick went to a couple
of NFL football camps. 1k
played arena football, which is
indoor football played on a 50yard field in which participants
play both offense and defense.

--4;,.•
• "-

He worked at Lockheed Martin in Florida prior to moving to
Texas where he is a loss prevention consultant with Texas
Workers Compensation Insurance Fund.
He and his wife, Jancl, have
one daughter, Destiny.
The induction ceremony will
be held follwing a 6:30 p.m.
banquet on Oct. 3. in the Curris
Center Ballroom on campus.

406 S. 12th St. • 753-7435
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Sheley to be inducted into Hall
Track star set nine
MSU school records
When Val Lemoignan Sheley
was recruited to run track for
Murray State University, she had
only planned to be in Murray for
one year. After all, she had a job
in the computer industry and her
own home.
It didn't take long for her to
change her mind and decide that
life in the United States had its
advantages.
On Oct. 3, she will join four
other MSU athletes to be inducted into the Athletic Hall of

preen.

Fame. A banquet will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom,followed by the induction ceremony.
Shcley had been running in
England as a member of a track
club and had been ranked sixth in
the country in hurdles. She was
recruited to Murray by Margaret
MSU
(currently
Simmons
academic adviser for athletes)
and became a 25-year-old freshman in 1981.
Throughout her track career
from 1981 to 1985. Sheley(who
was known at MSU by her
maiden name of Lemoignan),
held nine MSU school records,
including three indoor and six

outdoor marks. Her marks in the
60-meter indoor hurdles and the
indoor pentathlon still stand.
"I remember that my first meet
for MSU was an indoor competition and I was determined to do
well," she said. "I don't remember where it was, but I looked at
the record on the wall and said I
was going to break it. I felt so
strongly that it shook out my
nervousness and all I could think
about was breaking that record,
which I did."
Sheley said she also remembers the coach from Southeast
Missouri coming up and telling
her that she "ran very maturely
for a freshman."
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At graduating with a bachelor's degree in education, she
obtained her master's degree in
Texas.She is currently employed
at the University of South Carolina-Columbia as the assistant
director of athletics for compliance. She married Michael
Sheley, an All-America track
and field athlete, in 1994.
"I stopped competing in 1986
when I blew my knee in the
Europian game trials," she said.
"It was very disappointing."
Becoming involved in athletics at MSU had a profound
impact on her life, she said,
because it introduced her to a
career that she loves.

"I will always stay in the
athletic field," she said. "It is my
way of being able to contribute to
a field that had enabled me to
change my life. Being named to
the Hall of Fame is a nice
finishing touch. It is a great
honor and flattering that a school
thinks enough of you to put you
in the Hall of Fame.
"I found my years at Murray
State to be an adventure," Sheley
said. "It was a lot of fun. There
was a feeling of family on the
team that was fostered by
Simmons."
For banquet ticket information, call (502) 762-4895 before
Oct. I.
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Ag department plans events
Murray High School with frontage on Doran Road. Transfer of
the Pullen Farm is part of the
largest bequest ever received by
Murray State Unviersity at one
time. The gift also included a $1
million bequest from the estate of
Mabel Pullen, widow of Stanley
Pullen who served at Murray
State's first agriculture teacher.
Dr. Tony Brannon, interim
chair of the agriculture department,says the entire Pullen Farm
will become home to the univcristy's plant 'science program,
serving as the base for all agro-

MSU alumni who gather for
the 1996 Homecoming festivities will be able to sec history
made with the Murray State
University department of agriculture. Friday,Oct.4, will mark
. the official dedication of the
Mabel G. and J. Stanley Pullen
Farm along with ground breaking for a new equine instructional facility.
The Pullen Farm dedication
ceremony will begin on the
grounds at 3 p.m. The farm
includes a 44-acre tract near
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nomy and horticulture instructional activities.
"There has been a lot of community interest in the restoration
of this historic landmark,” remarked Jim Vaughan, assistant
dean of the college of industry
and technology. Branncin adds
they are eager for individuals to
tour the home and sec the renovation that has been done to
transform it into a functional
administrative and classroom
facility.
Immediately following the
Pullen Farm dedication,officials
will proceed to a site off of
College Farm Road where the
first spades of dirt will be turned
to mark construction of the university's new equine instructional facility..Ground breaking
is expected to begin at 3:45 p.m.
he new facility will provide
welcome relief to Murray States'
rapidly expanding equine' science program. "We have seen a
20 percent increase it? student
enrollment in Murray State's
equine program this year, says
Jim Rudolph,program coordinator. Total funding for the project
comes from an equine must fund
established in 1993 by passage of
House Bill 450.
"This is strictly an instructional facility," explained Rudolph."Equine classes will have
rust priority. Equitation labs and
labs for production classes will
also meet there."
A reception will follow the
closing of the ground breaking
ceremony on the front paddock
of the equine center. Murray
State and the department of agriculture invites the public to join
them both of these historical
event. For more information call
(502) 762-3327.
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Racer Spirit
The MSU cheerleaders supply the spirit for the annual Homecoming
Bonfire, held at Cutchln Reid. The bonfire serves as a pep rally to gear
up students, visiting alumni and community members for the "big
game." This year, Murray State meets Austin Peay in the Homecoming
football game. Pre-game festivities begin at 1:30 p.m., followed by the
game at 2:30 p.m.
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Greek organizations
observe anniversaries
during Homecoming
Various Greek organizations
will celebrate anniversaries during the annual Homecoming
celebration set for Oct. 3-5 at
Murray State University.
This year's theme is "Blue and
Gold — Return to Glory."
Two activities have been
planned for Friday, Oct. 4 including a 7 p.m. dedication ceremony for the Sigma Chi chapter
house, located at the corner of
14th and Hughes streets, and a 7
p.m. gathering for Tau Kappa
Epsilon alumni at Shoney's Inn
.of-Murray for light refreshments.
The festivities will continue
Saturday, Oct. 5 beginning with
a breakfast for Sigma Chi alumni
at 7:30 a.m. at Murray High
School.

Alpha Sigma Alpha will host
its reunion/open house beginning at 9 a.m. as part of its 50th
anniversary celebration. An 11
a.m. anniversary ceremony vill
be held at the Murray Woman's
Club. Reunion festivities will
also be held at Tent City. The
Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumni
Banquet will begin at 6 p.m. in
the Curris Center large ballroom,
followed by a dance at 9 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.
The Alpha Phi Homecoming
Brunch, Zeta Zeta chapter, will
begin at 10:30 a.m. at the Faculty
Club located at 309 N. 14th St.

Homecoming golf tourney
Oct. 4 at Miller Memorial
Avid Murray State University
golfers will gather Oct. 4 for the
14th Annual Homecoming Golf
Tournament held at Francis E.
Miller Memorial Golf Course,
located six miles east of Murray.
Beginning at 8 a.m. and lasting until sunset, the tournament
will feature four categories including all-male, all-female, seniors and mixed. Players may

create their own teams.
Tee times will be from 8 to 10
a.m. and from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
For reservations, call the golf
course at 502-762-2238.
Each winning team in the four
categories will receive a $180
gift certificate from the Pro
Shop. Other awards will include

111 See Page 14

And You Will See Results!
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Various sporting events
slated for Homecoming
Golf, running,
baseball game
are included
The Homecoming game between Murray State University
and Austin Peay is not the only
sports event taking place during
Homecoming festivities.
Events to be held on Friday,
Oct. 4 include the following:
The 14th Annual Homecoming Golf Tournament will begin
at 8 a.m. at the Francis E. Miller
Golf Course. Tee times are from
8 to 10 a.m. and from 12:30 to

2:30 p.m. Reservations may be
made by calling (502)762-2238.
The 21st Annual Homecoming Tennis Tournament will begin at 9 a.m. at the Purcell Tennis
Courts. A minimum contribution of $25 is required, which
goes to support the MSU tennis
team.
Categories arc man's and women's open class A singles/doubles and age 50 and over singles/doubles. For more information, call (502) 762-6813.
At 5 p.m., the 14th annual
"Run for the Racers" will begin
in front of the Carr Health Building. Prizes will be awarded to the
top finisher in each age group.

For more information about the
5-kilometer (3.1 mile) road race,
call (502) 762-6791.
In addition to the game, there
are also two events slated for
Oct. 5 that will be of interest to
alumni.
;At 8 a.m., the "M" club will
gather for breakfast and a meeting at the Curris Center Small
Ballroom on the third floor.
Breakfast is $5 a person and
reservations must be made by
calling (502) 762-6184.
At 10 a.m., the Baseball Old
Timers'Game will begin at Reagan Field north of Roy Stewart
Stadium. For more information,
call (502) 762-4192.
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The Homecoming Tennis Tournament, held on Purcell
Courts, otters
competitive categories Including men's and women's open class
A
singles/doubles and age 50 and over singles/doubles.
To make
reservations for the tourney, contact Mel Purcell at 762-681
3.
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closest-to-the-pin on the parthree ninth hole and long drive
on the No. 13 hole, which is 453
Yards.
A minimum contribution of
$40 per player to support the
MSU golf team is required to
enter the tournament.
This 18-hole championship

Valid Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
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and 2 Colas
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course was constructed by the
MSU Foundation on a 175-acre
tract of land donated in 1979 by
L.D. Miller, a 1937 alumnus.
The course is named in memory
of his wife who was an avid
golfer. It officially opened for
play on Memorial Day Weekend
in 1983.
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being in charge of building the
kitchen fires at 4 a.m. in Wells
Hall, which served as the woman's dormitory.
"The last two years I was a
student, I had a key to the girls'
dorm," Rayburn said. "My
friends wanted to borrow the
key, but I wouldn't let them."
Upon graduation, Rayburn
pursued a career-in education.
He returned to MSU in 1966 to
serve as student teacher coordinator and then retired in 1977.
"When the stadium was
opened, picked scats 10 and 11
in Row 24," he said. "They are
located by the 50-yard line be-

cause I like to be where I can see
the blocking. All of us in the
stands do a lot of coaching!"
Rayburn and his wife, Mary,
live,..in Murray. They have one
son, J.D. Rayburn II.
As for his thoughts regarding
the university, Rayburn said he
wished that he could have done
more for the institution.
"As long as I am living, I
intend to do what I can to
promote it," he said. "It's a good
school and if you apply yourself,
you can be equipped for life. The
professors are here if you want to
learn. Looking hack now, I
appreciate all the hard work it
took to get my education."
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MSU graduate Ringer
to be placed into Hall
When Larry Ringer arrived at
Murray State University in 1965,
he was ready to pursue his dream
as a golf professional. After three
years of hard work,he left behind
a school record that remains
unbroken.
Ringer will join four other
athletes who will be inducted
Oct.3 into the MSU Athletic Hall
of Fame. A banquet will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom,followed by the induction ceremony.
"I transferred to MSU from a
junior college in Maryland after
my freshman year," Ringer said.
"John Irvin,a resident of Murray,
had recommended the school to
me. Buddy Hewitt, the golf
coach, was very convincing."
In fact, Hewitt and Ringer still
keep in touch and play golf
together.
"Buddy was a friend and a
second father to me," he said.
"He helped me not only mature,
but deal with being away from

home. He was really the reason I
stayed."
Under Hewiu's tutelage, Ringer became an All-American
golfer in 1967,and was part ofan
MSU squad that finished second
in the OVC in 1967. He won the
MSU Invitational in 1966.
Being away from his Maryland home may have been difficult, but Ringer stayed at MSU
and became the first member of
his family to get a college
education.
"I really liked the area because
I am kind of a country boy," he
said. "When I started, it was
known as Murray State College
and had 4,400 students. When I
graduated in 1967, the name was
changed to Murray State University and it had 7,000 students."
Ringer said that although he
was glad to get out of high
school, he didn't want to leave
college. After receiving a degree
in business administration, he
went back to Maryland.

After several years of sacrifice
and hard work,Ringer finally got
on the professional tour in 1973.
Through the years, he has
worked as a golf coach, golf
professional and school teacher.
"Everything I have done and
accomplished is because my
family has supported me in my
quest to play golf," he said. "I
began playing golf at age 10 after
watching my father. It was a
challenge to me, but I got lucky
and worked hard at ii"
Golf is very much on his mind
these days, especially since he
serves as a PGA golf professional at the Country Club at
Woodmore in Mitchellville, Md.
In addition, he is a full-time
player on the Senior Series Tout
and a part-time player on the
Senior PGA Tour.
"When I won flie first MSU
Invitational individual title in
1966, it helped convince me that
I could play on the college level,"
Ringer said.
For banquet ticket information, call (502) 762-4895 before
Oct. 1.

•Greek...
FROM PAGE 13
Alpha Omicron Pi,celebrating
100 years of sisterhood, will
have its alumni reception with
light refreshments at Tent City
beginning at 11 a.m.
Alpha Gamma Delta Alumni

Open House will begin at 11 a.m.
The Tau Kappa Epsilon
Alumni Reunion will begin at
noon in the alumni association
tent at Tent City. A social hour
and dinner will begin at 6:30
p.m. at Shoncy's Inn.
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"Any organized group can
register to participate in a spirit
contest judged by the MSU football captains," added McMahon.
For more infomiation about the
bonfire call (502) 762-2310 or
762-2717.
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nator of residential life, says
there will be lots of excitement at
the bonfire. She says the band
will perform and MSU cheerleaders will lead the crowd in
cheers.
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MSU begins residential colleges
For years, Murray State University has battled being labeled
"a suitcase college" that students
abandon on the weekends.
Campus officials pulled out
the heavy artillery in the fall of
1996 with the implementation of
the residential college concept,
which is geared to decentralize
the university and give students a
greater sense of attachment to the
campus.
The concept - was borrowed
from English institutions and
introduced to the United States
by Yale, Harvard and Princeton.
Public universities have only
now begun to embrace the idea as
a way to return the "smallness" to
the overly large campuses.
"The thing that is unique is
that we are the only public
institution to make it a comprehensive model," said Dr. Don
Robertson, vice president for
student affairs. "Whero we visited, some but . not all students
had been involved. Our model is
very similar to the Yale model
because all students, including
commuters and residential stu-

14Ji vivo d
.inno into

dents, are mixed together."
Through the use of the existing residence halls, eight residential colleges were formed.
Housing is co-educational in seven of the colleges, but there is
separate definable space (floors
or wings). In the eighth college,
women are housed in one residence hall and men in another,
which when combined create a
co-educational
residential
college.
"We need to personalize the
campus and this is the way to do
it," Robertson said. "Some might
argue that we are coddling the
students, but we are trying to
show that we care. As opposed to
talking about it, this is a plan to
do ii"
Although all students are assigned to a residential college,
the amount of participation is up
to each individual. On a similar
note, the same can be said about
the faculty and staff. Each residential college is headed by a
tenured faculty member who has
been given release time from
teaching and other academic

responsibilities.
"We have assigned the faculty
and staff to the residential colleges and are looking for ways to
get them involved," Robertson
said. "We want them to create
meaningful relationships with
the students and to be seen as
advocates for the students."
The individual residential colleges are set up to reflect the
diversity of the entire university.
If one is pulled out and the
members examined, it should be
a representative sample comprised of males, females, all
grade classifications, residential,
commuter, all ethnic backgrounds, all academic colleges
and majors.
"The biggest challenge is getting commuters and nontraditional (23 years and older) students involved," Robertson said.
"You have to give them something to identify with. If we break
the campus down, people will
feel like they have formed an
identity and five or 10 years
down the line, they will come
back for reunions."
Although students tend to
identify with their Greek social
organizations or as members of
an athletic team, the residential
colleges will provide more
opportunities.
"This changes the way we do
things on campus," Robertson
said. "One of our goals is to decentralize the campus and have
eight self-regulating residential
colleges with their own crests,
flags and colors. We want to put
the governing closer to the
students."

Under the new system, students now have multiple opportunities
to
participate
in
academic, athletic and social
events on the residential college
level. In addition to universitywide activities, students will
have intra-college competitions.
"This offers more leadership
opportunities and there is a greater potential for the students to
feel a part of the institution,"
Robertson said. "The smaller the
group,
the
better
the
identification."
Campus officials began studying the residential college model
in 1994 upon the direction of
MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander and developed committees to put together a workable
adaptation for Murray State.
"We are flexible and we learn
as we go," Robertson said. "We
arc still trying to explain what it
is all about, but the bottom line is
it will make things better for

university students."
After 20 years in education,
Robertson has seen many ideas
build momentum and then never
come to fruition. The new residential college concept is an
exception. Funding for the
model was gathered from redirected auxiliary funds, thus making it possible to launch the
concept without any new monies.
"My initial reaction was that I
was intrigued," he said. "It made
a lot of sense and I was excited
about the possibilities. At first I
thought we ought to do it
piecemeal and start one or two on
campus, but that is why other
schools have failed with this
concept.
"Students leave campus because they never identify with
anything," he said. "It's the ones
who sit in their rooms that we
want to get involved."

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

The Murray High School cheerleaders rode along as part of last
year's Homecoming parade.
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Conte into a participating Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
In`lilSvPlomber 15 to October 15. 1996 and give your lips
a language of their owl.
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Three will
receive
Golden
Horseshoes
Three Murray State University alumni have been selected as
1996 Golden Horeshoe Award
recipients.
Dr. Jim Frank, Sen. Jeff
Green, and Richard Lewis will
receive framed certificates and
specially
designed
Golden
Horseshoe lapel pins as part of
the Founders Day ceremony set
for noon, Sept. 28, at Pogue
Library.
The awards arc presented annually to recognize the service of
dedicated alumni who have held
responsible positions and who
have, through significant and
continuing support, contributed
to the excellence of the university.
Frank, professor emeritus al
MSU and a resident of Murray,
earned his bachelor's degree in
physical education in 1950 and
his master's degree in education
administration in 1959. He
earned his doctorate in 1965
from Peabody College-Vanderbilt University.
Locally,Frank serves as membership chairman for the Murray-Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association and development chairman of the Murray-Calloway County American
Heart As-sociation. On the state
level, he is chairman of the board
for the Kentucky Division of the
American Heart Association.
He and his wife, Norma, who
graduated from MSU in 1951,
have two childreiramie Bittel
and David Frank.
Green,a native of Hickman in
Fulton County, currently resides
in Mayfield. He is a 1976 cum
laude graduate of MSU with a
double major in history and
political science and a 1979
graduate of Northern Kentucky
University College of Law.
A partner in the law firm of
Weisenbreger, Green, Hargrove
and Foster, Green was elected to
the state senate in January 1992.
Later that year, he was re-elected
to a full four-year term.
On the local level, he is a
member of the Mayfield Rotary
Club and the Greater Paducah
Economic Development Board.
He is a past president of the
Mayfield-Graves County Chamber of Commerce and has served
on a variety of boards.
On the state level, he was
recognized as the 1995 Outstanding Legislator by the Kentucky Victim's Coalition, Inc. He

The Classic News
for Fall '96 Starts with

uncomplicated
classic dressing to
provide the

Cleaner lines, less
frou-frou - a
straight forward
approach to
quality.

When clothes are this good, they
speak for themselves.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Tmes photo

The Calloway County High School cheerleaders rode along as part of
last year's Homecoming parade.
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$2.00 OFF on any $10.00 or more
drycleaning order at

Boone Cleaners.

111,

State Auto
busuranco Contpanioo

...and we try hard to give them
the very best insurance protection and service we cart provide
- the kind they expect and
deserve.Ifyou'd like to be one of
our V.I.P.'s give us a call.

Purdom,
Thurman
& McNutt
Insurance
Southside Court Sq • Murray
753-4451

What has bands, floats and candy and rolls down Main Street once a year? Why, the Homecoming
Parade, of course. Murray State students, alumni, parents and children gather along the sidewalks to
enjoy marching music, colorful floats and the occasional piece of tossed candy. Last year's theme of
"As Time Goes By" gives way to 1996's "Blue and Gold — Return to Glory."

Let'sfight Murray, on to the
goal—
We will watch them take that
ball down the field.
As we fight for our Alma
Mater brave and bold
We'll charge on to victory,
our flag waving high

Serving Breakfast, Daily Lunch Specials & Dinner
Friday & Saturday Night "ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT" Catfish!
Closed Sundays

15th & Olive Blvd. • Murray • 753-1116

March, men, march on down
the field,
Place the ball o'er the line
For Thorobreds fame,
and old Murray's name
And everything that's right—
Fight! Fight!
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FROM PAGE 17
served as chairman of the Senate
Agriculture and Natural Resources Committee and the Legislative Task Force on Domestic
Violence.
He and his wife Sharon, who is
a 1980 MSU graduate, have two
children, Tyler and Alex.
Lewis, a Benton attorney in
the firm of Lewis & Telle,
P.S.C., is a 1960 graduate ol
MSU. He received his law degree from the University of Kentucky and celebrated his 30th
year of practice in 1995.
A member of the MSU board
of regents since 1995, he is the
chairman of the governmental
relations committee and is a
member of the athletics committee. He was president of the MSU
Alumni Association in 1977.
He is also a member of the
Kentucky Bar Association, Tennessee Bar Association, Kentucky Academy of Trial Lawyers
and National Board of Trial
Advocacy. He has been a member of the Benton Lions Club,the
Pritchard Committee on Education and Kentucky Governor's
Scholars Board of Directors. He
was also active in the Sigma Chi
Housing Corporation, helping to
build its fraternity house.
He served as state representative for six terms(1970-1975 and
1989-1995). A veteran of the
U.S. Army, he was a 1st District
nominee for the Kentucky Supreme Court in July 1995.
He and his wife, Martha, who
received degrees from MSU in
1960 and 1969, have three children, Beth Maze, Cynthia Jones
and Katherine Lewis.

•MSU...
FROM PAGE 2
tional Safety and Health Alumni
Reception will be held adjacent
to the College of Industry and
Technology Tent at Tent City.
Light refreshments will be
served. For more information,
call 762-2488.
The Tau Kappa Epsilon
Alumni Reunion will begin at
noon in the alumni association
tent at Tent City.
The Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alumni Banquet will begin at 6
p.m. in the Curtis Center large
ballroom.
The social hour and dinner for
Tau Kappa Epsilon alumni will
begin at 6:30 p.m. at Shoney's
Inn.
A post-game reception for political science/criminal justice/
legal studies alumi will be held at
the home of Dr. Joe Rose. For
more information, call 7622661.
Alpha Sigma Alpha will have
an alumi dance at 9 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
The Murray State University marching band was part of last
year's Homecoming parade that wound its way through the streets of Murray,
entertaining spectators who lined the route.
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We Have
Beautiful
Yellow Mums
For All You
Racer Fans

Glazed Yeast Donuts

Devil's Food Cake
Jelly Flied Long .bas
Sour Cream Cake
Cream Filed Long Johns Sonnkles Cake
Bavarian Cream Filed
Powder Sugar Cake
BARberry Filled

Cinnamon Twist

Cherry Filed

Glazed Twist

Leman Filled

French Glazed

Appie Filed

Chocolate French

Oki Honey Buns

Coconut Cake

Caramel Cake

Peanut Cake

Chocolate Cake

Chocolate a While
Long Johrs

Blueberry Cake

•s.

759-4512
Hwy. 94 East
Mon.-Sat. 8-5
Sun. 1-5
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